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Abstract 

 Research on leaders with disabilities is largely limited in scope to civil rights and 

disability rights leadership. This qualitative research investigated how individuals with 

disabilities transformed themselves into leaders in the disability field. This research focuses on 

the leaders’ perceptions of critical experiences and relationships that influenced them as leaders. 

A phenomenological approach was used to understand the lived experiences of six leaders with 

disabilities. Open-ended interviews with recognized leaders who had disabilities were analyzed 

by examining their narrative statements, resulting in a combined description of their lived 

experience.  

 The results of the analysis revealed that these leaders with disabilities made personal 

connections with others and found groups that were the right fit for them during their college 

years or immediately subsequent years. Furthermore, the results found the following essential 

themes: 1) childhood as an influential life experience, 2) commitment, confidence, resilience, 

and passion in leadership style, and 3) enjoyment of helping others. These themes were not 

independent of one another, but were intertwined throughout the lives of the six leaders with 

disabilities.  

Through a deeper understanding of leadership development experienced by these leaders 

with disabilities, this study has implications for practice and further investigation. Higher 

education and elementary and secondary education can improve leadership skills training and 

opportunities for students with disabilities. I also recommend several future research topics, 

including exploring identity development among leaders with disabilities. This dissertation 

concludes with the recommendation that disabled people should be specifically included in 

leadership research.  
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Chapter One 

Introduction 

Problem Statement 

 As societies become increasingly diverse in the United States and globally, organizations 

have recognized the importance of diversity and have been valuing the creative ideas and 

innovative accomplishments that diverse people contribute. Diversity brings a variety of personal 

experiences, values, and views that enrich all of us with a deeper understanding of the human 

condition. A deeper understanding of the human condition enables us to respond to rapidly 

changing societies with creativity and productivity. Organizations are increasingly promoting 

diversity and the participation of those who have diverse backgrounds, including those with 

disabilities. Leaders with disabilities are among those who significantly contribute to the 

development of our diverse nation.  

 As the United States grows more diverse, higher education recognizes its responsibility to 

educate students on the importance of diversity, inclusion, and equality. At the same time, 

colleges and universities have influenced the quality of leadership and have been producing 

citizens that make a positive difference in the society (Astin & Astin, 2000). Higher education 

recognizes its responsibility to expose students to different experiences, perspectives, and 

backgrounds so that students can adapt and succeed in an increasing diverse community and 

workplace. According to the American Council on Education, higher education institutions aim 

to "develop leaders for society through the educational process" (n.d., para.1). For many years 

colleges and universities have been integrating leadership development into educational 

programs (McIntire, 1989; Posner, 2004). Examples include: military sciences, business schools, 

educational leadership programs, public policy and leadership programs, internships, fraternities 
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and sororities, to name a few. Colleges and universities also offer short workshops or seminars 

for anyone, such as a student, faculty, staff, volunteer, supervisor, or community member who is 

interested in leadership. Kouzes and Posner (2002) asserted that, "leadership is everyone's 

business" (p.83). Leadership is not only about being in a formal position but about acting in a 

way that creates a meaningful difference (McCauley et al., 2008).  

 As the college student population becomes more diversified, it is becoming more 

important to develop the concepts of diversity and inclusion in leadership development. However, 

current literature on leadership development in higher education is largely lacking for specific 

diversity issues, such as disability (Sanlo & Cháves, 2013). Studies often discuss diversity only 

in the scope of gender and race or ethnicity (Coleman, 2012). A lack of focus on disability in the 

leadership literature not only appears in higher education, it also appears to be persistent across 

various disciplines. For instance, in the field of psychology Chin and Sanchez-Hucles (2007) 

criticized the special issue of the American Psychologist, which was dedicated to leadership, but 

failed to address the importance of diversity that includes disability status. In the field of 

business, disability is addressed in the scope of "diversity management" to prevent 

discrimination or to promote the participation of disabled workers (Thanem, 2008). Overall, 

disability appears to be forgotten in the leadership development literature.     

 Disability is part of diversity, which is defined by Giovannini (2004) as "any dimension 

that can be used to differentiate groups and people from one another" (p. 22). Age, gender, 

ethnicity, race, nationality, sexual orientation, religion, educational background, and disability 

are examples of differentiating elements. Like aspects of these dimensions, disability is a status 

that experiences prejudice, stigma, and discrimination. The Rehabilitation Act of 1973 and the 

Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 protect individuals with disabilities from discrimination. 
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Although disability is a dimension of diversity and brings benefits to different individuals, 

leaders with disabilities are understudied in leadership literature.        

 Recognized or not, individuals with disabilities have become leaders at all levels in the 

United States. A number of those who have disabilities have successfully emerged as powerful 

leaders at the local, state, national, and international levels. Justin Dart, Jr. was a leader of the 

international disability rights movement and the leading figure in passing the Americans with 

Disabilities Act. Judy Heumann has served as Special Advisor for International Disability Rights 

at the U.S. Department of State. I. King Jordan was the first deaf president of Gallaudet 

University. These individuals have made a meaningful difference and have contributed to our 

diverse society.  

 The researcher is curious if leadership development differs in leaders with disabilities 

from leaders without disabilities. Are there common themes among these and other individuals 

with disabilities in their experience of becoming leaders? What, if any, college experiences may 

have helped them to serve as a leader? Little empirical research has studied leaders with 

disabilities regarding leadership development. Exploring the lived experiences of leaders with 

disabilities is a good starting point to understand their leadership development, and it is currently 

lacking in the literature.  

Purpose and Significance 

 The purpose of this study is to investigate how individuals with disabilities have become 

leaders and what influenced who they are as leaders. In particular, this study explores the 

important life events and relationships that influenced these individuals as leaders. Furthermore, 

this study aims to learn whether college experiences influenced their leadership development. In 

keeping with the exploratory aim of the study, a qualitative inquiry was utilized. For this study, 
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the researcher used a phenomenological method of research to understand leadership 

development of leaders with disabilities. In choosing this method, the researcher hopes to 

provide the reader an intimate, internal view of these experiences. Giorgi (2005) states that, "The 

goal of phenomenological analysis, more than anything else, is to clarify the meaning of all 

phenomena. It does not explain nor discover causes, but it clarifies" (p.77). This study provides 

detailed perspectives of these leaders' developmental and transformational experiences.  

 This study is significant in several ways. First, it expands literature in the area of 

leadership, leadership development, diversity, and disability, as well as in higher education. 

Noticeable gaps in the available literature led the researcher to focus her research in this area. 

Second, the researcher believes that her findings will help higher education institutions better 

understand the complexity of leadership development among diverse students, including students 

with disabilities. In this way, higher education may be able to improve student leadership 

development training and programs. The resulting information may enrich, expand and diversify 

the pool of leadership talents. 

Design of the Study 

 This study is comprised of six chapters including this introduction, Chapter One. The 

structure of this study is as follows: In Chapter Two, the researcher presents a review of the 

literature by highlighting leadership, higher education and leadership, and disability and 

leadership. Chapter Three describes the rationale for using a phenomenological method to study 

leadership of disabled leaders. This chapter discusses participant selection, data collection, and 

data analysis, as well as the researcher's assumptions and biases that might affect the study and 

strategies to increase the accuracy of the study's finding. This chapter concludes with limitations 

of this study. Chapter Four presents data analysis and results of this study. The participants' 
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expression of their experience is organized and transformed in each step in the analysis with 

emphasis on the phenomenon - being a leader with a disability. The abstract phenomenological 

description is presented at the end of this chapter and captures only the essential features of the 

phenomenon. Chapter Five provides discussion by presenting primary themes evident in this 

study on experiences of leaders with disabilities. The themes are explicated through the earlier 

review of the literature in Chapter Two and by additional literature that the researcher reviewed 

after data analysis. Chapter Six offers implications for practice and recommendations for future 

research. This chapter suggests elements of leadership development in higher education, 

elementary and secondary education. This chapter also recommends future inclusion of disabled 

leaders in research and the research topics on leadership development and disabled leaders.  

 References and appendices follow these chapters. The appendices include, the 

explanation of this study, consent form, a sample email to potential participants, and the Levels 

1-3 (verbatim transcripts, spontaneous meaning units, and narratives based on emergent themes) 

for each participant.           

Definitions of Terms 

 For the purposes of this study, the following definitions apply: 

 Leaders. This researcher uses the generic definition of a leader provided by Oxford 

Dictionary of English (2003). It defines leaders as “the person who leads or commands a group, 

organization, or country” (para.1). The individuals in this study have served or currently serve 

some type of recognized role as leaders of a group of people.  

 Leaders with disabilities. Leaders with disabilities in this study are those who meet the 

definition of “Leaders” mentioned above and who have substantial limitations to major life 

activities. A substantial limitation to major life activities matches the definition of “a disability” 
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as stated in the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 and the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990. In 

this dissertation, the words of "leaders with disabilities" and "disabled leaders" are used 

interchangeably.   

 College degrees. In this study, college degrees include: Associate’s, Bachelor’s, Master’s, 

First-Professional (e.g., Education Specialist degree), and Doctoral degrees. Technical 

certificates, which are offered by two-year or vocational institutions, are purposefully excluded 

because these certificates do not award a degree.  

Summary 

 This chapter presented disability as a dimension of diversity. Higher education aims to 

"develop leaders for society through the educational process" (ACE, n.d., para.1). As the United 

States grows more diverse, higher education recognizes its responsibility to develop the concepts 

of diversity and inclusion in leadership development. However, the researcher pointed out that 

the literature on leadership development is largely lacking for specific diversity issues such as 

disability. This study investigates how individuals with disabilities have become leaders and 

what influenced who they are as leaders. Further, this study explores whether participants saw 

college experiences as influencing leadership development for these individuals. This chapter 

described the significance and the terms that are used in this study, as well as the structure of this 

study. The findings from this study potentially add to the literature of knowledge of leadership 

development. This study also may contribute to the kinds of leadership education that is effective 

for college students. The next chapter will examine the relevant literature, including leadership 

theories, leadership training and skill development, and disabled leaders in the scope of 

leadership.      
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Chapter Two 

Literature Review 

 This dissertation investigates how research participants with disabilities have become 

leaders and what influenced who they are as leaders. The researcher focuses on influential 

experiences and relationships that these leaders have had. This study also aims to explore 

whether college experiences influenced leadership development for these leaders.  

 There is a large amount of literature that discusses leadership theory, behaviors, and 

practices in business, education, military, religion, political, and civic settings. Gender and ethnic 

groups have also been discussed in leadership literature that addresses diversity. However, 

studies focusing on leadership and disabled leaders are sparse. As a result, a comprehensive 

literature review on the topic of leadership among the disabled has proven to be problematic. 

Hence, the first section of this chapter focuses on recent leadership theories and leadership 

development in organizations. Particularly, this chapter discusses personal qualities and skills 

that prove useful to leaders. This chapter then discusses current literature and research about 

disabled leaders, followed by leadership development in higher education. 

Leadership 

 Leadership has been defined in many different ways, perhaps too many. Several hundred 

definitions of leadership have been introduced over the years and the terms “leadership” and 

“leaders” have been used interchangeably (Andersen, 2005). Many leadership concepts have 

been created, partially because scholars disagree about leadership concepts but also because 

there is a notion that leadership may mean something different to each individual (Jackson & 

Parry, 2011; Yukl, 2006).  
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 Among these definitions, Peter Drucker, in the twentieth century, developed the concept 

of leadership in business and management. His leadership definition was simple; he stated, “The 

only definition of a leader is someone who has followers…without followers, there can be no 

leaders” (Drucker, 1997, p. xii). He asserted that leaders set examples, make the right decisions 

for their organization, not their own popularity, and produce results that make a difference. 

Furthermore, Drucker argued that leadership is not a title or position, but it is a responsibility to 

perform, improve and maintain standards and values to make a difference.       

 Other scholars such as Bass (1990) have defined a leader as the person who outlines a 

need for change, develops a vision for the future, and mobilizes followers to achieve the results. 

Bass argued that charisma is an essential component of leaders in order to intellectually stimulate 

and inspire followers. In Bass's perspective, charisma motivates followers to grow their own self-

interest for the good of the organization and "excite their employees with the idea that they may 

be able to accomplish great things with extra effort." (p. 21).  

 Moreover, scholars have debated the differences between leadership and management. 

Almost sixty years ago, Drucker (1955) asserted that managers needed to perform leadership 

functions within their organizations. However, other scholars suggested that leadership and 

management are different functions that require different skills and different types of people.   

Recently, Bennis (2009) argued that leaders and managers are exclusively different because 

leaders are innovative, flexible, and long-term oriented while managers are stable, rigid, and 

short-term oriented. Yukl (2006) remarked on the differences between mangers and leaders, 

stating that "Managers are concerned about how things get done, and they try to get people to 

perform better. Leaders are concerned with what things mean to people, and they try to get 

people to agree about the most important things to be done" (p.5). Knowing this distinction 
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between leadership and management is helpful for those who wish to go beyond management 

capacities and develop leadership skills and competencies.    

 Most recently, Maxwell (2013) offered a simple definition of leadership. That is, 

leadership "always means that people are going somewhere" to create a positive change (2013, 

p.48). Maxwell calls leaders "change agents" (p.5) who influence followers with credibility, trust, 

and other interpersonal skills, in order to develop followers that aspire to become leaders in their 

own way. Regardless of the similarities yet subtle differences in leadership definitions, simply 

put, leadership is leading others for change.    

Leadership Theories 

 As the definition of leadership has developed, numerous theories of leadership have been 

proposed. Research has investigated what makes people become leaders and what helps them to 

be effective leaders. Studies have also tried to identify the essence of good leadership. It is clear 

from the research that effectively leading people is a complicated task. Theories have changed 

over time. Therefore, a chronological review of research and literature that explores the traits of 

effective leaders follows.  

 For many years researchers investigated the specific traits of leaders. In the earliest 

approach, Bernard (1926) examined personal, physical, and mental characteristics of leaders 

based on the idea that a leader was born, not made. His study was meant to identify people who 

were born with these attributes to be capable leaders. However, popularity of the trait approach 

became less attractive and faded in 1940's as research began focusing on how good leaders 

behave (Jackson & Parry, 2011).    

   In the 1950’s and 1960’s, researchers focused on what good leaders do, or leadership 

behavior, and their interactions with subordinates (Yukl, 2006). During this era, the assumption 
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continued that the person in charge is always the leader. In pioneering research, the Ohio State 

Leadership studies in the 1950's focused on behavioral differences between effective and 

ineffective managers. The Ohio State Leadership studies identified the types of leadership 

behavior and developed questions called "Leader Behavior Description Questionnaire (LBDQ)" 

to measure how often a leader used these behaviors to satisfy the group’s needs (Haplin, 1957). 

These behaviors included being friendly and approachable, treating each group member equally, 

maintaining performance standards for the group, and emphasizing the importance of meeting 

deadlines (Halpin, 1957). The Ohio State Leadership studies took a behavioral approach and 

their LBDQ influenced future questionnaire research on leadership behavior in the U.S. (Yukl, 

2006). In the late 1970's and 1980's, the focus shifted from the behavioral approach to more 

recent behavioral theories called transactional leadership and transformational leadership, and 

researchers, including James Macgregor Burns, further investigated leader behavior.    

 Burns (1978) noticed that some leaders engaged followers in reciprocal activity by 

rewarding them for completing tasks. He defined this behavior as transactional leadership. He 

also differentiated transactional leadership from leaders who motivate others by searching for 

and meeting their needs. He called this transformational leadership. Burns (1978) described the 

differences between transactional and transformational leadership as follows:  

Transactional - leaders approach followers with an eye to exchanging one thing for 

another... the transform[ational] leaders look for potential motives in followers, seeks to 

satisfy higher needs, and engages the full person of the follower. (p.4).  

Burns's idea of transformational leadership was later expanded and further described by Bernard 

Bass (1985). Bass held the view that transformational leadership style is effective and superior to 

transactional because the former inspires and intellectually stimulates followers. He also 
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suggested that transformational leadership broadens and elevates the follower’s interest in the 

good of the group (Bass, 1985). 

Transformational Leadership 

 Bass's expansion of Burns's work has become widely recognized in leadership literature. 

Bass summarized the characteristics of a transformational leader as: (a) having a charisma that 

provides vision and a sense of mission, instills pride, respect, and trust; (b) inspiring others 

through communicating with high expectations, using symbols to focus efforts, and expressing 

important purposes in simple ways; (c) intellectually stimulating others by promoting 

intelligence, rationality, and careful problem solving; and (d) considering individuals by giving 

them personal attention, coaching, and advice, and treating each follower individually (Bass, 

1990, p.22). Bass's work was a groundbreaking for researchers who later studied 

transformational leadership.   

 Over the years, more scholars have offered additional characteristics to transformational 

leadership. In addition to Bass's summary of transformational leadership characteristics, Yukl 

(2006) identified a few other characteristics that are frequently discussed in the leadership 

literature. These characteristics are: (a) being able to articulate a clear and appealing vision; (b) 

being able to explain how the vision gets accomplished; (c) being confident and optimistic; and 

(d) leading people by example (p. 274-276).      

Authentic Leadership 

 While researchers studied transformational leadership, a popular leadership publication 

came out in the late 1990’s and early 2000’s that brought attention to authentic leadership. Kevin 

Cashman's (1998) Leadership from the Inside Out: Becoming a Leader for Life and Bill George 

and Peter Sims's (2007) True North: Discover Your Authentic Leadership are among the popular 
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publications. Authentic leadership style and transformational leadership are similar in that they 

share common behaviors (e.g., intellectually stimulating, inspiring, motivating others). The 

distinctive difference is that authentic leadership is based on morality and a deep sense of self 

(Avolio & Gardner, 2005; Bass & Steidlmeier, 1999). Authentic leadership appeared in the 

leadership literature in the 1960's to describe how authenticity influences an organization 

through leadership (Gardner, Cogliser, Davis, & Dickens, 2011). Cashman (1998) asserted that 

effective leaders are authentic because they develop a strong self-awareness about their strengths, 

weaknesses, and areas of improvement. He suggested that authenticity could not be developed in 

a short period of time, but rather, requires "a lifelong commitment to self-discovery and self-

observation" (p.44). Later, George and Sims (2007) summarized the qualities of authentic 

leadership styles by interviewing 125 leaders. They offered ways to discover and develop one’s 

own leadership style as an authentic leader: knowing oneself and being true to oneself. George 

and Sims noted that not only knowing oneself but also, engaging in practices based on one’s 

values and principles, building one’s support team, and empowering others to lead are forms of 

authentic leadership.  

 Researchers have investigated characteristics of authentic leaders. Walumbwa, Avolio, 

Gardner, Wernsing, and Person (2008) suggested that authenticity increases as individuals 

advance their cognitive, emotional, and moral development. Particularly, these researchers 

identified self-awareness, transparency, moral perspective, and the ability to objectively analyze 

relevant information as distinguishing features of authentic leadership (Walumbwa et al., 2008).    

 While literature has focused on developing authentic leadership, Gardner, et al. (2011) 

pointed out that authentic leadership development could fully flourish if both leaders and 
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followers were authentic. They argued that the authenticity of followers is just as important as 

the authenticity of leaders and suggested further studies are needed in authentic followership. 

 The types of leadership that are most likely successful in an organization depend on 

context, such as the size, culture, purpose, structure, and history of an organization. However, 

understanding the characteristics of different leadership styles such as transformational and 

authentic are useful to us because the knowledge of leadership styles could help us gain 

awareness of our own strengths and weaknesses as well as areas for improvement. In the next 

section, the researcher briefly reviews commonly used methods of developing leadership skills 

and competencies: formal leadership training, feedback, and mentoring.    

Developing Leadership Skills 

 Leadership training programs. As numerous books and articles on leadership and 

leadership development have been sold, leadership-training industries have also grown and 

become a big business. Many universities offer leadership seminars, courses, and training not 

only to students but also to mangers, executives, or others interested in leadership. Large 

companies such as Apple, Google, Toyota, Exxon Mobil, and Mayo Clinic provide their 

employees with leadership development training courses.  

 However, some scholars are cautious about the effectiveness of leadership training 

programs. First of all, leadership development takes many years (Maxwell, 2013). Jackson and 

Parry (2011) believe that leaders learn about leadership primarily through experience, both in 

success and failure. There is also criticism that educational leadership training and programs only 

help to develop intellectual knowledge about leadership or about certain behavior and skills that 

can help individuals to lead others (Allio, 2005; Jackson & Parry, 2011). Bennis (2009) also 

argues that leaders are usually "self-made," not created by external forces such as training 
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programs. He stated, "Leadership courses can only teach skills. They can't teach character or 

vision... Developing character and vision is the way leaders invent themselves" (Bennis, 2009, 

p.35).  

 Although developing leadership skills and competency takes time, scholars have 

discussed some benefits of formal leadership training. Benefits of such leadership training 

programs include: helping the participants understand their own leadership styles; helping them 

to assess behavioral patterns of themselves and others; helping them increase their self-esteem; 

and helping them gain generic skills (Allio, 2005; Pledger, 2009). Yukl (2006) summarized the 

following contents that are found to be effective for leadership training programs: 1) role 

modeling effective behavior and interpersonal communication, 2) discussing difficult cases and 

receiving feedback and recommendation, and 3) simulating such cases. For specific interpersonal 

communication, Gardner (1989) suggested that improving written and oral communication skills 

would be one of the objectives in designing an effective leadership training programs because 

leaders need "exceptional command" of these skills to be effective (p.73). However, to increase 

effectiveness of training, program contents should be tactfully delivered to participants by 

providing clear content, concrete examples, and opportunities to practice (Allio, 2005; Yukl, 

2006).  In other words, the effectiveness of formal training programs depends on how well these 

programs are designed and implemented.    

 Feedback. Feedback has commonly been used to facilitate job performance and relevant 

leadership skills and competency on the job. Many organizations use multisource feedback, 

which is called '360 degree' feedback or 'multi-rater' feedback, as part of their leadership 

development programs (Atwater, Brett, & Charles, 2007). Multisource feedback is designed to 

provide behavioral feedback from multiple sources such as peers, subordinates, bosses, and 
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customers or other constituents. Feedback is useful when it is accurate, relevant to the person, 

easy to understand, and describes how the person can improve in areas of deficit (Yukl, 2006).  

 Over the years scholars have investigated the effectiveness of multisource feedback. 

Among these scholars, Brett and Atwater (2001) conducted an empirical study finding that 

negative feedback was not seen as accurate or useful by those who received the feedback. Their 

study also found that negative feedback caused resentment among the feedback receivers and 

that these receivers perceived such feedback as ineffective. Thus, Brett and Atwater 

recommended that negative feedback should be carefully delivered by providing follow-up 

activities such as one-to-one meetings.  

 Moreover, according to Yukl (2006), studies on the effectiveness of multisource feedback 

have shown inconsistent results; some studies found positive behavioral changes in leadership 

skills from multisource feedback while some studies did not find any improvement. Thus, Yukl 

suggested that further research is needed to adequately determine the effectiveness of 

multisource feedback and to learn how to use such feedback tools to enhance leadership skills.   

 Mentoring. Mentoring has also been used as a leadership development method. 

Organizations arrange formal mentoring and assign individuals to serve as mentors and offer 

advice and assistance to their mentees, who are called protégés (Hezlett, 2007). Informal 

mentoring is the process during which the mentee and mentor get to know each other on their 

own. This kind of mentoring is a special relationship that develops between the two people. 

Mentors are experienced persons who serve as "coaches, supporters, counselors, and educators" 

to provide assistance to less experienced individuals, called mentees or protégés for their 

development (Dziczkowski, 2013, p.351). Mentors coach mentees on how to use the skills that 
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they already possess. Mentors offer advice, listen to, and educate mentees by providing new 

ideas and additional support that mentees need (Dziczkowski, 2013).  

 Despite being used as a leadership development method, mentoring has drawn little 

attention in leadership training literature compared to formal leadership training programs. A 

study by Collins and Holton (2004) analyzed 103 empirical leadership development studies and 

discovered that only five percent of these studies focused on mentoring while eighty percent of 

these studies featured formal leadership training programs. One reason for such little attention on 

mentoring is probably due to mentoring's inconsistent success (Yukl, 2006). Stead's (2005) study 

on a formal mentoring program suggested that the significant costs, time, and commitments that 

organizations and individuals have to invest in mentoring could possibly lead formal mentoring 

programs to be unsuccessful. Further, due to the program’s formality, formal mentoring 

programs might not succeed in helping mentors and mentees feel connected to one another 

(Hezlett, 2007). 

 To feel connected, trust is a crucial ingredient for effective mentor-mentee relationships 

(Hobson & Sharp, 2005). Researchers agree on the following additional key elements that make 

mentoring effective: 1) a clear process and responsibilities for mentors and mentees; 2) careful 

recruitment for well developed mentors who are committed, care for mentee's growth, and have 

the ability to establish positive professional relationships; 3) compatible pairing of mentors and 

mentees, and 4) proper training for mentors and mentees (Dziczkowski, 2013; Hobson & Sharp, 

2005; Searcy, Lee-Lawson, & Trombino, 1995; Stead, 2005). These key elements should apply 

not only to mentors but also to mentees because an effective mentoring experience is based on 

relationships that involve trust, commitment and require reciprocal efforts. Two individuals need 

to be committed and trust each other to make the relationship work.    
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 As discussed above, leadership development training and methods such as feedback and 

mentoring have been widely used. These training methods appear to help individuals gain self-

awareness, which is an important element for developing leadership skills and characteristics 

(Cashman, 1998; George & Sims, 2007; Walumbwa et al., 2008). Characteristics such as 

authenticity influence leaders and followers, but diversity is also an influence in the workplace. 

Hence, the next section reviews literature on diversity and leadership. The researcher first 

reviews leadership literature that focuses on gender differences because gender is a form of 

diversity and a large body of literature has focused on gender and leadership. The researcher then 

reviews leadership literature on disability as diversity.   

Diversity and Leadership  

 As society increasingly becomes diverse, organizations are recognizing the importance of 

diversity. Diversity takes multiple forms, which include, but are not limited to, disability, age, 

sex, race, ethnicity, religion, nationality, educational background, political views, sexual 

orientation, gender identity, and socioeconomic status. Most research has focused on gender. 

However, there is a small body of leadership studies focused on leaders with diverse 

backgrounds aside from gender (Chin, 2013; Klein & Mo, 2010). Diverse backgrounds and 

cultural influences, such as a leader’s ethnic background, have been investigated to understand 

how a leader’s ethnic minority status affects followers (Okozi et al., 2009; Romero, 2005).  

 A substantial body of literature has discussed gender and leadership. Studies have 

debated whether there are differences between men and women in leadership behavior, 

effectiveness, and perception (Dobbins & Platz, 1986; Lauterbach & Weiner, 1996; Ridgeway, 

2001). For instance, Watson and Hoffman (1996) found differences in the leaders' own 

perspectives, particularly in negotiation. Watson and Hoffman discovered that, compared to men, 
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women felt less confident and less satisfied with how they performed negotiations, although their 

performance brought about the same results as the men. In fact, when it came to the outcome of 

negotiation, there were no gender differences. The researchers tested whether their study would 

validate a common belief that "women are nicer, if possibly less effective, negotiators than men" 

(Watson & Hoffman, 1996, p. 80). Their results showed that both men and women who served as 

high-level leaders, demonstrated direct confrontation in their negotiation, while low-power 

leaders, regardless of gender, demonstrated soft persuasive negotiation styles. 

 Furthermore, Eagly, Johannesen-Schmidt, and van Engen (2003) analyzed 45 gender 

studies in leadership and reported a small difference between men and women in leadership 

styles. They found that women more often used transformational leadership styles than men did. 

They also found that women often demonstrated supportive behavior to followers and 

particularly supported followers with the development of skills and confidence.  

 Although these studies on different styles and perceptions between male and female 

leaders add valuable insight to diversity and leadership literature and practice, gender difference 

studies in leadership often have provided limited results and little agreement about how men and 

women actually lead (Dobbins & Platz, 1986; Eagly & Johannesen-Schmidt, 2001; Powell, 

1990). As a result, some critics have concluded that there are no critical differences between men 

and women in the effectiveness of leadership behavior (Yukl, 2006). Additionally, critics have 

argued that organizations need to develop and promote both men and women in order to utilize 

the talents of men and women with various values, traits, and skills (Powell, 1990).      

 Male and female leadership styles have been the primary focus while the topic of 

disability in the leadership literature has only been addressed in two ways. First, it is addressed 

within the scope of "managing diversity" (Yukl, 2006, p.435). That is, organizations promote 
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diversity in the workplace for creativity and to increase talent but also to manage the workplace, 

such as mitigate distrust, conflict, low satisfaction, and high turnover (Yukl, 2006).  The second 

avenue of discussion on this topic is that of preventing discrimination or promoting the 

participation of disabled workers (Thanem, 2008). Diversity literature has discussed providing 

accommodations to workers with disabilities and complying with the federal laws to prevent 

discrimination. Furthermore, diversity literature has promoted an understanding of disabilities 

and methods of accommodating disabled workers as ways to promote diversity at the workplace 

(Nafukho, Roessler, & Kacirek, 2010).      

 Recently, Chin (2013) investigated whether minority status influences leaders. Although 

this study did not include disability, it did include gender, race, ethnicity, and sexual orientation, 

and had notable results. Chin found that minority status could positively and negatively influence 

the way leaders exercise their leadership. Moreover, Chin's study found that leaders of color and 

women leaders more strongly embraced their ethnic and gender identities than did white male 

leaders. 

 Coleman (2012) reviewed scholarly articles on leadership and diversity published from 

1972 to 2012 in the journal of Educational Management Administration and Leadership (EMAL). 

In the journal of EMAL, researchers used the term diversity to include gender, ethnicity, religion, 

sexual orientation, and disabilities. However, Coleman’s literature review found that this journal 

primarily focused on gender and considered ethnicity an increasing interest in the area of 

diversity. Coleman also discovered that there was only one article in the journal on a leader with 

a disability (i.e., a mobility impairment). Due to this finding, Coleman strongly recommended 

that researchers and practitioners expand on the definition of diversity to include those who have 

disabilities. 
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Disability and Leadership 

 As Coleman's study (2012) suggested, disabled leaders are typically underrepresented 

and understudied in leadership literature. A miniscule body of literature has examined disabled 

leaders and their leadership development. Johnson (1999) stated, “the discussion of leadership 

for people with disabilities has almost been exclusively limited to self-advocacy focused on 

acquiring and defending a person’s civil and human rights" (p.13).  

 Existing literature focuses on disabled leaders exclusively in the scope of disability rights. 

For instance, O'Day and Goldstein (2005) interviewed 16 leaders with disabilities to explore 

perspectives on advocacy issues that need to be prioritized for disability rights. In their study, 

these disabled leaders identified the following issues that need to be prioritized: the availability 

of affordable health care, employment, and accessible technology. Further, these leaders 

recommended that those who were engaged in disability rights activities should maintain 

consistent involvement in the political process, in order to build a strong disability rights 

movement and to pursue the identified pressing issues.  

 McCarthy (2003) conducted a similar study by interviewing 10 disabled leaders who 

experienced the disability rights movement. However, unlike O'Day and Goldstein (2005), 

McCarthy inquired on a more personal level by exploring the perspectives of the disabled leaders 

on advocacy issues that might affect their lives. McCarthy asked his research participants to 

reflect on personal experiences that they were proud of. Although the participants shared pride-

producing experiences, McCarthy found psychosocial issues that continue to be challenging for 

people with disabilities: employment discrimination, oppression, and others' low expectation of 

their ability. McCarthy also found that these disabled leaders experienced the stereotype that "a 

life with a disability is worth less investment and protection than one without an identified 
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disability" (p. 221). He suggested that the disability community and professional community 

continue to work for social changes to eliminate the negative perceptions about people with 

disabilities.    

 Other scholars have discussed leadership in school as a way to support children with 

disabilities (King, Aguinaga, O'Brien, Young, & Zgonc, 2010; Kugelmass & Ainscow, 2004), or 

people with disabilities to advocate for civil rights in their communities (Caldwell, 2010; Powers 

et al., 2002; Shogren & Plotner, 2012). However, these studies did not investigate leadership 

development from a disabled leader’s perspective.    

Leaders with Disabilities and Leadership 

 Among the small body of literature that focuses on disabled leaders, Seekins, 

Shuttleworth, and Kasniz (2004) studied political leaders with disabilities in rural communities. 

Through interviewing 10 disabled political leaders throughout the United States, Seekins et al. 

found several strategies that these rural politicians used in order to be effective community 

leaders. Their study found that a non-confrontational manner in activism and advocacy, 

willingness to compromise, and ability to network were highly valued among these leaders when 

effectively achieving their disability-related agenda. Emphasis solely on disability did not work 

for these leaders in the rural political practice (Seekins, et al., 2004). More interestingly, their 

study found that many of these disabled politicians de-centered their disabilities in order to 

advance disability issues in their practice.       

 Similarly, Foster-Fishman, Jimenez, Valenti, and Kelley (2007) conducted a study on 21 

leaders with disabilities in disability rights advocacy organizations in one state. Based on semi-

structured interviews with these individuals, who were considered to be effective leaders, their 

study learned several lessons on how to facilitate leadership in the disability rights community. 
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These were: 1) leadership development occurs across the lifespan, 2) mentoring is important for 

promoting leadership, 3) an extensive network with diverse individuals and organizations is 

critical, and 4) leadership develops through practice (Foster-Fishman et al., 2007).  

 The disabled leaders in Foster-Fishman and colleagues' study (2007) indicated that they 

gained self-confidence through multiple experiences that helped them develop participatory 

skills, knowledge of the disabilities movement and the history of disability rights. These leaders 

also found it critical to have a mentor or a role model to help them develop leadership skills. 

Mentors demonstrated self-confidence and leadership competency in both formal and informal 

ways, which helped these leaders learn what effective leadership looked like. Furthermore, these 

leaders reported that they made efforts to find and build connections to be successful leaders. 

Identifying others who shared similar concerns was important for networking and building 

relationships.  

 Based on their findings, Foster-Fishman et al. (2007) suggested that leadership 

development for disabled leaders should integrate skill-building training with links to mentors, 

networks of other leaders, and opportunities to practice leadership skills in a real setting. These 

suggestions are congruent with general leadership development mentioned previously in this 

chapter. 

 Thus far, this chapter has reviewed leadership theories, diversity in leadership literature, 

disabled leaders in leadership literature, and leadership development training programs and 

methods. The purpose of this study is to understand disabled leaders' experiences while 

becoming and being a leader. In part, this study intends to learn whether college experiences 

influenced leadership development among disabled leaders. Therefore, the next section reviews 

literature on leadership development in higher education.   
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Leadership Development in Higher Education  

 American higher education has played a critical role in producing leaders across a broad 

range of academic disciplines (Astin & Astin, 2000; McIntire, 1989). Colleges and universities 

provide students with leadership training and educational programs. Leadership skills are 

valuable life skills and can be utilized in many areas of adult life (Astin & Astin, 2000). In terms 

of adult life, many higher education institutions have implemented Chickering’s identity 

development theory into student development programs (Evans, Forney, Guido, Patton, & Renn, 

2010; Garfield & David, 1986; Schuh, 1989). For this reason, the researcher describes this theory 

below.  

Chickering's Identity Development Theory 

 Knowing oneself includes developing a sense of personal identity. Identity shapes how 

individuals think, act, and value themselves, as well as how they perceive and interact with the 

world around them. Chickering (1969) focused on developmental issues that traditional-aged 

college students commonly experience.  

 Chickering's identity development theory was based on Erik Erickson’s idea that identity 

is shaped by how a person synthesizes experiences within the surrounding environment. (Evans 

et al., 2010). Chickering proposed that several critical developmental tasks, called “vectors,” 

would advance students' psychological, physical, and intellectual development. Recently, 

Chickering and Braskamp (2009) re-examined the original identity development theory and 

suggested that four vectors are critical for current college student development. The first vector 

is called "moving through autonomy toward interdependence" (p.27). That is, students need to 

learn how to be reciprocal, committed, and compromise for the benefit of the larger community, 

not just for themselves. The second vector is establishing one’s identity by gaining a wide range 
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of knowledge and experiences, which ultimately leads the student in developing a sense of what 

is important to them. The third vector is cultivating purpose. That is, students need to cultivate a 

sense of meaning and purpose in their lives. By doing so, this vector becomes a motivational 

factor that energizes students to action. The fourth vector is developing a capacity to control 

negative emotions, such as anger and fear. Chickering's theory has significantly influenced 

higher education institutions’ understanding of students and the development of programs and 

services for students (Barr & Cuyjet, 1991; Evans et al., 2010). To assist students in gaining a 

wide range of knowledge and experiences, scholars have suggested a holistic approach to 

promote students' leadership development in addition to formal leadership development 

programs.       

Holistic Leadership Development in Higher Education  

 Astin and Astin (2000) suggested that higher education institutions should practice a 

holistic and collaborative approach to leadership development. That is, higher education should 

implement leadership development opportunities not only through curriculum but also through 

service learning, student organizations, and community work. These activities include student 

employment on and off campus, internship, study abroad, volunteer work in the community, and 

involvement in student organizations and activities. In addition to institutional efforts, Astin and 

Astin proposed individual micro-level efforts for leadership development. For instance, they 

suggested that instructors could help their students by discussing how to apply the principles of 

shared purpose, collaboration, commitment, group learning, and division of labor to teams so 

that the teams could achieve their final goal (Astin & Astin, 2000). This perspective is similar to 

transformational leadership, discussed earlier in this chapter. The importance of collaboration, 

commitment, and group learning are congruent with the critical vectors that Chickering 
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suggested, which were described above. Faculty members usually have many roles, including 

serving on committees, chairing departments, teaching, researching, and advising, 

simultaneously. As a result, depending solely on faculty instructors may not be effective for 

micro-level efforts for student leadership development. Thus, to maximize the outcomes of these 

efforts, the responsibilities should be shared amongst other university staff and administrators. 

Leadership Development Programs in Higher Education 

 Higher education institutions provide leadership courses and leadership training programs. 

According to Dugan and Komives (2007), since the early 1990’s college student development 

has received exponential attention from higher education institutions. Over 1,000 leadership 

programs now exist on college campuses in the United States (Scott, 2004, cited in Dugan & 

Komives, 2007). Like other formal leadership training, researchers have questioned the 

effectiveness of such programs and suggested more investigation.      

 Although Avolio, Walumbwa, and Weber (2009) argued that leadership development is 

too complex to be accomplished through training programs, some empirical research on 

leadership and higher education has shown positive effects of such training for college students. 

Cress, Astin, Zimmerman-Oster, and Burkhardt (2001) found that these leadership-training 

programs have positive outcomes because, after completing the activities, students demonstrate 

improved leadership skills, knowledge of leadership theories, and developed self-awareness of 

both personal and societal values. Another study has shown that a one-day training session 

produced effects that were similar to a semester-long training program (Dugan & Komives, 

2007). Further, Rosch and Caza (2012) found that short-term training fosters better 

understanding of leadership skills among participants and suggested identifying which skills 

should be targeted and included in a short-term program verses a long-term program. However, 
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these studies did not include college students with disabilities as their research participants. The 

lack of participation of people with disabilities in research was discussed earlier in this chapter. 

This issue is relevant to research on leadership training in higher education because college is a 

key time for students to develop competence, self-control, and sense of identity (Chickering & 

Braskamp, 2009). These elements are important both in the psychosocial development of college 

students and the leadership development.   

Summary 

 In this chapter, the following three main topics were highlighted as literature review: 1) 

leadership in general, 2) diversity in leadership, 3) disability and leadership, and 4) leadership 

development in higher education. Various concepts of leadership and recent leadership theories 

were discussed. The researcher further explained transformational and authentic leadership styles 

and their characteristics. Formal training, mentoring, and self-help methods of knowing oneself 

were discussed as examples of leadership skill development and training. Leadership 

development training on college campuses was discussed by incorporating a theory of identity 

development in college-aged students. Although this chapter reviewed diversity issues, it was 

evident that leadership literature often does not represent leaders with disabilities. This 

demonstrates that this study on perspectives of leaders with disabilities will add insights into 

leadership development for this underrepresented and understudied population. In the next 

chapter, the researcher presents the methodology for this study by using a phenomenological 

approach in order to explore leadership development in disabled leaders.      
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Chapter Three 

Methodology 

 This chapter describes the rationale and the process of qualitative phenomenological 

inquiry regarding the life experiences of college-graduated leaders with disabilities. The focus of 

this study is to understand the essence of their experiences as leaders. Phenomenological 

research was used in this study to explore the essential features of the life events and issues that 

brought these leaders to their leadership roles.  

 Lieblich, Tuval-Mashiach, and Zilber (1998) suggest that humans are storytellers by 

nature, and the stories we tell about our lived reality provide us with an understanding of who we 

are. In other words, stories can give us an idea of personal identity, personality, and the essence 

of our experiences. The participants in this study are the experts of their experiences. The 

researcher chose qualitative research for this study because little has been written about 

leadership development in people with disabilities. The researcher wanted to conduct the study in 

a natural setting to uncover the essence of experiences of leaders with disabilities as described by 

themselves. 

Choosing the Phenomenological Method 

 This researcher chose the phenomenological approach described by Giorgi (1997, 2012) 

and Polkinghorne (1989) as the research method for this study to understand the lived 

experiences of individuals with disabilities who have become leaders. Phenomenological inquiry 

attempts to investigate the essential nature of an individual’s experience of a specific 

phenomenon and to describe what and how they experienced this phenomenon (Creswell, 2007). 

In order to understand this phenomenon - being a leader with a disability - first, the researcher 

needs to know what these individuals experienced.  
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 Patton (2002) offered the following explanation of phenomenological inquiry: 

This [phenomenological approach] requires methodologically, carefully, and thoroughly 

capturing and describing how people experience some phenomenon – how they perceive 

it, describe it, feel about it, judge it, remember it, make sense of it, and talk about it with 

others. (p. 104)  

This qualitative study investigates how these individuals describe their experiences of being 

leaders.  

 As Moustakas (1994) and Giorgi (1997) pointed out, it is critical for the researcher using 

a phenomenological approach to set aside his/her personal prejudgments, biases, preconceived 

ideas or knowledge of the phenomena as much as possible. This self-reflection process is called 

“bracketing” (Polkinghorne, 1989). The German philosopher Edmund H. Husserl originally 

developed this idea (Giorgi, 1997, 2005, 2012; Moustakas, 1994; Polkinghorne, 1989; Wertz, 

2005). Priebe (1993) noted that, “His (Husserl’s) guiding belief was that to understand human 

phenomena we need to put aside our established views and assumptions and learn to “see” things 

as they present themselves in our experiences and to “describe” them in their own terms (p. 50). 

Bracketing is a challenging but essential practice because phenomenological research aims to 

elicit a phenomenon of the experience as it presents itself to the other person (Giorgi, 1997, 

2012; Moustakas, 1994). For bracketing, this researcher identifies and addresses her own biases 

and assumptions in the section, “The Interviewer: The Instrument of Data Collection" found later 

in this chapter.  

Participant Selection 

 For the purpose of this study, it was necessary to recruit disabled individuals: 1) who 

currently hold or previously held a leadership role and 2) who earned one or more college 
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degrees. Thus, this study used “criterion sampling” (Creswell, 2007), which in the case of this 

study means that all the participants meet these two criteria.  

 To understand the essence of the leaders with disabilities’ experiences, six leaders were 

recruited for this study. As the researcher, I carefully selected participants in order to gather data 

from those who have experienced the phenomenon of interest. The recruitment for leaders with 

disabilities was implemented after the University of Montana Institutional Review Board 

approved this study. I identified a few individuals who could meet the participation requirements. 

However, the number of those potential leaders with disabilities was small and I anticipated that 

it would be difficult to find a sufficient number of participants that met the criteria. Qualitative 

research needs good "key informants" who feel comfortable communicating with the researcher 

and are willing to reflect on their thoughts to provide information to the researcher (Gay, Mills, 

& Airasian, 2006, p.113). Thus, I asked for assistance to identify potential participants from 

several individuals who have worked professionally with disabled leaders and individuals with 

disabilities. After obtaining the names of potential participants, I contacted each of them and 

asked them to consider participating in this study. I further asked those individuals, who agreed 

or disagreed to participate in this study, to give me the names of additional potential participants 

by using a "snowball sampling" method (Patton, 2002). I acknowledge that in future research she 

might need to continue recruiting additional participants until redundancy in interview data 

occurs.  

Characteristics of the Sample 

 The participants in this study were three men and three women all of whom held one or 

more college degrees and were nationally known for their work in the field of disabilities. These 

six participants were White and all had physical disabilities that impacted their vision or mobility. 
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The participants' ages ranged from late 40's to mid 60's at the time of the interview. One 

participant was the principle administrator of an international organization. One participant 

served as a board member of a national organization. One participant was a director of a research 

center at a private medical school. Three participants were disability services directors at a 

private or public university where the student population ranged from 5000 to 40,000. They were 

located in the Northeast, Midwest, South, and West of the United States.  

Data Collection: The Interviews 

 The researcher conducted a face-to-face or phone-call, open-ended individual interview 

with each participant. Each interview lasted 45 to 75 minutes. The researcher asked participants 

an open-ended question: “Please take a moment and reflect on your important experiences or 

relationships in your life that led you to take your leadership role." The researcher also told the 

participants to: “Reflect on the events or activities that may have contributed or led you to who 

you are as a leader now.” Depending on how the interview proceeded, the researcher asked the 

participants how they became leaders, what was unique about their experiences and how their 

experiences shaped who they were. These follow-up questions were used to clarify participants’ 

responses. The researcher audio recorded interviews in order to preserve exact words and to be 

transcribed verbatim for later analysis.  

The Interviewer: The Instrument of Data Collection 

 In qualitative research, the researcher is the “instrument” that collects data directly from 

the participants (Gay, et al., 2006; Morrow, 2005; Patton, 2002). It is critical for the researcher to 

identify the personal assumptions and biases that might affect the research findings (Creswell, 

2003). This partially explains the need for the “bracketing” process as Priebe (1993) has noted 

above. By suspending or putting aside the knowledge and biases of the researcher, this study 
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aimed to faithfully understand a phenomenon at a deeper level. Bracketing is always partial, in 

that one's personal biases are not always visible to oneself.   

 The researcher in this study is a doctoral student in the Department of Counselor 

Education at the University of Montana. She is originally from Japan and has lived in the United 

States for nineteen years as this dissertation was written. This researcher is bilingual in English 

and Japanese. She acknowledges she has worked with college students with disabilities for over 

twelve years in a university setting. Over the years her colleagues with disabilities have 

positively influenced her own understanding of having a disability. Through this, she has come 

to understand that disability is common, not extraordinary, and in fact, most individuals will 

experience either a temporary or permanent disability at some point in their lives. During the 

course of these years, this researcher has come to understand that her life long struggle with 

reading stems from a reading disability. This researcher has also experienced leadership roles. 

Her leadership skills developed through observing the positive and negative examples of 

leadership styles of others, by implementing good leadership styles in her own practice, and 

through learning from her own mistakes.   

 For example, from 2007 through 2010, the researcher met with a number of respected 

leaders with disabilities around the world through international conferences concerning 

disabilities. These leaders practiced effective communication, treated colleagues with respect and 

dignity, and appeared to have established a strong ethical foundation and sense of self-identity. 

This experience interested the researcher in learning more about leadership. Because of these 

professional and personal experiences, her preconceived ideas of characteristics of effective 

leaders with disabilities may potentially affect her data collection and interpretation process.  
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Data Analysis 

 This study focused on experiences of leaders with disabilities and treated descriptions as 

raw data in order to learn the essence of their phenomenon: being a leader with a disability. By 

using a phenomenological method, the researcher intended to clarify the meaning of human 

experience as it presents itself; the intention was not to explain or discover causes (Giorgi, 2005; 

Jenni, 1990). To analyze data, this study followed the protocol described by Giorgi (1997), Jenni 

(1990), and Polkinghorne (1989) and carefully paid attention to significant statements, generated 

meaning units, and developed an “essence” or abstract, non-situated description. This protocol 

included the six steps as follows: 

 Level One: Verbatim Transcriptions (Individual Protocols). This first step in the 

analysis is to read the transcript of each interview until the researcher understands its general 

sense.  

 Level Two: Spontaneous Meaning Units (Individual Protocols). The second step is to 

divide the transcript into sections called "meaning units." The meaning units appear when a 

subject/interviewee shifts the focus of attention during its interview. The researcher marks a 

forward slash "/" in the transcript to distinguish one meaning unit to the other so that the data can 

become manageable portions. Then, the researcher summarizes the meaning of each meaning 

unit by using the interviewee's words.  

 Level Three: Emergent Themes (Individuals Protocols). As the third step, the 

researcher simplifies each meaning unit by using largely his/her own language. This step 

reorganizes and partially transforms the data from the subject's words to the researcher's words. 

However, the researcher preserves many of the subject's words that were expressed in the 

original transcript.  
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 Level Four: Transformations (Individuals Protocols). At this fourth step, the subject's 

expression of their experience is transformed into psychological language with emphasis on the 

phenomenon - being a leader with a disability. The researcher organizes each meaning unit by 

themes and describes the phenomenon for a single individual.   

 Level Five: Fundamental Descriptions (Combined Protocols). The fifth step is to 

combine the Level Four data from all participants and synthesize common themes that are shared 

by all or nearly all participants into a descriptive narrative statement. This statement includes 

concrete and specific information of the situated experiences that describe the phenomenon.  

 Level Six: Essential Description (Combined Protocols). The final step of data analysis 

is to create an abstract description that captures only the essential features of the phenomenon 

that participants in this study have experienced. 

Protection of Human Subjects 

 Several safeguards were utilized to protect the confidentiality of this study’s participants. 

First, the researcher obtained written, informed consent from the participants in the study. 

Consent forms informed participants that: (1) all of the information they provide would be kept 

confidential, except in cases of harm to oneself or others, (2) any identifiable names and features 

of the interview were removed or modified during the transcription process, (3) the researcher 

used codes and pseudonyms to conceal identities in transcripts, (4) audiotapes and interview 

notes were kept in locked files, (5) audiotapes would be destroyed once transcripts were verified 

for accuracy, and finally (6) transcriptions, written interpretations and reports were available to 

the participants. Although the researcher implemented all of the above safeguards to protect the 

participants in this study, others may recognize the title or status of the participating leaders from 

the content of the experiences that were disclosed by the leaders. Prior to the time a potential 
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participant made a decision whether to participate in this study, the researcher explained this 

possibility in writing and provided them with the option of not remaining anonymous in this 

study. In the end, six individuals agreed to participate in this research. Three wished to remain 

anonymous and the other three approved their potential identification in the study. However, the 

researcher modified and removed identifiable details of all participants for purposes of 

consistency and to protect all participants' confidentiality. 

Verification Procedure 

 The validity of a qualitative study is determined by the extent to which the data the 

researcher collects accurately represents what it is intended to represent (Gay, et al., 2006). As 

well, in order to establish “trustworthiness” in qualitative research, the following strategies were 

implemented in this study:  

1) Spending prolonged time engaging with the participants (Creswell, 2003). This was 

achieved during each interview with the participants.  

2) Clarifying the researcher’s assumptions and biases so that the reader can understand the 

researcher’s position and whether this position could unduly influence data collection and 

interpretation (Creswell, 2007). The researcher’s potential assumptions and biases were 

described earlier in this chapter.  

3) Checking the phenomenological analysis and interpretation during the research process, 

which is called “peer review” (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). In this study, peer review was 

conducted through the dissertation committee, especially through the dissertation chair.  

4) Using “rich, thick descriptions” (Guba, 1981; Lincoln & Guba, 1985) to state findings so 

that readers have adequate data to understand and interpret the phenomenological 
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description. This researcher used the participant's words in addition to psychologically-

based language to bring out the essence of the experiences being described in the study. 

Delimitations and Limitations of the Study 

 The purpose of this study is to investigate how individuals with disabilities have become 

leaders after college and what influenced who they are as leaders. Therefore, this study 

purposefully selected participants who met the following criteria: 1) has served in a leadership 

role and 2) has earned one or more college degrees. By using a phenomenological, qualitative 

method, the researcher focused on "individual, person-to-person interactions" (Gay, et al., 2006, 

p.402) with participants in order to understand the experiences of disabled leaders in a holistic 

and comprehensive way.  

 Although a qualitative approach may be a most appropriate strategy for this study, there 

are some limitations. First, the small sample size, which is the nature of a phenomenological 

study, makes it impossible to generalize the results. This study provides rich descriptions of 

disabled leaders' experiences and perspectives. The type of disabilities is also limited due to a 

small sample size. This study does not attempt to explore the behavior of a larger group, such as 

leaders with all types of disability, leaders in general, or leadership in a global perspective. 

Therefore, this study does not produce generalized knowledge about leadership for other people 

or other settings.   

 Secondly, this study had a limitation in participant selection. Subjects, who agreed to 

participants in this study, happened to be leaders with disabilities who were leaders of groups 

focused on disabilities and/or individuals with disabilities. As a result, this study unintentionally 

did not include disabled leaders leading a group of people who do not have a disability. 
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 Thirdly, participants were not re-interviewed to assess if they had an adequate 

opportunity to express important elements during their interviews. This was due to the 

participants' busy schedules. However, given the time participants had during their interviews, 

the researcher did provide them for sufficient time and opportunity to express what they had to 

say without interrupting them. 

  Finally, the researcher is the data collection instrument for phenomenological research. It 

is also the qualitative researcher's job to interpret and analyze the data. This means that the 

researcher "filters the data through a personal lens" and cannot separate the personal 

interpretation from the data itself (Creswell, 2003, p.182). As a result, the researcher's 

assumptions and beliefs may affect the research findings. However, it is critical that the 

researcher identifies and discloses the personal assumptions and biases. By setting aside such 

assumptions as much as possible, the researcher may be able to see the phenomenon of the study 

"as if for the first time" (Moustakas, 1994, p.34).  

Summary 

 Chapter Three described the methodology and rationale for the research design of this 

phenomenological study focusing on the development of leadership in individuals with 

disabilities. The research question grew from a gap identified in the literature review, which was 

presented in Chapter Two. This chapter describes the procedure of participant selection, data 

collection, and steps in the data analysis when using a phenomenological research method. 

Protecting participants and approval from the institutional review board were discussed. Further, 

this chapter addressed potential assumptions and biases the researcher herself may bring to this 

study, as well as four strategies likely to increase the accuracy of the study’s findings. Finally, 
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this chapter discussed limitation of this study. The next chapter will describes data analysis and 

results of this study.  
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Chapter Four 

Data Analysis and Results 

In this phenomenological study, the individual interviews were conducted with six 

leaders with disabilities who have college degree(s) and have served or are serving one or more 

leadership roles. The researcher collected the data by having face-to-face meetings or phone 

interviews with the leaders. The researcher asked each of the six participants, "Please take a 

moment and reflect on important experiences or relationships in your life that led you to take a 

leadership role." The intention was to learn which of the leaders' essential experiences influenced 

them to be a leader.  

 Out of the six leaders, three participants in this study permitted the researcher to reveal 

their identities; the rest of the participants wished to remain anonymous. Thus, the researcher 

concealed information that would compromise the identities of all the participants.  

 This study used a phenomenological analytical method described by Giorgi (1997), and 

Jenni (1990), and Polkinghorne (1989). This method contains six steps, which were discussed in 

Chapter 3. These steps of the analysis are based on the individual interview data. Below, the 

researcher demonstrates the first four levels of analysis by using the interview with Participant 

One (S1).  

Level One: Verbatim Transcription (Individuals Protocols) 

 Level One of the phenomenological analysis involves transcribing the audiotaped 

interview word for word, and thoroughly reading it until the researcher obtains a general sense of 

the participant's experience. As an example, the transcription below describes Participant One 

(S1)’s perspective of being a leader.  
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S1: Even when I have organizational power over others, such as my staff, I function more 
as a leader, we work as a team. My staff is encouraged to argue with me, to tell me when 
I am wrong and correct me, come up with their ideas. I always—I do everything that I 
can at the university to promote them, I send them out on speaking engagements instead 
of going myself, and let them develop. I’ll teach them things and they come back and 
teach me things. We really totally work as a team. 
 
S1: I look—there are sports coaches that will—let’s say you get a new football coach, 
there’s two kinds of football coaches; one will say here’s the plan I am going to run, here 
are the plays I am going to run, here’s this file of play that this team is going to do under 
my leadership. If I don’t have the people that can do it, I will get rid of them and I will 
get people who can. There’s another kind of coach that says, I’m going to look around 
and see what I’ve got, I’m going to see who’s good at what and I am going to design 
plays and design a game strategy built around the talent I’ve got. That’s the kind of coach 
I am. 

 
Level Two: Spontaneous Meaning Units (Individual Protocols) 

 Level Two is the first stage in the data analysis of the "meaning units." At this step, the 

researcher divided the transcript into meaning units for all the six interviews. During this process, 

the researcher highlighted key words and significant statements. In order to better organize 

lengthy material, the researcher coded each meaning unit by numbering it, and then paraphrased 

each meaning unit.  

 Below is the example of Level Two for Participant One:  

(Verbatim Transcription)  
 
S1. 20. Even when I have organizational power 
over others, such as my staff, I function more 
as a leader, we work as a team./ 21. My staff is 
encouraged to argue with me, to tell me when I 
am wrong and correct me, come up with their 
ideas. / 22. I always—I do everything that I can 
at the university to promote them, I send them 
out on speaking engagements instead of going 
myself, and let them develop. / 23. I’ll teach 
them things and they come back and teach me 
things. We really totally work as a team. 
 
 
 

(Meaning Units) 
 
20. S1 functions more as a leader and as team 
member, even when he has organizational 
power over others.  
21. S1 encourages his subordinates to argue 
with him, to correct him when he is wrong, and 
to come up with their ideas.  
22. S1 promotes his subordinates at his 
institution by sending them out on speaking 
engagements and let them develop.  
23. S1 teaches his subordinates and welcomes 
them to teach him, and he believes that he and 
his subordinates work as a team.  
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S1: 75. I look—there are sports coaches that 
will—let’s say you get a new football coach, 
there’s two kinds of football coaches; one will 
say here’s the plan I am going to run, here are 
the plays I am going to run, here’s this file of 
play that this team is going to do under my 
leadership. If I don’t have the people that can 
do it, I will get rid of them and I will get 
people who can. There’s another kind of coach 
that says, I’m going to look around and see 
what I’ve got, I’m going to see who’s good at 
what and I am going to design plays and design 
a game strategy built around the talent I’ve got. 
That’s the kind of coach I am./  
 

75. S1 used sport coaches as a metaphor to 
describe his leadership. He tries to see who is 
good at what and designs plays and a game 
strategy build around the talent he has.  
 
 

 

Level Three: Emergent Themes (Individual Protocols) 

 Level Three reorganizes the meaning units that were developed in Level Two for all 

interviews. At this step, the researcher simplified and summarized each meaning unit in her own 

words while the participants’ original language was still retained. At the same time, the 

researcher removed redundancies and other items that were not related to the researcher’s 

interest – understanding the development of leadership among college graduates with disabilities. 

The researcher also cleaned up the participant’s language so that a story could be told. Then, the 

researcher reorganized these themes and made a narrative to describe the essence of the 

participant’s experience as a leader with a disability. By using the interview with Participant One 

(S1), the narrative below illustrates S1’s vision as a leader.  

 S1 analyzes himself that he functions more as a leader and a team member. He 
encourages his subordinates to argue with him, to correct him when he is wrong, and to 
come up with their ideas. He promotes his subordinates by sending them out on speaking 
engagements and by letting them develop themselves. He teaches his subordinates and 
welcomes them to teach him. He and his subordinates work as a team. However, he 
sometimes has to make decisions on behalf of his team.  
S1 used sport coaches as a metaphor to describe his leadership style. He tries to see who 
is good at what, and designs plays and a game strategy to build around the talent he has. 
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Level Four: Transformation (Individual Protocols) 

 In Level Four, the narrative that was developed in Level Three was transformed into the 

psychological meaning of college graduates with disabilities’ transformational experience to 

leadership roles. The analysis of Participant One (S1) at Level Four illustrates this process.  

For S1 a leader is a person who inspires people to follow his vision and provides both a 
purpose and a method for achieving that vision. He strongly values a team approach. As a 
leader, he sees himself as a team member, promoting and developing his subordinates. He 
leads them to be successful, and learns from them. He sees himself as a team coach who 
develops the talents of others. He tries to see who in his group excels at particular tasks 
and tries to utilize the strengths of his team members. 
  

Level Four for All Six Participants 

 Participant One: Andrew (a pseudonym). Andrew is Disability Services Director in a 

public university in the Northeastern region of the United States. He was the first blind student to 

attend a public school in his hometown. He has a graduate degree. Before he became a disability 

services director, he was a vocational rehabilitation counselor for several years. He has also 

served the president of a professional national organization.  

 Level Four: Transformation. Making contributions to others is critical to Andrew. When 

he contributes to others' success, he finds the results enjoyable and rewarding. Helping others to 

raise their status and improve their lives is essential to him. He likes "straightening out messes" 

and helping others.  

 Andrew learned the value of contributions when he was a child. Growing up in poverty 

with not much hope in life, he was the first blind child in the mainstream classes in his school 

district. He received a lot of attention from teachers and other professionals. These individuals 

spent time with him, coached him and became role models for him. He watched these adults so 

that he could learn from their success.  
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 Andrew continued watching and learning from others' success in his adulthood. When he 

was in college, others helped him find a job and directed him to pursue a graduate degree. These 

individuals helped him improve and encouraged him.  

 During his high school years, his academic performance was mediocre and his teachers 

believed that he would not succeed in college. However, he flourished in college, met academic 

success and made friends with instructors and staff. He found a niche in a higher-education 

environment.  

 Being persistent, steadfast, and determined is Andrew's leadership principle. He practices 

being a nice person: he is polite, attentive, dependable, eager to connect with people and hear 

what they think, sensitive to others’ concerns, and willing to do small favors. By doing so, he 

engages with others and learns from them.  

 Andrew experienced fear when his employer and the institution were unsupportive. At 

that time, his ability to be a leader depended on his institutional support. Despite this fear during 

these challenging circumstances, he was able to lead and learn from such difficulties. He has 

resiliency and self control; he believes that it is his responsibility to transform impediments into 

positive learning opportunities for him.  

 For Andrew a leader is a person who inspires people to follow his vision and provides 

both a purpose and a method for achieving that vision. He strongly values a team approach. As a 

leader, he sees himself as a team member, promoting and developing his subordinates. He leads 

them to be successful, and learns from them. He sees himself as a team coach who develops the 

talents of others. He tries to see who in his group excels at particular tasks and tries to utilize the 

strengths of his team members.  
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 Andrew works to make something better. He believes that a leader should serve his/her 

employees by making every day better. Leadership is another kind of service, and serving others 

is vital to him.  

 Participant Two: Brad (a pseudonym). Brad is the principle administrator of an 

international organization. He is blind. He resides in the Western region of the United States. 

While attending graduate school, he experienced that there were no accessible textbooks for him. 

He has been serving on various committees on the national and international level. He was 

recently awarded an honorary doctorate degree from a university for his accomplishments.  

 Level Four: Transformation. Developing and problem solving started Brad's career. He 

developed software that converted electronic files into an electronic book so that he could read. 

Since no one else was creating such books, the software that he created digital books accessible 

to him. He also became self-employed because he thought obtaining a job would be difficult. 

When Microsoft contacted him, he told them that he had just started a company even though he 

had not started it yet; he then offered assistance to Microsoft.  

 Moreover, Brad engaged in development throughout his career. He coined the term "Print 

Disabled." He developed Mathematical Markup Language (MathML) and standards and 

specification for technology. He created a single standard that would meet all people with 

disabilities' needs and would never bend to the design. As a result, he developed technology that 

is not only for the blind but also for people with other disabilities. 

 Throughout his career Brad reached out to others. When books were inaccessible to him 

for his graduate courses, he contacted publishers to obtain their electronic files of the books to 

use for himself and later for others. He reached out to several organizations for their help to start 

his own non-profit organization.  
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 Brad has been progressive in developing accessible digital publishing. He saw himself as 

"way out in front" in the field. As a result, he encountered the fact that nobody in his graduate 

department held the view that accessible digital publishing was important. The field of digital 

books had no interest in recording for the blind when he first encountered it. However, no 

interest from those entities led him to start making accessible digital publishing on his own.  

Brad is confident. He was confident that it was the right thing to do to create accessible digital 

books and that better ways of creating accessible books needed developing. He also strongly 

believed that following content was crucial for creating accessible digital publishing.   

 Brad is a challenger. He took a challenging approach to create accessible digital books. 

He is also committed to creating accessible information. He spent at least $10,000 of his own 

savings to start assisting Recording for the Blind with its merger. As his personal mission, he 

continues promoting accessible published material and accessible web information. To carry out 

this personal mission, he wants to find a person with passion and commitment to his mission of 

accessible information to take over his responsibilities.  

 Brad's strong beliefs led him to be a leader. He believes that accessible information 

should be useful to greater constituencies rather than just blind people. As a result, he created the 

single standard that would meet all people with disabilities' needs. To practice being a leader, he 

disseminates tasks to others and trusts them to get the tasks done. He hired two smart people to 

work with him whom he relies on for digital book production. Now that he has others to do 

technical tasks, he has moved into the role of managing, organizing, and finding resources for the 

organization so that he can keep things going.  

 Brad has responded to certain inquiries by taking opportunities to become a leader. For 

instance, he was approached by Recording for the Blind and asked to help them merge recording 
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books with computerized books. Also, Web Accessibility Initiative asked him to chair the 

steering counsel of the Web Accessibility Initiative; he accepted it. Several people approached 

him and encouraged him to run for president of the International Digital Publishing Forum 

(IDPF), which he did.  

 Connecting with his mentors was helpful for his flourishing with accessible digital 

publication. He found his niche through connecting with the Standard Generalized Markup 

Language (SGML) group members, who were influential to his career.  

 The following is a summary of Brad's leadership style: 1) advocacy, management, 

fundraising, and spreading the word about accessibility, 2) the outcome is more important than 

the organization names; as long as the outcome - ensuring that digital information is accessible 

for people with disabilities – is correct then the organization names are not as important to him. 

Making changes is also his leadership style. Under his leadership, the DAISY Consortium started 

focusing on putting text and audio together for a comprehensive reading experience for users. He 

has harmonized standards, merged DAISY into E-PUB, and worked on creating a single 

worldwide standard for digital publishing.  

 Participant Three: Colleen (a pseudonym). Colleen serves as Disability Services 

Director in a private university in the Midwestern region of the United States. She was the first 

blind child in a community organization. She obtained a graduate degree and worked as a 

counselor before she became a director. She has served on the board for national professional 

organizations.  

 Level Four: Transformation. Helping others improve is important for Colleen. She helps 

others develop their inner-personal strength and career choices. She enjoys helping others find 

what they are good at and guiding them to the activities that they like. Particularly, she enjoys 
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working to help students improve. She provides resources and tools, which help them 

accomplish their goals and become better students. She enjoys getting to know people, nurturing 

their skills, and helping them develop. 

 Critical skills for Colleen as a leader are knowing how to delegate authority, setting 

boundaries, being resilient, using her strengths, managing her time, supporting other leaders on a 

team, and handling issues, if they arise, such as when others do not approve of her decisions. She 

learned these skills in college by serving as a Residence Assistant and in student government. 

She believes these skills are important for leaders regardless of whether they have a disability.  

 Several individuals influenced Colleen as a leader. In her childhood, her parents and 

teachers influenced her by encouraging her to try different things and to become a leader. Her 

parents tried to instill confidence in her. While she was in college and entering adulthood, her 

mentor became a role model and inspired her to pursue a career in higher education. After she 

began her career, her colleagues became mentors for her; they guided and helped her handle 

difficult issues.  

 Colleen has just started a new job and is feeling some uncertainty because of 

interpersonal issues. Her current challenges include trusting an assistant she believes is 

incompetent, prioritizing tasks, and not having the right tools that she needs to succeed. For her, 

leadership depends on more than just the leader. A leader is only as good as the people and 

organizations that support the leader. Her leadership skills are currently hindered by a 

challenging assistant who requires a lot of guidance.  

 However, Colleen believes that a leader has to be able to take difficult situations and 

figure out what to do with the tools available. From her perspective, a leader has to prioritize 

tasks and see a difficult situation as an opportunity.  
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 When Colleen identifies with others and listens to what they have to say they often 

believe in her and support her. She practices connecting with others, becoming an ally, and 

building alliances. She engages in these practices in pursuit of her passion: improving the 

institutional culture and the dominant perspective about disability on college campuses. A crucial 

part of this goal is to help others broaden their perception of diversity and see disability as 

another form of diversity.  

 Participant Four: Debra (a pseudonym). Debra is an administrator at a public 

university in the Western region of the United States. Before she became an administrator, she 

worked as a vocational rehabilitation counselor and obtained a doctorate degree. She has a 

physical disability that affects her mobility. She has served on committees and boards for 

national organizations that are related to disability and higher education.  

 Level Four: Transformation. Debra is a competent, effective, organized, and thoughtful 

leader. By tracing back to her childhood she can see what influenced who she is. She was the 

only child with a disability in her community. Her parents were supportive, creative, and 

innovative in order to provide her with opportunities that were comparable to her siblings and 

friends. They involved her in many activities and always asked how they could make things 

happen for her. They made sure that she could be independent. The community where she grew 

up was welcoming and inclusive. The community members were also creative and innovative. 

By growing up with her siblings, she was challenged, pushed to participate in activities, and 

taught to keep up with them. Her childhood experience shaped her to be independent, 

opinionated, competitive, active, and assertive.  

 Debra continued to be active throughout her high school and college years. Involvement 

in sports and politics increased her confidence and experience. Her mentor helped her connect to 
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others with disabilities. However, looking back her childhood, she realizes that she grew up in 

isolation, avoided being with other disabled people, and was privileged to be able do what she 

wanted. By interacting with others with disabilities, she began thinking about her own civil rights 

and started to value her identify as an individual with a disability. She found a niche in disability 

and that influenced her career.  

 As an effective administrator, it is important for Debra to find a balance, especially 

because she tends to have strong opinions and be assertive. Knowing what to say, when, how 

often, how, and to whom is critical for her to have balance. As a leader, she practices being 

fluent and familiar with what she is talking about to demonstrate her competence. She also 

adjusts her communication style and language depending on the audience so that she can 

effectively communicate with others. She engages others and gets them excited. Connecting, 

getting along, and engaging with people are inherent in her leadership principle.  

 Trusting others that Debra works with is her leadership element. She encourages others to 

take initiative and to come up with good ideas. She trusts and supports them by finding ways and 

resources for them to pursue their ideas. By doing so, she helps and serves others.  

 Debra's work consists of building and growing programs to make a difference. She values 

reframing the negative connotation associated with disability, and also changing people’s 

perspective and behavior toward disability. She has been front and center of the actions taken to 

reframe disability in disability services on both state and national levels. She continues 

influencing others and helping them redesign and deliver services. As she gets older, she finds 

new areas where she wants to improve. For her, constant improvement is never-ending.  

 Participant Five: Emma (a pseudonym). Emma serves as a director of a research center 

at a private medical school in the Southern region of the United States. Her physical disability 
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affects her mobility. She obtained a doctoral degree after she worked for her mentor, who is a 

nationally well-known civil rights advocate. As a scholar and researcher, she has published more 

than 70 articles and book chapters. 

 Level Four: Transformation. In Emma's childhood, her mother was very supportive and 

encouraged her to be active in many different groups. She was the only child with a disability in 

her group. She was pushed onto a leadership platform at the age of nine. Since then, she became 

a leader for every group she belonged to.  

 Building sustainable organizations and systems are critical for Emma as a leader. By 

encountering the current crisis at work, she has gained an appreciation of sustainability in 

leadership. This appreciation for sustainability is rooted in her experience with one of the 

influential figures in her life.  

 Justin Dart Jr. significantly influenced Emma's life. He taught her how to strategize, get 

others to agree with what she wants to do, make right decisions for a group, stage events, 

organize people, and capitalize on the strengths of people who she is working with. More 

importantly, she learned from him how to help others find their own power and their own way to 

be successful in their lives.  

 Emma's academic advisor also influenced her life. He was encouraging and helped her 

develop a research career by opening doors for her in academia. He also helped her establish 

organizations and taught her how to conduct research by asking the right questions.  

 Equal opportunity and civil rights are critical components for Emma. It is her passion and 

mission to secure and sustain equal opportunity and civil rights for all. It causes her to be angry 

when others try to destroy these rights. It also concerns her that many people are not responding 

or doing anything when these rights are compromised.  
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 As a good leader, setting a tangible, achievable, and proactive goal is critical for Emma. 

She also believes the importance of keeping the momentum going by finding another goal after 

each goal is achieved. Making others feel valued is also an element for her style of leadership.  

 The “non-violent communication” approach is important for Emma because it reminds 

her to value everyone’s right to talk even despite disagreement. She respects others by not 

shutting them down or interrupting them. She values when she can point out to others what and 

how they would benefit from doing the things that they are asked to do. She also uses positive, 

productive emotions to convince others to reach the goal.  

 Emma is resilient and sees difficult situations as opportunities for growth. By not having 

a good mentor in the women’s movement, she strives to advance women. By learning that 

cultural relevance is important, she wants to improve her cultural awareness. By experiencing a 

financial crisis at work, she wants to use this crisis as an opportunity to implement a revolution 

and to look for a different way to reach the same goal with much less money.   

 Participant Six: Frank (a pseudonym). Frank serves as a board member of a national 

organization for disability rights. He resides in the Western region of the United States. His 

vehicle accident at age 16 caused his mobility impairment. Several years after the accident, he 

attended a university and obtained a Bachelor's degree. He has served as the chair of various 

organizations as well as on the executive board and as an executive director.  

 Level Four: Transformation. Frank's passion is to improve the lives of people with 

disabilities. As a progressive liberal, he advocates for civil rights, particularly for minorities and 

people with disabilities. He becomes irritated and angry when people are treated unequally, 

abused or beaten, or perceived as unworthy. His passion has led him to become a leader in the 

civil rights field.  
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 Frank's passion for civil rights started in his teenage years. He used to get engaged in 

discussion and arguments with his relatives about segregation. His family considered him "the 

black-sheep of the family." Seeing and hearing people being treated unequally prompted him to 

help others try and raise their status.  

 A turning point of Frank's life was the vehicle accident when he was 16 years old. After 

this accident he began using a wheelchair and others started telling him what to do, which made 

him feel powerless, aimless, and meaningless in his life. However, experiencing barriers led him 

to become resilient. This resiliency empowered him to determine his own protest and to stop 

using businesses that were not physically accessible to him. 

 By engaging in human services after college, Frank found his niche in civil rights and in 

working for people with disabilities. He connected with those who were like-minded and who 

helped him to become a better leader. Furthermore, he became a better leader by being involved 

in organizations and stepping into a leadership position when nobody volunteered for it. By not 

being afraid to take this opportunity he was able to flourish as a leader. Since then, others sought 

him out for his leadership; he has been involved in several national organizations as a result.  

 Several individuals became mentors and role models for Frank. These individuals 

instilled confidence in him, helped him to set a high bar, connected him with others at the state 

and national levels, taught him to be persistent, demonstrated love, compassion, and 

understanding, and inspired him to be a leader. He watched a role model practice her activism 

without fear, which empowered him to get involved in civil disobedience to order to pursue his 

passion: promoting disability rights.  
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 Frank knows his own weaknesses. His areas of improvement include prioritizing from 

one task to another, learning how to say "no," and being able to follow through when he does say 

no. 

 As Frank gets older, he has changed his form of his advocacy to getting young people 

involved and educating them. He teaches young people about civil rights by developing materials 

and giving lectures; he hopes to pass on the importance of civil rights to the young generations.  

Level Five: Fundamental Description 

 Level Five combines the data in Level Four for all participants. The researcher 

synthesized themes that were commonly addressed by the participants in this study. At this step, 

the researcher eliminated the perspectives that were presented by only one or two participants. 

However, there are some important themes that were uncommonly experienced by all 

participants. The researcher will address them later in the discussion chapter. Below is a 

summary of a fundamental description of college graduates with disabilities’ transformational 

experience to leadership roles.  

 As leaders, the participants (Ps) work at high levels by finding strategies that can be 

broadly effective and influential. They build things up and grow them. They network and get 

involved in various activities. They connect and engage with others in order to accomplish their 

vision and goals. These leaders cultivate relationships and develop collaborative working 

relationships.  

 When Ps were asked to talk about their influential life experience, they first recalled their 

childhood. Ps' parents were supportive, provided opportunities for them to get involved in 

activities with other children and adults, and tried to instill confidence in them. Teachers and 
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people in the community also encouraged Ps to take a leadership role, spent time with them, and 

coached them. Those adults provided these leaders with a welcoming and inclusive environment.   

  During Ps' college years or immediately after college, they experienced a turning point in 

becoming leaders. During that time, Ps developed their own interest in a specific topic and found 

a niche that allowed them to flourish. At the same time, Ps connected with others by developing 

relationships and being inspired by them.  

 The way Ps have learned leadership is through accident, circumstances, and their mentors. 

Ps articulate their leadership principles and their roles as leaders. They believe that a leader 

needs a clear goal and vision of how a group of people can get there. They value positive change 

and make decisions and actions for the greater benefit. Ps have self-awareness and know their 

talent, personality, strengths and weaknesses. They trust and value the people who they work 

with. Consequently, they capitalize on the strengths of those people to get desired results.  

 Ps met mentors in adulthood. These mentors helped transform them to become better 

leaders. Ps perceived these mentors as their role models because the mentors demonstrated 

leadership by setting good examples. The mentors inspired Ps and showed them attributes and 

competencies of effective leadership. Ps interacted with, followed, and watched what the 

mentors did. As a result, Ps learned how to mobilize others to accomplish a mutual goal. These 

mentors also helped Ps connect with other people to develop other relationships.  

 Ps see difficult situations as opportunity for growth and improvement. When they 

encounter difficulties and crises, they handle these situations by maintaining an optimistic 

attitude and perspective. They transform impediments into positive learning opportunities. They 

are not afraid of failure and are willing to take risks. They have confidence, resiliency, and self-

discipline by believing that "I could do good work in a bad situation."  
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 Helping others, and making a difference are Ps' strong passion and commitment. Ps strive 

to improve the lives of others. This passion has been accumulated throughout their lives. 

However, this passion stemmed from their personal experience with inequality, which they 

encountered for themselves as well as on behalf of others. Ps are firmly committed to what they 

do and what they believe, all in order to improve equality and to make a positive contribution to 

others.  

Level Six: Essential Description (Combined Protocols) 

 The final level of the Phenomenological analysis is Level Six: describing the essential 

features of the phenomenon - being leaders with disabilities. The researcher turned Level Five's 

fundamental description of the shared experiences into an abstract concept. The description in 

Level Six contains essential features of the phenomenon experienced by college graduate leaders 

with disabilities. 

 Level Six: Essential Description. Nationally well-known leaders with disabilities see 

themselves as broadly effective and influential. College years or immediately after college were 

a turning point for them in becoming leaders. During that time, they cultivated relationships with 

others and developed their own interests and commitment to a specific area which ultimately led 

them to find their own niche in the field. However, childhood was one of the influential 

experiences for leaders whose disability was present from birth. Their parents, teachers, and 

people in the community provided them with a welcoming and inclusive environment, where 

they were supported and encouraged to take a leadership role.  

 Leadership styles and skills were learned and developed by these leaders through 

accident, circumstances, and their mentors. Mentors demonstrated leadership by setting good 
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examples. These mentors inspired them, and they later connected with others to develop other 

additional relationships and skills.  

 Their leadership principles and their roles are clear in their minds. A directed goal and 

vision, including positive change, and decision making for the greater benefit are critical for 

them. They hold self-awareness of their personality, strengths, and weaknesses, trust, value the 

people who they work with, and capitalize on the strengths of those people in order to get desired 

results.  

 Difficult situations are opportunities for growth and improvement for these leaders. With 

their optimistic attitude and perspective, they transform impediments into positive learning 

opportunities. They are confident, resilient, and self-disciplined. They also have strong passion 

for helping others and making a difference to improve the lives of others. Their personal 

experience with inequality, which they encountered for themselves as well as for others, has 

enhanced their passion throughout their lives. Their firm commitment to what they do and what 

they believe drive them to improve equality and to make a positive contribution to others.  
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Chapter Five 

Discussion 

 This phenomenological study attempted to understand the experiences of becoming and 

being a significant leader with six individuals with disabilities. The researcher explored the 

experiences and relationships that transformed and launched participants to leadership roles and 

that fostered their leadership development. Through the six-step phenomenological method of 

inquiry, this study extracted meaningful descriptions and common themes shared by these 

leaders. In particular, this study intended to learn whether college experiences influenced their 

leadership development. These findings suggest an affirmative answer; the college years did 

impact these leaders with disabilities. In this chapter, the researcher discusses in depth the 

leaders' college years as niche finding and relationship cultivating. Further, the researcher 

describes the following essential themes: 1) childhood as an influential life experience, 2) 

commitment, confidence, resilience, and passion in leadership style, and 3) helping others. These 

three themes are not independent of one another, but are intertwined throughout the lives of the 

six leaders with disabilities.  

College Years: Niche Finding and Relationship Cultivation  

 The college years, or immediately subsequent years, influenced leaders with disabilities 

who participated in this study. The key significance was that they made personal connections 

with others and found groups that were the right fit for them. They developed relationships with 

others who became their mentors and role models and offered inspiration and support. The 

feeling of belonging and connection clearly exhibited during their college-age years of their lives 

served as a pivot point. Although some of the study participants experienced leadership activities 
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as children, learning leadership skills appeared to accelerate during, or immediately after college, 

by gaining experiences and reaching out to others with common interests or similar purposes. 

 For instance, Brad felt no one in his computer science graduate program understood his 

interest in creating accessible digital books. During his graduate studies, he attended conferences 

and discovered and made connections with a group of people who understood and shared this 

interest with him. Later, these personal and group connections led him into accepting a 

leadership role as he began connecting with mentors. He explained his excitement in finding a 

niche,  

I went to some national—probably international conferences. This was in SGML, which 
is the predecessor to XML, the first HTML was written in SGML. I went to these 
meetings and there was immediate recognition in that community of how useful the 
marked-up text documents could be to people with disabilities. They just understood it. 
They got it right away where most people don’t understand it. They really understood it. 
(Brad) 

  
 Finding a niche also led these six leaders with disabilities to find their passion in specific 

fields, although finding a niche was accomplished by trial and error. Debra, who identified 

herself as quite political, wanted to pursue a career in politics and then initially discovered a 

political career choice and lifestyle was not the right fit for her. As she continued gaining 

experience, she realized that having disability was also political. Discovering a passion for 

politics and advocating for those with disabilities, led Debra to pursue a leadership role in the 

field of disability advocacy representing those with disabilities. She explained, 

I worked in Washington D.C. for a semester doing an internship but it became kind of 
clear to me that that really wasn’t what I wanted—that political life. It was a little too 
dog-eat-dog for me. And then and I had some other experiences that really—I began to 
appreciate that the disability area was political too. Then all of a sudden it kind of—
because I’ve worked at—I was involved at the Women’s Rights Movement in the 70’s, 
certainly the Anti-War Movement—and it just didn’t click right away that the disability 
piece was also Civil Rights and that took me a little longer. (Debra)  
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 As noted in Chapter Two, the college age is a critical time for identity and intimacy 

development as the initial stages of adult development occur during these years, according to 

Erik Erikson's theory of psychosocial development. Dating, marriage, family, and friendships are 

important during the young adult college ages and by forming relationships with others, 

individual experience intimacy (Erickson, 1964). The college ages establish one's identity and 

develop a sense of self in a social, historical, and cultural context through interactions with 

others (Chickering, 1969). In this study, leaders with disabilities appeared to develop a sense of 

self and direction through relationships with others and meaningful involvement. This study did 

not intend to discover identity development themes or generate a theory; however, findings 

suggest the potential for a focus for further study on identity development in leaders with 

disabilities and on leadership development comparisons between leaders with and without 

disabilities.  

Childhood 

 Of six study participants, four had congenital disabilities. These four leaders felt their 

parents and other adults in their childhood positively influenced their leadership development by 

providing a welcoming and inclusive environment. Foremost, their parents played an important 

role in providing opportunities and instilling confidence in them. As children, these leaders felt 

supported, included, and encouraged to engage activities with both disabled and non-disabled 

peers and adults.  

 In addition to a welcoming and inclusive environment, the leaders experienced supportive 

adults as fostering their creativity. As a leader, Debra tried to be creative and inclusive when she 

worked with her team. She described how her parents and community members were creative 

and innovative and how she saw them as positive childhood role models.  
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My family was very creative and innovative and it was always about, “What is it that you 
want to do and how can we make that happen?.... it was a small town, really supported 
that, not that people didn’t recognize me as a disabled kid, which they did, but it was all. I 
was welcomed and included and everybody was real innovative and creative and 
supported that and just real welcoming. (Debra)  

 
Andrew also commented that adults served as his role models.  

I think I was the first mainstreamed blind child in my school system so I got a lot of 
attention from a lot of professionals in the system. I think that helped a lot—a lot of 
attention from role-model type people. (Andrew) 

 
 Colleen's parents not only encouraged her to try different activities, but also to assume 

leadership roles at an early age. She maintains that leaders must have had parents who 

encouraged them to be leaders during their childhoods. Her perspective illustrates as follows:  

I think having—I mean anybody who is a leader, your parents are going to play a role 
because they are going to help you with, hopefully—well not everybody’s parents—I 
would say my parents—you know they tried to instill confidence in me to go—they 
encouraged me to try different things, to be a leader. (Colleen)  

 
 Unlike the four leaders with congenital disabilities, it is intriguing that Brad and Frank, 

who developed disabilities in adulthood, did not address their childhood experiences or 

supportive adults in their childhood. Instead, they spoke strongly about their adulthood 

relationships with those who shared interests with and expressed appreciation for the influence of 

mentors and role models in their adulthood.  

 Leadership development is affected by adult influence not only during the college years, 

but also during childhood (Komives, Owen, & Longerbeam, 2005). Influential adults can be 

family members, teachers, or others who serve as role models in leaders' childhoods. These role 

models often become mentors for the developing leader during childhood (Komives et al., 2005). 

In this study, the researcher questioned why Brad and Frank with acquired disabilities did not 

reflect upon their childhoods. The notable difference may have been that they have lived in two 
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worlds: the disabled and non-disabled world. Peer influence may have held stronger sway for 

Brad and Frank in adulthood, rather than in childhood. In this case, peers were those who shared 

interests with Brad and Frank and became their role models and encouraged Brad and Frank to 

take leadership roles. It is possible that leaders with acquired disabilities put more value on their 

adulthood role models as they began experiencing the disabled world as a young adult. The 

researcher suggests further research is necessary to examine this issue more closely.  

Being a Leader: Passionate, Committed, Confident, and Resilient 

 A clear understanding of their leadership styles. It was evident that the leaders who 

participated in this study possess a strong understanding of their leadership styles including 

characteristics such as: a clear vision of leadership qualities and principles; encouraging positive 

change; decision making for the greater benefit; trust; seeing difficult situations as opportunities; 

and knowing their personality, both strengths and weaknesses. They also expressed their 

personal and social responsibility to improve the lives of others. Andrew articulated his style of 

leadership, stating:  

...we work as a team... My staff is encouraged to argue with me, to tell me when I am 
wrong and correct me, come up with their ideas. I always—I do everything that I can at 
the university to promote them, I send them out on speaking engagements instead of 
going myself, and let them develop. (Andrew)  

 
With a personal mission and clear vision of what is good for others, Brad focuses on his 

strengths to promote the mission by saying: 

I rely on other people for the heavy lifting in the technical arena right now and figure that 
my time is best spent in advocacy and fundraising and management and leadership 
although it would be much more fun to get dirty with the technology and geek out. I still 
believe that right now my better role is in advocacy and management, trying to find 
fundraising and spreading the word. (Brad)  

  
 These characteristics of leadership styles are parallel to transformational and authentic 

leadership styles discussed in Chapter Two. Hence, the researcher further searched literature on 
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leadership style and disability leadership. A miniscule body of leadership literature on leaders 

with disabilities was found. However, the researcher found transformational and authentic 

leadership styles have been addressed in the context of special education and children with 

disabilities by a term defined as "self-determination."  

 There exists a large body of research on self-determination of children and college 

students with disabilities. Researchers have studied the effectiveness of self-determination skills 

utilized by children with disabilities and effectiveness of teaching such skills to these students 

(Martin & Marshall, 1995; Wehmeyer, 2007; Wehmeyer & Schwartz, 1997). Researchers have 

also investigated self-determination and college students with disabilities and their academic 

outcomes (Stoden, Whelley, Chang, & Harding, 2001; Thoma & Getzel, 2005).  

 In particular, Johnson (1999) compared the self-determination literature with leadership 

literature and found that the attributes, themes, and elements of self-determination were 

frequently cited as attributes of leaders. For instance, problem-solving, self-regulation, and 

personal control are attributes of self-determination and valued in the leadership literature 

(Johnson, 1999). The difference is that while self-determination focuses on individual actions 

toward personal goals (e.g., graduating high school and obtaining a job), leadership focuses on 

collective actions to achieve a common goal. Therefore, Johnson concluded that self-

determination skills are transferrable to leadership skills. However, he also noted that existing 

literature had a limited view of potential leadership among people with disabilities and argued 

that people with disabilities should be assumed to take leadership roles in society (Johnson, 

1999). It is intriguing for the researcher that a lack of attention exists in literature devoted to 

leadership development in adults with disabilities, while many studies focus on disabled children 

and young adults' self-determination, which share similar elements of transformational and 
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authentic leadership. Thus, the researcher recommends leadership of those with disabilities to be 

further investigated.  

 Helping others and making a difference as their passion and commitment. In this 

qualitative study, personal experience with inequality during their college years was a turning 

point for leaders with disabilities. Due to their experiences, they developed passion for helping 

others, for improving the lives of others and making a difference. Brad could not find textbooks 

that were accessible to him. Frank could not translocate to the places he wanted to enjoy for 

himself or with his peers. Debra witnessed those with disabilities characterized as persons to be 

pitied when she worked for Muscular Dystrophy Association at the Jerry Lewis Telethon. These 

leaders transformed their negative life experiences into something meaningful to them. As 

leaders, they proved their resiliency and transformed impediments into positive learning 

opportunities.  

 Dunn and Brody (2008) studied individuals with acquired physical disabilities and found 

that several attitudes and behaviors led individuals to life satisfaction. Their study shows those 

who reported higher satisfaction with their lives had positive personal qualities and a tendency to 

extract meaning from negative experiences. These individuals attempted to discover a way to 

reframe the situation, understand and adapt to changes from a negative event, such as losing a 

physical function. Although Dunn and Brody's study focused on individuals with acquired 

physical disabilities, positive personal qualities and optimistic attitude and view apply to those 

who have congenital disabilities (Mpofu & Harley, 2006) and do not have disabilities (Day & 

Harrison, 2007). It appears that leaders with disabilities in this study reframed their personal 

experiences with inequality to something personally meaningful.  
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Leadership Development 

 Leadership development is a lifelong process (Maxwell, 2013). No leader in this study 

reported that they had developed their leadership innately, nor learned from formal leadership 

trainings. Rather, they reported they had learned and continue to learn leadership through their 

experiences, and with colleagues, and mentors. Importantly, leaders in this study learned 

leadership principles and skills from their mentors and role models by watching and interacting 

with them. 

 As an example, Emma's mentor taught her how to lead a group of people and she felt 

privileged to have worked with him. She recalled:  

I learned from him the tactics to use. How do you get a board to agree with something 
you want to do? How do you strategize? How do you decide what kind of an activity or 
strategy would be the right thing to use to get to the goal that you want to achieve? How 
to organize people? How to stage events? How to capitalize on the strengths of the people 
that you're working with. Really important leadership skills; really basic skills that you 
have to learn by watching a master. He was fabulous. He always made everybody on the 
movement feel valued. That’s an invaluable skill to make people want to work with you. 
He used to ask people to do outrageous things, absolutely outrageous things, and people 
were so happy to do it. (Emma) 

  
 Similar to Emma, Frank feels privileged to have a handful of mentors in his life because 

they influenced his leadership and career path. His mentors taught him how to lead and set high 

standards for him. He characterized one of his mentors as follows:  

I had the privilege of working with someone I considered to be one of my major mentors 
other than my wife, he was my boss at the time, he was always asking the question, “Why 
do we have to go to better before we get to best? I think professionally, [the name of a 
person] who was my boss at the Association for Community Advocacy which was the 
ARC, was the one that really instilled in me that going from straight to best. He was the 
one who really got me on that line. (Frank) 

 
 In a leadership study by Foster-Fishman et al. (2007), described in Chapter Two, leaders 

with disabilities valued mentoring, networking, and experiential learning opportunities of the 

leadership role as more effective than leadership development programs or trainings. These 
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leaders pinpointed a downfall of leadership development training by stating that such training 

fails to help individuals transform their learning through the process of leadership development 

(Foster-Fishman, et al., 2007). That they found formation leadership training and education 

ineffectiveness is congruent with similar criticism of general leadership training and education 

by Nirenberg (2003) and Allio (2005).  

Identity as Leaders with Disabilities 

 A major discovery of this study is that the leaders interviewed did not spontaneously 

address their own status as disabled. Rather, they spoke of leadership in the context of others 

with disabilities. As a result, being disabled appeared to fade into the background of their 

identity as a leader and their disabilities did not appear to be a primary focus of their social 

identities. In fact, one participant was somewhat confused by the researcher's topic - "leadership 

styles of disabled leaders." The researcher originally anticipated that research participants would 

bring their disabilities to forefront in the discussion of leaders with disabilities, yet not one was 

as interested in the topic as the researcher. This discovery was eye-opening for the researcher and 

made her see that she held an assumption that leaders with disabilities would regard their 

disability as primary self-identity in this context. 

 As discussed in Chapter Two, Seekins, et al.(2004) found disabled political leaders in 

rural communities did not focus on disabilities as their primary social identity. Instead, these 

political leaders focused on similarities. The study further discovered that political leaders used 

compromising, networking, persistency, and less-confrontational political strategies to 

accomplish their work. This study's findings appear to be congruent with Seekins and colleagues' 

findings.  
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 Another perspective on disabled leaders’ failure to mention their personal disability could 

be explained by Alston, Bell, and Feist-Frice's study of racial and disability identity development 

amongst African Americans (1996). They suggest that such social identities (being disabled or 

being of a specific race or ethnicity) are influenced and interchangeable by context (Alston et al., 

1996). That is, an African American with a disability may identify him/herself as being disabled 

more than being African American when he/she is surrounded by others with disabilities. When 

the same individual is with a group of African Americans, the individual may likely become 

more aware of his/her racial identity than his/her disability identity. The researcher assumes that 

Alston and colleagues' perspective may apply to her research participants' social identities. 

Disability may not a primary identity, but social identities morph depending on the context.  

Summary 

 This chapter comprehensively presented primary themes evident in this 

phenomenological study on experiences of leaders with disabilities. The researcher began with a 

description of leaders' finding a niche and developing meaningful relationships during, and 

immediately after, their college years. The researcher also noted leaders with congenital 

disabilities' important childhoods were influenced by supportive adults. This chapter further 

discussed leaders' passion, commitment, confidence, and resiliency, as well as their leadership 

development through their experiences and mentors and relationships with other colleagues. 

Finally, the researcher related identity development, which was manifested in this study, to 

studies on disabled leaders in rural communities, as well as racial identity development and 

disability identity development. In the next chapter, the researcher presents implications and 

recommendations for further study.  
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Chapter Six 

Implications and Recommendations 

 This study explored six disabled leaders' experiences of being and becoming leaders. The 

intention was not to present generalizable results; thus, this study was small and exploratory. 

However, this study provided a comprehensive description of what influenced these particular 

individuals during their development as leaders. The findings revealed that human relationships 

played a significant role during the development stage, including the relationships occurring 

during the college years, or the years immediately following college. Family members, mentors, 

role models, and other adults facilitated the leaders’ personal growth in becoming confident, 

passionate, and committed leaders. In this section, the researcher will suggest implications for 

higher education institutions, parents and teachers, as well as recommendations for future study.    

Implications for Higher Education 

 An emphasis on relationships. The relationships developed during the college years, or 

the years immediately following college, influenced the six leaders with disabilities who 

participated in this study. During these years the leaders made personal connections with others 

and found groups in which they felt a sense of belonging. Traditional college age is a critical 

time for identity development, particularly through interactions with others (Chickering, 1964). 

As the findings of this study suggested, a sense of belonging and connection was critical for 

these six leaders with disabilities. Therefore, the researcher suggests that higher education 

institutions should emphasize the importance of relationship building and help their students with 

disabilities feel connected and meaningfully involved in order for them to develop a sense of 

identity.  
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 The importance of making connections and belonging for college students is not a new 

topic; it is particularly associated with student-faculty relationships and has been widely 

discussed in literature on students' academic achievement (Anaya & Cole, 2001), motivation 

(Komarraju, Musulkin, Bhattacharya, 2010; Pascarella, Terenzini, & Hibel, 1978), satisfaction 

(O'Meara, Knudsen, & Jones, 2013; Pascarella & Terenzini, 1978), and sense of belonging and 

connections (Strayhorn, 2008 & 2010). This study not only offers strong support to the notion 

that connections made in college affect student success, but it also suggests that these 

connections are important for student leadership development. Thus, higher education 

institutions should consider students' interactions with faculty when exploring ways to structure 

or restructure the programs that provide leadership development opportunities for college 

students with disabilities.  

 Faculty members often serve as advisers for their students. Colleges and universities 

should consider having their faculty advisors serve as mentors and emphasize the meaningful 

connections that students can make. Higher education institutions also could consider promoting 

advising as a part of leadership training for students. However, student relationship building 

should not only be the faculty's responsibility. Faculty members work with many students and 

have numerous demands in addition to advising, including other roles in research, teaching, and 

service. Therefore, administrative assistants, residence hall staff, disability services staff, career 

and internship staff, and other support staff could all assist the faculty by developing meaning 

connections with students who have disabilities to facilitate leadership development.  

 Goleman (1998) asserts that high levels of "emotional intelligence," which comprise self-

regulation, adaptability, and resiliency, are absolutely necessary for leaders to possess because it 

enables them to better adapt to different and difficult situations while effectively working with 
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others. According to Goleman, taking time and being committed can help people learn emotional 

intelligence. Faculty members and staff should encourage and support students in the 

development of self-regulation, adaptability, and resiliency during interactions with other 

students, staff and faculty.  

 Higher education institutions already offer many opportunities for students to establish 

connections inside and outside of campus. Civil engagement opportunities, study abroad, 

internships, and student government are examples. Faculty and staff should continue 

encouraging students with disabilities to take advantage of these opportunities and emphasize 

that relationship development facilitates future relationships. Also, faculty and staff could teach 

students that relationships are reciprocal and they require effort to work. It is important to note 

that many of the suggestions discussed above are already happening at higher education 

institutions for the purpose of improving student academic achievement, motivation, retention, 

and satisfaction. The researcher asserts that these efforts can also benefit students with 

disabilities' leadership development.  

 Designing accessible leadership training. When designing leadership development 

training and programs, the curriculum should highlight relationship development. For example, 

the existing programs include interpersonal communication as a highlighted topic and provide 

participants with the opportunity to learn how to develop and maintain good relationships inside 

and outside of the classroom and college campus. As another example, the training organizer 

could include a respected disabled leader as a guest speaker to share his/her experience of 

cultivating relationships and leadership development.  

 While designing leadership training programs, the organizers should keep accessibility in 

mind as a key element. Making a program accessible is fundamental to prevent exclusion and 
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discrimination. However, it is common that organizers realize after the fact that accessibility was 

not considered, such as after a participant asks for a sign language interpreter or for information 

in Braille. Designing accessible content in the curriculum is as important as holding the event at 

a physically accessible location. The organizers must also provide sign language interpreters, use 

captioned multimedia during the program, provide alternative formats for handouts, and post the 

web information in an accessible way. The researcher also recommends that the promotional 

materials include a statement that the training program will provide reasonable accommodations 

upon requests.   

Implications for Elementary and Secondary Education 

 It is evident from this study that supportive adults played an important role during the 

childhoods of the four leaders with congenital disabilities by providing opportunities and 

instilling confidence. Parents, teachers, and community members provided support and attention 

to these leaders when they were young and encouraged them to try different activities and to take 

childhood leadership roles. These findings are encouraging and can be useful to teachers, 

administrators, support staff, parents, and advocates for children and youth with disabilities. 

 As mentioned in Chapter Five, there exists a large body of research on self-determination 

in the context of special education and children with disabilities. The elements of self-

determination are similar to transformational and authentic leadership styles (Johnson, 1999). 

The elements of self-determination are: a deep understanding of one's strengths and limitations, 

belief and confidence in oneself, and goal directed and self-regulated behavior (Field, Martin, 

Miller, Ward, & Wehmeyer, 1998; Pennell, 2001; Test, Fowler, Wood, Brewer, & Eddy, 2005). 

Teachers, administrators, supportive staff, and parents should help students acquire and exercise 

self-determination skills. Teachers could incorporate self-determination skill development into 
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their instructional strategies. Teachers and parents should also encourage children to get involved 

and socialize with others with and without disabilities. At the same time, these adults may want 

to challenge their children by setting high expectations and thereby, pushing the children to learn 

(Madsen, 2006). Just as supportive adults became role models for the disabled leaders in this 

study, educators and parents could also become role models for their children by helping them to 

develop meaningful relationships and leading them with examples. It is important that parents, 

teachers, and community leaders not assume that a child or youth with a disability will not want 

to participate in leadership experience. Encouraging all young people to lead, disabled or not, is 

an important part of human development.  

Recommendations for Future Research 

 Identity development. This study raised several questions for researchers to investigate 

further leadership development for leaders with disabilities. By intentionally asking a broad 

question, this study explored the influential experiences and relationships of six leaders with 

disabilities. These leaders' identity issues became significantly apparent during the study. Thus, a 

case study or a grounded theory study on identity development in leaders with disabilities would 

be beneficial to the literature. The researcher suggests designing a comparative study on the 

course of identity development between disabled leaders and non-disabled leaders. Another 

future study could investigate identity development of disabled leaders who are persons of color 

or possible differences related to gender.   

 Further, the researcher suggests investigating how young adults develop identity after 

acquiring disabilities. This future study could investigate identity development based on the age 

of onset of the disability. Exploring influential childhood experiences of leaders with acquired 

disabilities might be also useful. 
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 Including disabled leaders leading a non-disabled group. This study is limited to 

leaders with disabilities. However, participants who agreed to be participants in this study were 

leaders with disabilities who also happened to be leaders of groups focused on disabilities. As a 

result, this study unintentionally excluded disabled leaders leading a mixed group of people who 

may or may not have a disability. Therefore, the researcher recommends including disabled 

leaders leading a non-disabled groups of people in a future study to diversify study participants. 

Additionally, a future study could investigate emerging themes or issues that leaders leading a 

non-disabled or mixed group face when they assumed their leadership roles after they became 

disabled. Lanza (2007) reflected her own experience of going back to be a group leader after she 

experienced a stroke. In her article, Lanza described that the stroke made her feel less confident 

and more vulnerable to lead a group and she had to readjust her leadership style by learning how 

to let things go and delegate tasks to her co-leader. Understanding how leaders adjust their 

leadership styles after becoming disabled might add to our understanding.    

 Including disabled leaders in research. Through the literature review, the researcher 

was shocked to discover that studies on leadership and disabled leaders were sparse. For this 

reason, the researcher strongly recommends including more participants with disabilities in 

leadership research.  

 According to the World Health Organization (WHO & The World Bank, 2011), 15 

percent of the world’s population has one or more disabilities. Snyder and Dillow (2013) 

identified that students with disabilities represent 11 percept of the entire college population in 

the United States in the year of 2007-2008. Despite the existence of the disabled population, 

disability is not represented in the leadership and diversity research. The researcher has raised 
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three possibilities that are related to under-representation of disabled leaders in leadership 

research.  

 First, the minuscule presence of disabled leaders in leadership and diversity research may 

be due to the difficulty researchers have in being approved by the institutional review board, 

because the disabled population is considered a vulnerable category of subjects. Second, 

researchers may experience difficulty with securing adequate participants because some 

disabilities are perceived with negative stereotypes and stigma, which can discourage potential 

participants from identifying themselves. Disabled leaders may be hidden because their 

disabilities are invisible or because they fear public response to these disabilities, possibly in the 

form of negative stereotype, stigma, and discrimination. Consequently, such negative responses 

discourage individuals from identifying as disabled and perhaps from participating in research. 

The stigma of the disability is an ongoing problem in our society.  

  The United Kingdom faces a similar social problem: stigma of the disability. In 2011, the 

Office for Disability Issues, a part of the Minister of State for Disabled People in the UK, 

published guidelines to promote the inclusion of disabled people in social research because this 

population is often excluded from studies. These guidelines suggest involving disabled people 

throughout the research process, designing research that is accessible to people with different 

disabilities, and making data collection methods and result dissemination accessible (Farmer & 

Mclead, 2011).  

  Third, under-representation of disabled leaders in leadership and diversity research may 

stem from researchers' narrow definition of diversity. Perhaps, as Johnson (1999) suggested, 

researchers limit their view of leadership among people with disabilities exclusively in the scope 
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of disability rights. Expanding on the definition of diversity to include disabled participants is 

recommended for future research.        

 As a diversity study, Ball, Monaco, Schmeling, Schartz, and Blanck (2005) investigated 

the diversity plans, policies, and practices of the 100 most profitable businesses in the United 

States. These successful companies state in their policies that they value diverse employee 

backgrounds and are committed to promoting diversity in the workplace. However, this study 

found that only 42% of these companies included disability in their definition of diversity (Ball, 

et al., 2005). This finding is similar to Coleman's study (2012), which was discussed in Chapter 

Two, that leadership and diversity literature often do not include disability in the definition of 

diversity.  

 The findings of Ball et al. (2005) are troublesome because it creates a gap between what 

corporations include in their definition of diversity and how higher education institutions define 

diversity; the former excludes disability and the latter includes disability. Moreover, this gap 

may cause confusion for college graduates who received leadership and diversity training, 

because when they enter the business world they could recognize that disability suddenly 

disappears from the definition of diversity. It is also ironic that diversity management for 

businesses results in managing and preventing discrimination and lawsuits. Therefore, the 

researcher recommends expanding the definition of diversity in both business policy and higher 

education policy to include disability. In other words, organizations should carry what they say 

into action.  

Conclusion 

 In conclusion, this chapter recommends implications for higher education and for 

elementary and secondary education to facilitate leadership development in children and young 
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adults with disabilities. This chapter also recommends several future research topics including 

identity development among disabled leaders. This chapter concluded with the recommendation 

that disabled people should be included in leadership research.  

 Alexander (2006) used the phrase, "the art of leadership" as a metaphor to describe 

leadership development (p.85). Mastering leadership is an ongoing and possibly lifelong process 

(Alexander, 2006; Maxwell, 2013). The experiences of the six leaders with disabilities in this 

study suggest that building relationships is crucial. This crucial element is congruent with 

leadership development in general. However, we have a lot to learn from leaders with disabilities. 

The researcher hopes that this study will intrigue others to learn from disabled leaders how to 

improve our understanding and practice of leadership and diversity.  
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Appendix A: Institutional Review Board checklist and application 

THE UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA 
Institutional Review Board (IRB) 

for the Use of Human Subjects in Research 
CHECKLIST/APPLICATION 

 
IRB Protocol No: 53-11 
 
At The University of Montana (UM), the Institutional Review Board (IRB) is the institutional 
review body responsible for oversight of all research activities involving human subjects outlined 
in the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services Office of Human Research Protection 
(www.hhs.gov/ohrp) and the National Institutes of Health, Inclusion of Children Policy 
Implementation (http://grants.nih.gov/grants/funding/children/children.htm). 
 
Instructions: A separate registration form must be submitted for each project. IRB proposals are 
approved for three years and must be continued annually. Faculty members may email the 
completed form as a Word document to IRB@umontana.edu. Students must submit a hardcopy 
of the completed form to the Office of the Vice President for Research & Development, 
University Hall 116. 
 
1. Administrative Information 
Project Title: A Phenomenological Study of Leadership: Perspectives of Leaders with 
Disabilities.  
Principal Investigator: Mika Watanabe, M.A.  
Title: Doctoral Candidate 
Email address: mika.watanabe@umontana.edu 
Department: Counselor Education  
 
2.  Human Subjects Protection Training (All researchers, including faculty supervisors for 
student projects, must have completed a self-study course on protection of human research 
subjects within the last three years (http://www.umt.edu/research/complianceinfo/IRB/) and be 
able to supply the “Certificate(s) of Completion” upon request. Add rows to table if needed.  
 
NAME and DEPT.  
Mika Watanabe, Counselor Education, Principal Investigator, Human Subjects Protection Course 
10/23/2009   
Cathy Jenni, Counselor Education, Faculty Supervisor, Human Subjects Protection Course 
9/26/2008 
 
3. Project Funding 
Is grant application currently under review at grant funding agency? No.  
Has grant proposal received approval and funding? No. 
Is this part of your thesis or dissertation? Yes 
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If yes, date your successfully presented your proposal to your committee. December 10, 2010.  
 
4. Purpose of the Research Project (not to exceed 500 words): Briefly summarize the overall 
intent of the study. Your target audience is a non-researcher. Include in your description a 
statement of the objectives and the potential benefit to the study subjects and/or the advancement 
of your field. Generally included are literature related to the problem, hypotheses, and discussion 
of the problem’s importance. Expand box as needed. 
 
Despite American higher education’s ongoing role in producing future leaders, the importance of 
leadership and the shortage of leaders with disabilities has been discussed in scholarly literature 
(Johnson, 1999; Foster-Fishman, Jimenez, Valenti, & Kelley, 2007). The purpose of this 
qualitative research is to investigate how college graduates with disabilities transition to the role 
of being leaders. A phenomenological approach will be used to understand the lived experiences 
of 6 to 8 adults with disabilities who have achieved leadership positions at the state or national 
level. Semi-structured interviews with participants will be analyzed by looking at significant 
statements, generating meaning units, and developing an unifying description that includes the 
experience of all subjects, with a focus on subjects’ undergraduate college years. The findings 
from this study may expand the literature in the area of leadership in people with disabilities. 
Additionally, the outcomes of the study have the potential to enhance programs in higher 
education that help college students with disabilities develop the capacity for leadership.     
 
5. IRB Oversight 
Is oversight required by other IRB(s) [e.g., tribal, hospital, other university] for this project? No.  
 
6. Subject Information: 
a. Human Subjects (identify, include age/gender):  
Participants in this qualitative study will be 6 to 8 men and women who 1) have achieved state or 
national level leadership to advocate for disability rights, 2) who have publicly identified them 
that they have a disability, 3) have held a leadership position at least three years in their 
respective organizations at the time of the interviews, 4) earned one or more college degrees, 5) 
experienced limitations during their college years due to their disabilities, 6) are at least 18 years 
of age.   
 
b. How many subjects will be included in the study? Between 6 to 8 total.  
 
c. Are minors included (under age 18, per Montana law)? No.  
 
d. Are member of physically, psychologically, or social vulnerable population being specifically 
targeted? Yes.  
 
If yes, please explain why the subjects might be physically, psychologically or social vulnerable:  
 
Historically, people with disabilities have often experienced physical, psychological, and social 
barriers when participating in research. For example, some written research protocols and 
interview questions have not been in accessible formats for individuals with visual impairments 
who use screen-readers. The PI will ensure that the interview process and information provided 
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to participants are accessible to the interviewees. None of the individuals in this study will have 
cognitive functions that could otherwise compromise their ability to fully understand and consent 
to the nature of the research, the questions, or the research procedures. None of the research 
questions will be potentially traumatizing. 
 
e. Are there other special consideration regarding this population? No.  
 
f. Do subjects reside in a foreign country? No.  
 
g. How are subjects selected or recruited? What is inclusion/exclusion criteria? (Attach copies of 
all flyers, advertisements, etc,- that will be used in the recruitment process as these required UM-
IRB approval) 
 
Participants will be recruited through word of mouth and via email invitation through disability 
organizations such as Digital Accessible Information System (DAISY) Consortium, National 
Federation of the Blind (NFB), Association on Higher Education and Disability (AHEAD). 
Eligible participants will: be age 18 or older, have a disability, have publicly identified 
themselves as having a disability, hold one or more college degrees, have achieved state or 
national leadership to advocate for disability rights, and will have held their leadership position 
at least 3 years in their respective organizations at the time of the interviews. Participants who 
are younger than 18, without a disability, and whose disability was acquired after they graduated 
college will be excluded.  
 
h. How will subjects be indentified in your personal notes, work papers, or publications: (may 
check more than one).  
 
X Identified name and/or address or other 
(Secure written [e.g., ICF] or verbal permission to identify; if risk exists, create a confidentiality 
plan.) 
 
X Confidentiality Plan 
(Identity of subjects linked to research, but not specific data [e.g., individuals identified in ICF 
but not included in publications]; identification key kept separate from data; or, data collected by 
third party [e.g., Select Survey, SurveyMonkey, etc.] and identifiers not received with data.) 
 
_ Never know participant's identity 
(An ICF may be unnecessary [e.g., anonymous survey, paper or online] unless project is 
sensitive or involves a vulnerable population.)  
 
i. Describe the means by which the human subject’s personal privacy is to be protected, and the 
confidentiality of information maintained. If you are using a Confidentiality Plan (as checked 
above), include in your description a plan for the destruction of materials that could allow 
identification of individual subjects.  
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Participants will have the choice of whether they would like to participate anonymously. For 
those who wish to participate in this study anonymously, the following plan will be 
implemented:  
 
Participants will be informed regarding the limits of confidentiality including communication 
through personal computers being traceable before they agree to participate in the study.  
 
Deidentifying all data and keeping all files in password protected or locked devices will mitigate 
these confidentiality risks. During the interview, notes taken by the investigator will be labeled 
with an identification number rather than a participant’s name. Any identifiable names and 
features of the interview will be removed during the transcription process. The investigator will 
use codes or pseudonyms to conceal identities in transcripts. When face-to-face meetings occur, 
interviews will take place in a private room. All confidential material will be stored either in a 
locked cabinet or in a de-identified form on a secure hard drive.  
    
All research participants will be asked to review a copy of their completed interview transcript 
and make any changes or corrections necessary for anonymity and for privacy. The researcher 
will incorporate the participants’ suggestions until they feel comfortable, or omit the section. 
 
j. Will subject(s) receive an explanation of the research – separate from the informed consent 
form (if applicable) – before and/or after the project? Yes.  
 
7. Information to be Compiled 
a. Explain where the study will take place (physical location not geographic. If permission will 
be required to use any facilities, indicate those arrangements and attach copies of written 
permission):  
 
Interviews will take place at a location of the participant’s choosing (such as in their office a 
private meeting room or in another location where both the participant and the researcher feel 
private and safe). Interviews will be conducted through a face-to-face meeting or by using a 
telephone and Skype, an Internet phone service. 
 
b. Subject matter or kind(s) of information to be compiled from/about subjects: 
 
Participants will be asked for demographic information for purposes of describing the 
interviewees. 
 
c. Activities the subjects will perform and how the subjects will be used. Describe the 
instrumentation and procedures to be used and kinds of data or information to be gathered. 
Provide enough detail so the IRB will be able to evaluate the intrusion from the subject’s 
perspective (expand box as needed):  
 
The Principal Investigator (PI) will send participants, who agree to participate in the study, an 
information packet containing the informed consent form. The participants will be asked to 
complete the form and to send it back to the PI via fax, postal mail or electronic scanning/email. 
In addition to the written consent form, a verbal consent will be recorded before each interview 
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session. Before answering questions all participants will be informed of the purpose of the study, 
the approximate time of the interview, the right to decline or stop the interview at any time and 
privacy issues concerning the participants.  
 
An individual, face-to-face or phone interview with each participant will be conducted for 
approximately 60 minutes by the PI. At the beginning of the interview, participants will be asked 
to answer demographic questions (see the attached Interview Protocol). And then, the PI will ask 
participants open-ended questions such as, “please tell me about important experiences or 
relationships in your life that led you to take your current leadership role.” Depending on how 
the interview proceeds, the PI may ask the participants what experiences and relationships 
primarily in their college years influenced their growth as a leader, what challenges they 
encounters and how they overcame such challenges that influenced their leadership development 
(see the attached Interview Protocol). Follow up questions will be used to clarify participants’ 
responses. All participants will be asked to review a copy of their completed interview transcript 
and make any changes or corrections necessary for anonymity.  
 
d. Is information on any of the following included? (check all that apply):  
__ Sexual behavior 
__ Drug use/abuse 
__ Alcohol use/abuse 
__ Illegal conduct 
__ Information about the subject that, if it became known outside the research, could reasonably 
place subject at risk of criminal or civil liability or be damaging to the subject's financial 
standing or employability.  
 
e. Means of obtaining the information (check all that apply). Attach questionnaire or survey 
instrument, if used:  
 
_ Field/Laboratory observation 
X In-person interviews/survey 
X Telephone interviews/survey 
_ Blood/Tissue/Urine/Feces/Semen/Saliva Sampling (IBC Application must be submitted) 
_ On-site survey 
_ Medical records (require HIPAA form) 
_ Main survey 
_ Measurement of motions/actions 
_ Online survey (attach Statement of Confidentiality) 
_ Use of standard educational test, etc.  
_ Examine public documents, records, data, etc. 
_ Other means (specify) 
_ Examine private documents, records, data, etc.  
 
f. Will subjects be (check all that apply):  
_ Videotaped 
X Audio-taped 
_ Photographed 
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_ N/A 
 
Explain how above media will be used, who will transcribe, and how/when destroyed:  
 
Digital recording will be used to record interviews in order to preserve exact words for later 
analysis. The researcher’s computer will have recording software and will be used in connection 
with Skype. The Skype application will be utilized to call land line, cellular, and internet based 
phone numbers. All audio files created through this process will be secured in a password 
protected digital folder on the same computer. Any external data backups of these files will also 
be contained in a non-public, password protected drive.  
 
If this drive or computer is accessed over any wireless servers, access will be through networks 
based on security process such as the WPA format (Wi-Fi Protected Access). No information 
will be created or sent over unsecured, public networks. Finally, when materials are 
electronically sent between the participants and the researcher, formats which provide end-to-end 
encryption will be utilized. One example includes new settings in Gmail.  
 
A digital recorder will be used for a face-to-face interview. A professional transcription service 
who ensures strict confidentiality will transcribe the recorded interviews. The transcription 
service will not be allowed to keep any files and will need to sign a confidentiality agreement 
before serving in this role. Data will be kept in a confidential and locked area by the PI and will 
be destroyed once transcripts are verified for accuracy. 
 
g. Discuss the benefits (does not include payment for participation) of the research, if any, to the 
human subjects and to scientific knowledge (if the subjects will not benefit from their 
participation, so state):  
 
This study may expand the literature in the area of leadership in people with disabilities and help 
improve leadership development programs for college students with disabilities. Participants 
may feel good about contributing to the project. However, participants will not receive direct 
benefits or compensation from participation. 
 
h. Cite any payment for participation (payment is not considered a benefit):  
No payment for participation.  
 
i. Outline, in detail, the risks and discomforts, if any, to which the human subjects will be 
exposed (Such deleterious effects may be physical, psychological, professional, financial, legal, 
spiritual, or cultural. As a result, one can never guarantee that there are no risks – use “minimal.” 
Some research involves violations of normal expectations, rather than risks or discomforts; such 
violations, if any, should be specified): 
 
Participants are not intentionally exposed to any risk. Any psychological, physical, social, or 
legal risks that participants may encounter is not greater than those ordinarily experienced in 
daily life. No questions regarding violence, abuse, sexuality or sexual history will be asked 
during the interviews. However, the researcher will initially inform the interviewees that if any 
information is disclosed about a child being abused or neglected or that an older person or a 
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person with a developmental disability has been subjected to abuse, sexual abuse, neglect, or 
exploitation, then the researcher may be required to report this information to the appropriate 
authorities. If interviewees do not agree to this procedure, they will be excused from the study. 
The researcher has earned a Master’s Degree in Counseling and has been trained in issues 
surrounding mandatory reporting. 
 
j. Describe, in detail, the means taken to minimize each such deleterious effect or violation: 
 
Participants may withdraw from participation or pause or stop the interview process at any time 
without penalty or further questioning. All data pertaining to withdrawn participants will be 
deleted from the audio recordings and all written notes will be destroyed. No data from removed 
participants will be included in the data analysis.  
    
8. Informed Consent 
An informed consent form (ICF) is usually required, unless subjects remain anonymous or a 
waiver is otherwise justified below. (Templates and examples of Informed Consent, Parental 
Permission, and Child’s Assent Forms are available at 
http://www.umt.edu/research/complianceinfo/irb/forms.aspx).  
• A copy of the consent/assent/permission form must be offered to all subjects, including 
parents/guardians of subjects less than 18 years of age (minors). 
• Use of minors 
All minor subjects (under the age of 18) must have written parental or custodial permission (45 
CFR 46.116(b)). 
All minors from 10 to 18 years of age are required to give written assent (45 CFR 46.408(a)).  
Assent by minor subjects: All minor subjects are to be given a clear and complete picture of the 
research they are being asked to engage in, together with its attendant risks and benefits, as their 
developmental status and competence will allow them to understand. 
Minors less than 10 years of age and all individuals, regardless of age, with delayed cognitive 
functioning (or with communication skills that make expressive responses unreliable) will be 
denied involvement in any research that does not provide a benefit/risk advantage.  
Good faith efforts must be made to assess the actual level of competence of minor subjects where 
there is doubt.  
The Minor Assent Form must be written at a level that can be understood by the minor, and/or 
read to them at an age-appropriate level in order to secure verbal assent.  
 
 
Is a written informed consent form being used? Yes (attach copy) 
Is a written parental permission form being used? No.  
Is a written minor assent form being used? No. 
 
The Principal Investigator agrees to comply with all requirements of The University of Montana-
Missoula IRB, the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services Office of Human Research 
Protection Guidelines, and NIH Guidelines. The PI agrees to ensure all members of his/her team 
are familiar with the requirements and risks of this project, and will complete the Human Subject 
Protection Course available at http://www.umt.edu/research/complianceinfo/irb.  
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Principal Investigator’s Statement 
I certify that the statements made in this request are accurate and complete. I also agree to the 
following: 
• If I receive approval for this research project, I agree to inform the IRB in writing of any 
emergent problems. I further agree not to proceed with the project until the problems have been 
resolved. 
• I will not make any significant procedural changes to procedures involving human subjects 
without submitting a written amendment to the IRB and will not undertake such changes until 
the IRB has reviewed and approved them. 
• It is my responsibility to ensure that every person working with the human subjects is 
appropriately trained. 
• I will not begin work on the procedures described in this protocol until I receive notice of 
approval from the IRB. 
• I will keep a copy of this protocol (including all consent forms, questionnaires, and recruitment 
flyers) and all subsequent correspondence.  
      
Signature of Principle Investigator: ___________________________ Date: ________________ 
 
 
Attachment: Interview Protocol 
 
Explanation of Research Study to Participants 
 
Thank you for agreeing to participate in this research study. The purpose of this study is to 
understand how college graduates with disabilities transition to the role of leaders. I am 
interested in your reflections on important experiences and relationships in your life that led you 
to take a leadership role.  
 
I would like to inform you that this interview will be recorded for accuracy and later analysis. I 
will later conduct verbatim transcription for the interview. Is this fine by you?  
 
If yes, begin recording the interview.  
 
Let me go over the requirements and consent forms. You should have a copy of the consent form 
with you. Is this correct?  
 
Read over consent form with the participant. Answer any questions and ask the participant to 
state consent to participate.  
 
I will begin the interview by asking you some background questions about yourself. Then I will 
ask you a research question.  
 
Participant Demographic Information  
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During the first 5 minutes, I will ask you a few questions to gather demographic information. 
This information will not be used directly in the data analysis. However, it will be used to 
organize the data that will be collected during the interviews. I will begin.  
 
What is the title of your current leadership position?  
How long have you held this leadership position? 
What is and are your college degree(s)? 
When did you receive your college degree(s)?  
What was or were your major(s)?  
 
Interview Question 
 
Now we will move onto the interview question. Would you take just a moment to reflect right 
now on important experiences or relationships in your life that led you to take your leadership 
role? You can say whatever comes to mind. 
 
Possible other questions:  
What were some of the challenges or obstacles? And how did you overcome them?  
Tell me your accomplishment as a leader that you are most proud of. Who supported you?  
When you think about your years in college, were there relationships or experiences that 
influenced your growth as a leader? 
 
During the interview, I may ask probing questions which may include: 
What does that mean?  
Can you explain that to me in more detail?   
Describe what that was like for you.  
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Appendix B: Participant information and informed consent form 

TITLE: 
A phenomenological study of leadership: Perspectives of leaders with disabilities 
 
PROJECT DIRECTOR: 
Mika Watanabe, M.A., Doctoral Candidate 
Department of Counselor Education 
University of Montana 
Missoula, MT 59812 
Phone: 406.243.6535 
Email: mika.watanabe@umontana.edu  
 

FACULTY SUPERVISOR: 
Cathy Jenni, Ph.D., Professor 
Department of Counselor Education 
University of Montana 
Missoula, MT 59812 
Phone: 406.243.2608 
Email: cathy.jenni@mso.umt.edu 

Please read this information carefully before you make a decision whether or not to participate in 
this study. This consent form may contain words that are unfamiliar to you. If you read any 
words that are not clear to you, please ask Mika Watanabe for clarification. 
 
PURPOSE: 
The purpose of this qualitative study is to investigate how college graduates with disabilities 
transition to the role of leadership. You must be 19 years of age or older to participate in this 
study.   
 
PROCEDURES: 
Participants who agree to take part in this study will have the choice of whether they would like 
to participate anonymously. They will be asked several background questions and will then be 
asked to complete an approximately one-hour face-to-face or telephone interview. The 
interviews will be audio recorded and transcribed. Each participant who wishes to remain 
anonymous will be assigned a number or study name so that they cannot be identified as 
individuals. To insure confidentiality, all research participants will be asked to review a copy of 
their completed interview transcript and make any changes or corrections necessary for 
anonymity. Any or all parts of interviews may be quoted in published reports of this research.   
 
RISKS/DISCOMFORTS: 
You will not intentionally be exposed to any risk. You will be asked questions regarding your 
life experiences. This may trigger the memory of unpleasant events. If you should feel distressed 
during the interview and wish to pause or stop, please alert Ms. Watanabe so that she can act 
accordingly.  
 
BENEFITS OF PARTICIPATION:  
Participants will not receive any form of payment or service in compensation for participation. 
The only known benefit is that this study could contribute to a body of knowledge that informs 
development for future leaders with disabilities.  
 
CONFIDENTIALITY: 
To protect confidentiality, the researcher Mika Watanabe will take several precautions to ensure 
privacy for those participants wishing to remain anonymous.  
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Any information obtained during this study which could identify you will be kept strictly 
confidential. The data will be stored in a locked, private location and only the researcher and her 
dissertation committee members including Faculty Supervisor Dr. Cathy Jenni will have access 
to the data. The interview will be transcribed by a professional transcriptionist. During 
transcription and data analysis, you will be assigned a pseudonym. 
   
Near completion of data analysis, the researcher will send you the interview transcriptions for 
you to review, and allow you to edit material that you feel compromises your confidentiality if 
you wish to remain anonymous or if you would like to restate responses. The researcher will 
incorporate your suggestions until you feel comfortable, or omit the section.  
 
The information obtained in this study may be published in scientific journals or presented at 
scientific meetings, but the data will be reported in anonymous form. The audiotapes will be 
destroyed after this study is completed.  
 
There are conditions under which confidentiality may be breached. If you speak with the 
researcher indicating the intention to harm yourself or someone else, as the law mandates, 
appropriate individuals may be contacted. 
 
COMPENSATION FOR INJURY: 
Although we do not foresee any risk in taking part in this study, the following liability statement 
is required in all University of Montana consent forms. 
 

In the event that you are injured as a result of this research you should 
individually seek appropriate medical treatment. If the injury is caused by the 
negligence of the University or any of its employees, you may be entitled to 
reimbursement or compensation pursuant to the Comprehensive State Insurance 
Plan established by the Department of Administration under the authority of 
M.C.A., Title2, Chapter 9. In the event of a claim for such injury, further 
information may be obtained from the University’s Claims representative or 
University Legal Counsel. (Reviewed by University Legal Counsel, July 6, 1993) 

 
VOLUNTARY PARTICIPATION/WTIHDRAWAL: 
Your decision to take part in this research study is entirely voluntary. You may refuse to take 
part in or you may withdraw from the study at any time without penalty. You may be asked to 
leave the study for any of the following reasons: (a) failure to follow the Researcher’s 
instructions, (b) a serious adverse reaction occurs which may require evaluation, (c) the 
Researcher believes it is in the best interest of your health and welfare, or (d) the study is 
terminated. 
 
QUESTIONS: 
You may wish to discuss participating in this study with others before you agree to take part. If 
you have any questions regarding your rights as a participant, you may contact the IRB Chair at 
The University of Montana Research Office at 406.243.6670. If you have any questions about 
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the research now or during the study, please feel free to contact the Project Director Mika 
Watanabe and/or the Faculty Supervisor Dr. Cathy Jenni at 406.243.2608.  
 
PARTICIANT’S STATEMENT OF CONSENT: 
I have read the above description of this research study. I have been informed of the risks and 
benefits involved, and all my questions have been answered to my satisfaction. Furthermore, I 
have been assured that any future questions I may have will also be answered by a member of the 
research team. I voluntarily agree to take part in this study. I understand I will receive a copy of 
this consent form. 
 
 
_________________________________________________  
Printed (Typed) Name of Participant    
 
____________________________________________        ____________________________                                                            
Participant’s Signature      Date 
 
ANONYMITY: Please sign one of the following statement. You may change your mind at a later 
date.  
 
I do wish to remain anonymous in this study.  
 
______________________________________      ___________________________________ 
Participant signature     Date 
 
I do not wish to remain anonymous in this study.  
 
___________________________________    _____________________________________ 
Participant signature     Date 
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Appendix C: Sample Email Letter to Participants 
 

Dear potential participant name:  
 
As part of my doctoral dissertation research, I am planning to conduct interviews with a small 
number of local or nationally recognized leaders with disabilities.  These people [will name 
them] have suggested your name as someone who may be interested in participating in this study.  
I am asking you to consider being a part of this study.   
 
The purpose of this qualitative study is to investigate how college graduates with disabilities 
transition to the role of leadership.  
 
Participants who agree to take part in this study will have the choice of whether they would like 
to participate anonymously. They will be asked several background questions and will then be 
asked to complete an approximately one-hour face-to-face or telephone interview.  The 
interviews will be audio recorded and transcribed.  Each participant who wishes to remain 
anonymous will be assigned a number or study name so that they cannot be identified as 
individuals.  Further to insure confidentiality, all research participants will be asked to review a 
copy of their completed interview transcript and make any changes or corrections necessary for 
anonymity and for privacy.  I will incorporate the participants’ suggestions until they feel 
comfortable, or omit the section.  Any or all parts of interviews may be quoted in published 
reports of this research.    
 
During a one hour interview, I will be interested in learning: important experiences or 
relationships in your life that led you to take your leadership role; critical events or activities you 
think may have contributed or led to your leadership development; what you feel contributes 
to/impedes transformation.  I also would like to learn your experiences in your college years that 
influenced your growth as a leader.  I will also be interested in any recommendations you may 
have for other leaders with disabilities whom I might be able to interview.   
 
Thank you for your consideration of this project.  I look forward to hearing from you.   
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
Mika Watanabe, Doctoral Candidate 
Department of Counselor Education 
College of Education and Human Sciences 
University of Montana 
Missoula, MT 59812 
mika.watanabe@umontana.edu 
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Appendix D 

Data Analysis 

Andrew: Levels One to Three 
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Andrew (S1): Level One and Two (Spontaneous Meaning Units) 

Please take a moment and reflect your 
important experiences or relationships in 
your life that led you to take your leadership 
role.  
 
S1: My leadership role—my current leadership 
role or leadership broadly? Do you mean my 
current position and what got me there? Is that 
what you’re looking for? 
 
I will just follow as you start, whatever is 
important for you.  
 
S1: Okay. 1. I think there are two major pieces 
that led me to my current profession, maybe 
three./ 2 .One is that I found out very young 
that something I wanted to do in life—
something that I was concerned about in life 
was helping to raise the status and do work that 
would improve the lives of others. That 
was…(Call ended)./  
 
I’m sorry. We got disconnected.  
 
S1: 3. I’m not sure where that came from but I 
knew about it very young. At first, when I was 
young, I thought I wanted to go into some form 
of the ministry. But, that didn’t work out and 
that really wasn’t for me anyway./ 4. The next 
thing that I discovered when I was in my 20s 
was that I could be seen by others as a leader./ 
5. The way I found that out was through 
summer employment; I worked for something 
called the Neighborhood Youth Corp, which 
was a federally funded program at the time that 
took teenage children from low income 
families and get them summer employment. I 
was a supervisor—I was in my 20s and in 
college so they made me a supervisor. We 
worked at a book bindery in the school of in [a 
city] where I grew up./  
 
6. The kids had jobs restoring text books that 
were rented to the children in the school and 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1. S1 has 3 major pieces that led him to his 
current leadership position.  
2. When S1 was very young, he decided to do 
work to help raise the status and improve the 
lives of others.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
3. During S1's childhood, he wanted to pursue 
a career of the ministry, but this did not work 
out and he realized that the ministry career was 
not for him.  
4. During S1's 20s, he discovered that others 
saw him as a leader.  
 
5. S1 had summer employment when he was 
20s in his college. The employment was to 
work with teenagers from low income families 
and to supervise them binding books in the 
town where he grew up.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
6. S1 supervised the children restoring 
textbooks after they were damaged. He also 
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then turned in and then would be rented out 
again the next year but they came back 
damaged. So we would restore these text books 
to like-new condition. And then we also did 
other book binding projects. / 7. We had a big 
job that came in and the guy that I reported it 
to brought it to us and he said, “Okay, do a first 
run of this job.” It came back with terrible 
quality; pages upside down, out of order, bad 
quality. He said, “We can’t accept this. You’re 
going to have to tear this apart and run it 
again.” I said, “Okay, kids, you guys know the 
job. I want one of you to work as an 
inspector.”/  
 
 8. So the job will come off the line, it will be 
inspected, every book that we put together will 
be inspected for quality. So, we did that for a 
day. The guy I report to came and picked them 
up, brought them back the next day, and he 
said, “The quality is no better.” I said, “Okay, 
you guys, we’re going to get this quality thing 
down if I have to have one person putting it 
together and everyone else inspecting it.”  
“Let’s start out with two inspectors. So it will 
come off the line, an inspector will inspect it, 
the second inspector will catch errors that the 
first inspector missed.” That worked./  
 
9. Why? The kids were able to explain why it 
worked themselves. They were willing to 
forgive production errors because anybody can 
make errors. They were willing to forgive 
errors that the first inspector made and not 
catching the errors that the production people 
made. But they weren’t willing to accept errors 
that an inspector of an inspector made. So the 
inspector would always take pride in catching 
errors that the first inspector didn’t catch. 
Meaning that the first inspector would work 
extra hard to catch errors in the first place./  
 
10. By the time we got to two inspectors, our 
quality rate actually equaled [a name] quality 
rate three days. That led me to believe that I 
had some leadership potential because all of 

supervised these children to bind other books.  
 
 
 
7. S1's senior employer told him that quality of 
the books the bindery produced was 
unacceptable. Thus, S1 told the children to 
work differently and suggested that one of 
them acted as an inspector for quality control.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
8. S1 was told by the senior employer that the 
quality was the same as before. Thus, S1 
proposed having two inspectors instead, and 
this strategy worked.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
9. S1concluded the success and quality of the 
bookbindery work came from children's pride 
in what they did to assure quality.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
10. S1 started believing that he had leadership 
potential from this experience because he did it 
intuitively.  
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that was intuitive./ 11. I wasn’t a business 
major; I didn’t know anything about industrial 
psychology. But, it occurred to me, and I 
started thinking, what is leadership all about? It 
occurred to me that you're only a leader if 
people follow you by definition. /  
 
12. Leadership is not a quality that you may 
possess if you're really a leader. Nobody 
happens to be following you but you're a 
leader, no, that’s not true. People either follow 
you or they don’t and if they don’t then you're 
not a leader./ 13. They don’t always follow—
no one can be a leader all of the time. No one 
is going to get people to follow them all of the 
time because the leader is always going places 
that people want to follow./  
 
14. What leadership has to do is articulate a 
vision of what it is going to be like when we 
get there? What is a reasonable way we can 
expect to get there? Why is it going to be better 
for you when you get there?/  
 
15. It’s not about me; it’s about the place 
where we are going and how we’re going to 
get there and how it’s going to benefit you. 
That’s at the root of leadership./ 16. I 
discovered from those kids—these were kids 
who couldn’t read a ruler. These were not 
successful kids. They were poor, poor, poor 
kids. I was teaching them how to use a ruler. 
High school kids couldn’t use a 12-inch ruler./  
 
17. Anyhow, lots of other things began. I was 
interested in always in the sociology of power 
when I was in college. I was a sociology major 
in undergraduate years. It became obvious to 
me that there are lots of differences between 
leadership and power./  
 
18. Some powerful people aren’t good leaders 
and some good leaders aren’t necessarily 
powerful./ 19. It occurred to me that I was 
much more interested in leadership than 
power./ 20. Even when I have organizational 

11. S1 did not study business or industrial 
psychology in college, but this summer 
employment experience led him to think about 
leadership and to believe that a leader is a 
person who other people follow.   
 
 
12. S1 defines a leader as a person who others 
follow.  
 
 
 
13. S1 believes that no one can be a leader all 
the time and a leader always goes places that 
people want to follow.  
 
 
 
14. S1 believes that a leader has to be able to 
articulate a vision of what it will be like when 
the group gets there and a vision of what a 
reasonable way should be used to get there, 
and the reason why getting there is better for 
the group.  
15. S1 believes leadership is about the place 
where the group is going, how the group gets 
there, and how it benefits the group.  
16. S1 learned leadership elements from 
working with the children who were poor and 
academically unsuccessful.  
 
 
 
 
17. S1 recalls many things began after his 
summer employment experience. S1 started 
realizing that there are differences between 
leadership and power.  
 
 
 
18. S1 believes that some powerful people are 
not good leaders and some good leaders are not 
necessary powerful.  
19. S1 started realizing that he was more 
interested in leadership than power.  
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power over others, such as my staff, I function 
more as a leader, we work as a team./  
 
21. My staff is encouraged to argue with me, to 
tell me when I am wrong and correct me, come 
up with their ideas. / 22. I always—I do 
everything that I can at the university to 
promote them, I send them out on speaking 
engagements instead of going myself, and let 
them develop. / 23. I’ll teach them things and 
they come back and teach me things. We really 
totally work as a team./ 24. Sometimes I have 
to make decisions on something. How did I get 
here?/ 
 
That was another question I wanted to ask.   
 
S1: 25. One of the things that happened with 
me was that I discovered that my best 
environment was the public university. That 
was the environment where I could flourish./ 
26. I was a very mediocre high school student. 
I graduated from high school thinking that I 
didn’t have a potential to go to college./ 27. I 
got out in the world and found out that I 
couldn’t find a job so eventually I went to 
college anyway./  
 
28. But I flourished in the public university. I 
really participated in it./ 29. I wasn’t just a 
student; I was a very good student. I made 
friends with the instructors and staff. It just fit 
me like a glove./ 30. Eventually you’ve got to 
graduate and go out into the world. I wanted to 
work in the steel mills and I did that for a few 
years, in personnel work, human relations 
work. And then I was laid off from the steel 
industry like everybody else./  
31. And then I got a job with the State as a 
Vocational Rehabilitation Center as a 
Counselor and that went okay./  
32. I had a good time with that job and I 
learned a lot but I felt I was on the wrong side 
of the desk because I felt like it was a power 
thing and not a leadership thing. I was just 
spending the people’s money on people trying 

20. S1 functions more as a leader and as team 
member, even when he has organizational 
power over others.  
21. S1 encourages his subordinates to argue 
with him, to correct him when he is wrong, and 
to come up with their own ideas.  
22. S1 promotes his subordinates at his 
institution by sending them out on speaking 
engagements and letting them develop.  
23. S1 teaches his subordinates and welcomes 
them to teach him, and he believes that he and 
his subordinates work as a team.  
24. S1 has to make decisions sometimes on 
behalf of his team.  
 
 
 
25. S1 discovered that his best environment 
was the public university where he believed he 
could flourish.  
 
26. S1 was academically mediocre in high 
school and thought he did not have the 
potential to go to college.  
27. S1 could not get a job after high school and 
eventually went to college.  
 
 
28. S1 flourished in, and participated in, the 
public university he went to.  
29. S1 academically performed well, and made 
friends with the instructors and staff.  
30. After college graduation, S1 worked in 
human relations work in the steel industry but 
was laid off after a few years.  
 
 
 
31. S1 got a counselor position at a state 
vocational rehabilitation center and the work 
went okay.  
32. S1 enjoyed the vocational counselor work, 
but he felt this job was a power position not a 
leadership one.  
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to get them to get better and get ready for jobs 
and stuff./ 33. But then at [a college], [a state], 
a Disability Services Director position came 
open and I applied for it and I got it over 85 
others. I kept that job for, I think, seven years./ 
34. And then this job here in [a city] came 
open and I had always wanted to work at a full-
service university with housing, PhD degrees, 
the whole research one thing going on. I was 
just at a regional campus there at [a city]. I 
applied for this job and got it. All along I was 
really active and I had—I think that’s basically 
my story./  
 
Going back to your story about being a 
book bindery during your summer 
employment. It sounds to me that that’s the 
time that you enjoyed learning to be a 
leader.  
 
S1: Yep.  
 
Who encouraged you to take the leadership? 
Or is there significant others in your life 
that support you to take that leadership 
role? Did someone facilitate your value of 
leadership in your life?  
 
S1: 35. No. I think that it was never expected 
of me. I think I found that by accident./ 36. I 
will tell you that when I was a child—I think I 
was the first mainstreamed blind child in my 
school system so I got a lot of attention from a 
lot of professional in the system. I think that 
helped a lot—a lot of attention from role-
model type people./  
37. I was kind of a gentle child for the most  
part, cooperative. I had my tough times from 
the sixth grade to the sophomore year of high 
school like every kid. I think the attention that 
they spent with me—that they spent on me and 
the time that they took with me and the care 
and the coaching that they gave me, 
undoubtedly helped./ 38. I think when I was 
young my church experience helped all of 
that./ 39. I really liked watching professionals. 

 
33. S1 applied for a Disability Services 
Director position in a small university, was 
accepted, and held the position for 7 years.  
 
34. S1 later became a Disability Services 
Director in a large university.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
35. S1 recalls no one expected him to become a 
leader, but he learned leadership by accident.  
36. S1 received a lot of attention from 
professionals in his school system because he 
was the first blind child in the mainstream 
classes. S1 also thinks that a lot of attention 
from those who became role-models for him 
were helpful to him.  
37. Although S1 had tough times from six 
grade to the sophomore year of high school, he 
spent time with his role-model type people 
who coached him.  
 
 
 
38. S1 recalls his church experience helped 
develop his leadership.  
39.S1 enjoyed watching professionals.  
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I don’t know where I got my curiosity./  
 
40. My mother said that my first complete 
sentence was a question./ 41. Just the curiosity 
I had about others and getting a big charge out 
of seeing people do better. When someone 
around me succeeds, even if I don’t have 
anything to do with it, if I see people that are 
successful in what they do, I get a big charge 
out of that./  
 
42. If I get to contribute to their success, I get 
an even bigger charge. I don’t know where that 
comes from./ 43. I do know that after I had that 
book bindery experience, then a couple years 
later, my college got a student-support services 
programs—we called it special services in 
those days—they were looking for peer 
counselors and tutors to work in that program. 
The director of it happened to be a friend of 
this person that I reported to in the book 
bindery and so my name came up that way. He 
said, “I’d hire this guy anywhere. Take him.” I 
got lucky and got this job doing para-
professional work when I was a junior in 
college./ 44. I stayed with that program all the 
way through graduate school. That’s how it all 
tied together./  
 
45. And then from there, I minored in 
Industrial Management in graduate school. One 
of my teachers there knew a lot of industrial 
people and he got me into the steel mill work./  
46. You get to know people and practice being 
very nice. That’s another one of my principles 
of leadership; practice being a nice person./ 47. 
People can’t resist nice people. That was one 
of my mottos. Practice being a very nice 
person./  
 
48. And I found you can get more done that 
way. I don’t try to get people to like me but I 
just like them. Some people will like me in 
return./  
 
You’re saying that being a nice person is a 

 
 
40. S1's mother said his first complete sentence 
was a question.  
41. S1 enjoys seeing people succeed and 
people who are successful in what they do.  
 
 
 
 
 
42. S1 gets excited when he can contribute to 
other people's success.  
43. When S1 was in college, someone 
recommended him and as a result he got a 
para-professional job in a student support 
service program.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
44. S1 maintained his para-professional work 
through graduate school.  
 
 
45. S1 studied Industrial Management in 
graduate school and his instructors got him into 
the steel mill industry.  
 
 
46. S1's leadership principle is to practice 
being a nice person.  
47. S1 believes that people cannot resist nice 
people and being a very nice person is one of 
his mottos.  
 
48. S1 also believes that being nice can get 
more things done and he likes people and some 
people will like him in return.  
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key? 
 
S1: Oh, most assuredly.  
 
The definition of a nice person is… 
 
S1: 49. Polite. Attentive. Eager to hear what’s 
on people’s minds. Sensitivity to their 
concerns. Small favors—not big favors but 
small favors. Being dependable. Being 
someone that is there who will listen to people 
and reflect genuine concern and respect for 
them. Soliciting other people’s views without 
punishing them for that when they express 
them. Being a little entertaining and engaging 
in small talk. Being non-judgmental. Not using 
punishment but using encouragement. I think 
those are some properties of being a very nice 
person./ 50. I think it is the easiest thing in the 
world to do. It’s much easier to be a nice 
person than it is to be a bitter and ugly person. 
Why some people choose that other path, I 
have no idea. I tell you, I don’t. I don’t know 
what goes into that./  
 
Where did you learn those things? Who 
taught you?  
 
S1: I don’t know. It was just things that I 
picked up.  
 
Over the years? 
S1: 51. I just liked people who were like that. 
When I was young, I knew what old people 
were cool and who weren’t. I wanted to be 
around the cool ones. Now, I’m old, and young 
people think I’m cool. I get along just fine with 
the young people. /When I can’t, I will have to 
retire. I will retire before then./  
 
52. You know, it’s not about age. It’s not about 
anything but connecting with people.  
 
When you think about your years in 
college—so you went for a bachelor’s degree 
and a master’s degree—during those college 

 
 
 
 
 
 
49. S1 defines a nice person as being polite, 
attentive, eager to hear what's on people's 
minds, sensitive to their concerns, does small 
favors, is dependable, listens, reflects genuine 
concern, respect, non-judgmental, and shows 
encouragement.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
50. For S1 being a nice person is easier than 
being a bitter person.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
51. S1 thinks young people think that he is 
cool, nice person and he gets along with these 
people.  
 
 
 
 
 
52. S1 believes connecting with people is 
important.  
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years, were there any relationship 
experience that influenced your growth as a 
leader? 
 
S1: 53. I think I got a little bit from everyone. I 
used to like to go visiting a lot./ 54. At this 
particular school, [a college] campus, it was 
not the main campus in [a city]. But at this 
campus, teaching was—people were hired for 
their desire to teach. So they wanted people 
who would be there. When you walked up and 
down the halls of offices at [a college], 
teachers were in and doors were open. You 
could go see people and I did./ 55. I had my 
regular route between classes or times when I 
was studying and got tired and needed a break. 
I just walked around and visited teachers. If the 
teachers weren’t around, I would visit with the 
secretaries. If the secretaries weren’t around, I 
would visit with the cleaners. (laughing) 
 
I can imagine that.  
 
S1: I don’t care. I just engaged with people and 
learn from everyone. I would see what they 
were doing and emulate some of that./ 56. By 
getting a charge out of other people’s success, I 
became successful myself./  
 
I’m going to shift the focus a little bit. Tell 
me what accomplishment, as a leader, that 
you are most proud of.  
 
S1: 57. I like straightening out messes. 
(laughing) I like introducing change in a broad 
way. I don’t like nipping at the edges and 
making little improvements. I like to come into 
a job and have it be a total and complete mess 
and then help everyone around get that mess 
cleaned up. My promise to my supervisor is 
that I am not done yet. But before I leave, I 
want to be sure that I don’t leave her a mess. 
That’s my goal in life./ 58. What I’m most 
proud of is, is the fact that I got to be president 
of [an organization]./  
 

 
 
 
 
53. S1 learned connecting with others from 
everyone and used to like to visit others.  
54. At the college campus where S1 was, 
instructors were accessible for him to visit.  
 
 
 
 
 
55. S1 engaged with people, learned from these 
individuals, and emulated some of the actions 
of these people.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
56. S1 learned from other people's success and 
became successful himself.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
57. S1 enjoys introducing change in a broad 
way, straightening out messes, and helping 
others. S1 wants to help his supervisor before 
he leaves his position.  
 
 
 
 
 
58. S1 is proud of having served as president 
of a professional organization.  
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59. During my presidency, I got to reorganize 
the board and give them a whole different look 
at what their responsibilities are. I feel like that 
different look has carried on today./ 60. In fact, 
I was at a board meeting this [month] because 
[a person], the president of [an organization], 
has asked me chair the Committee, it’s a new 
standing committee. The committee chair of 
these new committees went to do strategic 
planning with the board—we got to sit in with 
the board./ 61. What I was able to convince the 
board when I was president was that their 
structure was all wrong. It had a Director of 
Membership, a U.S. Director, and an 
International Director, Training Director, all 
these director positions on the board that were 
defined by job titles. I said, “That’s not how a 
board ought to be structured. What you guys 
are doing is being little volunteer professionals. 
That’s not what a board if for. A board is 
supposed to be a management, a leadership 
body. You need to be stripped of all these titles 
and they all need to be directors at large./  
 
62. And then we can organize and figure out 
what kinds of work that we can do that will 
help organize and manage the work of our 
members. We needed to function as leaders 
who lead the membership in doing the work of 
an organization, not sitting in our meetings, 
and then going home and staying up all night 
and doing it all ourselves.” That worked. That 
model has held today. That was 10 years ago. I 
feel like that was a major accomplishment./  
 
63. I feel like—I’m so fortunate. I grew up in 
abject poverty, on welfare, living in a federal 
housing project, with not much hope of 
anything in life. To go from that, to the top 
designated leader of your professional 
organization and be known internationally—
you get to travel to places like [a country] and 
[a country] and do presentations for [an 
organization] and get to know people in other 
parts of the world—to go from where I started 
to get that far, I felt so privileged to have filled 

59. S1 reorganized the organization's board and 
its responsibilities that have continued still 
today.  
60. S1 recently attended the organization's 
board meeting because he was asked to serve 
as Chair of a committee.  
 
 
 
 
61. S1 convinced the organization's board that 
its structure was wrong.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
62. S1 believed leaders are those who lead the 
membership, not doing everything by 
themselves. This model was introduced by him 
ten years ago and the organization had retained 
this model today. S1 feels this change was his 
major accomplishment.  
 
 
 
 
 
63. S1 feels fortunate about his opportunity 
because he grew up in poverty with no much 
hope in life. As the leader of the organization, 
he had opportunities to visit foreign countries 
and to get to know people in other parts of the 
world.  
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that role./  
 
Sounds like you did a nice job too, to 
practice straightening up messes. It seems to 
me that the organization for that large 
national organization like [an organization] 
is a lot of work. 
 
S1: It wasn’t.  
 
Why not? 
 
S1: 64. I suppose it was. It didn’t feel like it. I 
don’t busy myself with a million tasks. That’s 
not how I work. I try working at high levels. 
Trying to find the things that we can do that 
will have a broad effect. I’m not interested in a 
whole bunch of work. I’ve never been known 
to be a laborious kind of leader. I’m not one of 
these 15- or 18-hours a day, up in the 
morning—that’s not me. I don’t work that 
hard./  
 
How did you make this reorganization 
successful?  
 
S1: 65. I went in with a well-prepared plan that 
I presented to the board about what we were 
doing wasn’t working. People knew things 
weren’t working but they didn’t know why. I 
gave them that explanation; our view of our 
job with what our responsibilities actually are, 
are two different things. We need to change 
our views to meet where our responsibilities 
really are, which is leadership not work, 
leadership and government. We really had to 
lead and govern the association not to do all 
the work. The director of membership, there 
shouldn’t be a director of membership that’s a 
board member who’s responsible for the 
number of members that you have and again 
service to those members. That’s professional 
work. Right now we have a director of member 
services that is that person’s job. That’s how it 
should be./  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
64. S1 does not see himself as a "laborious" 
leader by doing things by himself. Instead, he 
tries working at high levels by finding things 
that can be broadly effective.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
65. S1 prepared a plan to present to the board. 
He provided them with an explanation of what 
was not working when they did not know why. 
His explanation also pointed out that the 
board's responsibilities should be leadership 
and government.    
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Sounds like you presented your vision and 
plan to the board. 
 
S1: 66. Yeah. They agreed to it. I was given a 
grant for board development by a secret source, 
that I don’t even know—I suspect who it 
was—I think I know who it was but I wouldn’t 
tell. I got [a person] who used to run [an 
organization]. I got her to come and facilitate 
our strategic planning that went on the year 
after my presidency. I got it initiated. That 
carried forward to these changes that we have 
made on the board and they’ve done a couple 
of strategic planning sessions since then. That 
was how we followed up to be sure it was put 
into place./ 67. The other thing that I am proud 
of is when I came here 14 years ago, it was just 
me and an administrative assist and a 
competent person that was hired as a counselor 
and that was all we had to run the  
office. The office was highly dysfunctional. 
The two people here hated each other. They're 
subsequently gone and I’ve been able to build 
it up now to where we have seven people./ 68. 
The way I did it, instead of having counselors 
that are responsible for case loads, I said that I 
will do all the case load work that I can but any 
specialization that we have here is going to be 
specializing in service not in disability./ 69. 
There’s nobody that’s working for me that 
hasn’t—there’s only one person working for 
me that has a disability background so we have 
a person who is in charge of auxiliary aids and 
services. She is—her background is in Fine 
Arts. She has a master’s degree in Fine Arts 
and MSW majoring in educational media. 
What a great idea for an auxiliary aid services 
person, educational media, right?  
 
Yeah.  
 
S1: Our testing services coordinator is a 
counselor by training./ 70. We have a woman 
that I had my eye for years, even when I first 
met her when she was a graduate student, 
doing her PhD in Rehabilitation Science. She 

 
 
 
66. S1 was given a grant for board 
development. He also initiated the board's 
strategic planning with a facilitator. Because of 
his initiation, a few strategic planning sessions 
have been conducted since then.  
 
.  
 
 
 
 
 
67. S1 is proud of building up his office from 
two staff to 7 people in the last 14 years.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
68. S1 re-organized his office by specializing 
in service not in disability.   
 
 
 
69. S1 has a limited number of staff who have 
a disability background. Examples include a 
staff handling auxiliary aids and services has 
Fine Arts background and MSW in educational 
media. His testing services coordinator has a 
counseling background.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
70. S1 hired a person as a counselor, whose 
background is rehabilitation.  
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has a long background as an occupational 
therapist and she was doing her PhD work on 
how students with physical disabilities plan for 
success in an environment that isn’t necessarily 
accessible. How they respond to the outcome 
of their plan in terms of whether their plans 
were successful or unsuccessful to get through 
all of that to get to a positive finish such as 
graduation. She learned enough from that that 
she also talked to people who don’t have 
physical or mental impairments or learning 
disabilities. I was able to hire her as a 
counselor./ 71. We have since changed her title 
to Participation Consultant. She helps people 
that are really having problems that threaten to 
cause them to fail or drop out of school; she 
works with them to formulate plans for success 
and stay in school./ 72. She has put together 
the only universal yoga program that we know 
about in the United States. She got certified as 
a yoga instructor; she’s got four other yoga 
instructors./ 73. In fact, they just came back 
from [a state] working with a guy named [a 
person] who is a paraplegic. He is a Yogi. He 
teaches yoga to disabled people. We have a 
program that we call Universal Yoga where 
our students that we work with that have 
disabilities and other students who don’t—
anyone in the world can come and take our 
Universal Yoga class and they can all interact 
together./ 74. The motto is “Safe, Welcoming, 
and Comfortable.” We want to make sure that 
people practice yoga safely but we want to 
make sure that people who don’t have the 
physical or mental ability to do all of the 
strenuous tasks of yoga can still benefit from 
what yoga is in its essence. We did a program 
two years ago and it is the only—we’re the 
only people in the world doing this. There are 
other programs that other people saw what we 
were doing and it is starting to pick up around 
the country. There a couple other start-up 
programs. [A person] has totally put that 
together with my support. It would’ve never 
happen without [a person] but that’s kind of 
how I work./ 75. I look—there are sports 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
71. This counselor, as Participation Consultant, 
helps students having problems and failing or 
dropping out of school. She works with these 
students to formulate a plan for success.   
 
72. The participant Consultant is a certified 
yoga instructor and includes a yoga program 
for individuals with disabilities.  
 
73. S1's institution provides a class called 
"Universal Yoga.”  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
74. This class focuses on being "safe, 
welcoming, and comfortable." He believes that 
his institution is the only one that provides 
such programs that are put together by his 
staff.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
75. S1 used sport coaches as a metaphor to 
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coaches that will—let’s say you get a new 
football coach, there’s two kinds of football 
coaches; one will say here’s the plan I am 
going to run, here are the plays I am going to 
run, here’s this file of play that this team is 
going to do under my leadership. If I don’t 
have the people that can do it, I will get rid of 
them and I will get people who can. There’s 
another kind of coach that says, I’m going to 
look around and see what I’ve got, I’m going 
to see who’s good at what and I am going to 
design plays and design a game strategy built 
around the talent I’ve got. That’s the kind of 
coach I am./   
 
I see. If I summarize right, you are the 
coach who gathers your team member’s 
strengths and utilize those strengths. Am I 
right on that? 
 
S1: Yeah. Yeah. /76. You give me five people 
to fill five positions and that’s going to be a 
different place to work at then if you gave me 
five different people. But either way, they’re 
going to be successful and they’re going to 
meet our obligation to the university in their 
own way./  
 
Shifting a little bit. You shared told me 
great stories as a leader. I wonder, though, a 
leader can be quite challenging depending 
on the situation. I am assuming you have a 
couple of challenges or obstacles in the past 
or even currently. If you have one, would 
you share it with me? Your experience that 
you felt was a big challenge for you. 
 
S1: 77. Yeah. I wouldn’t give you the first nine 
years—I wouldn’t do over again the first nine 
years of my employment here in [a city] for 
anything. I would not do those over again./ 78. 
I was brought here sort of under false 
pretenses. I was told that the university knew 
that it didn’t have a good program, that it had 
neglected the Disabilities Service Program 
here, which had been a good program for 

describe his leadership. He tries to see who is 
good at what and designs plays and a game 
strategy build around the talent he has.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
76. S1 would utilize different people's talents 
to meet the department's obligation and be 
successful.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
77. S1 would not want to repeat his experience 
of the first nine years in his employment.  
 
78. S1 felt that he was hired under false 
pretenses. The institution told him that it 
wanted to get the Disability Services program 
back together like it used to be.  
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years, in the 70s and 80s. And then it was 
allowed to languish during the late 80s and 
90s. I was told that they wanted to get that 
back together. But the truth is, while there were 
people in the community who wanted that, the 
administration did not want it./ 79. The first 
thing that they did was put my office under the 
Health Services Department. I worked for a 
person that did not understand the work that 
we do, did not understand me, misrepresented 
me to the management of the institution./  
 
80. We have a permanent appointment system 
here where you work for seven years but if you 
don’t get permanent appointment at the end of 
that seven years you have to leave the 
university. I lived under the constant threat of 
not having permanent appointment and they 
wouldn’t tell me what their intensions were. In 
fact, they managed to delay it for two years 
beyond that and eventually human resources 
caught up with them and made them give me 
permanent appointment./ 81. I lived under 
constant fear of not getting that against the 
backdrop of a vice-president who did not want 
to change, did not want disabled students to 
succeed here, was a very bigoted kind of 
person. I had to endure that and put that up 
against my desire to improve and see people do 
better./ 82. I had many, many sleepless nights 
living in fear. I tried to get a better job at a 
better university a couple different times and I 
made it to the finalist but I couldn’t get those 
jobs. So I kind of got stuck here./ 83. As soon 
as I got my permanent appointment, five years 
ago, everything turned around. They saw that I 
was here, they couldn’t get rid of me, and then 
they started working with me more and I have 
been able to get way more done. I am happy. 
Those first nine years I would not do over 
again. I regretted every minute of them./  
 
You were in fear for a long time. How did 
you overcome this feeling of fear at that 
long?  
 

 
 
 
 
 
79. However, the institution located S1 under 
health services and his administration 
misrepresented him to the management of the 
institution.  
 
 
 
80. S1 lived under the constant threat of not 
having permanent appointment and the 
administrators would not tell him what their 
intensions were.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
81. S1 lived under constant fear because of a 
vice-president who did not want to change, did 
not want disabled students to succeed. He had 
to endure the vice-president and held his desire 
on hold to improve the services.  
 
 
82. S1 had many nights that he could not sleep 
because of the fear. He tried to get a job 
somewhere else but could not get it and felt 
stuck in his institution.  
83. S1 got his permanent appointment 5 years 
ago. Since then things changed; people started 
working with him, which made him happy.  
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S1: 84. By believing that I could do good work 
in a bad situation. This is something that goes 
back to high school. It took me a long time to 
figure out when I was a kid but I figured out 
that I couldn’t blame what I didn’t learn on bad 
teaching. I stopped caring who my teachers 
were and whether I thought they were smart 
enough for me because I was smarter than most 
of them and I knew it. I stopped caring about 
all of that. It’s not their job to teach me, it’s my 
job to learn. It’s my job to find out what they 
know that I don’t and try to learn that. It’s my 
job to get their evaluation of me and help me to 
learn better. I don’t care if I like them or not./ 
85. I don’t have to like my boss, I don’t have to 
like my teacher to do a good job. I’ve stuck 
with that. I don’t have to be in a situation that’s 
perfect for me to do good work. I will strive to 
do good work./ 86. I will take my reward—
because we have to have rewards—you can’t 
go on in a bad situation, you’ve got to have 
rewards. I took my rewards and knowing my 
intent was good, knowing that I was helping 
students and that they appreciated it. I took my 
successes in small places./ 87. I saw them as 
great. It was during that time that I became 
president of [an organization]. Do you know 
why I ran for the president of [an 
organization]?/ 
 
No. 
 
S1: 88. I figured they couldn’t fire their 
president of  [an organization]. I said this 
university cannot touch me as long as I am 
involved with [an organization]. I ran for 
totally selfish reasons. I believed that there 
were things that I could do to contribute but 
that’s why I did it./  
 
So it was win-win situation for [an 
organization] and for you as well.  
 
S1: It was certainly a winning situation for me.  
 
These are very empowering stories. It 

84. S1 believes in himself that he can do good 
work in a bad situation. He learned that he 
could not blame what he did not learn from a 
bad teacher. He stopped caring who his 
teachers were.  He believes that it's his job to 
find out what they (teacher/boss) know and 
what he can try to learn from them.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
85. S1 believes that his good work comes from 
himself not from a situation that would be 
perfect for him to do good work.  
 
86. S1 takes rewards and success to strive good 
work in a bad situation.  
 
 
 
 
87. S1 recognized that these successes and 
rewards were important when he became 
president of the organization.   
 
 
 
 
 
88. Although S1 decided to become president 
of a professional organization for a personal 
reason, he believes that he could contribute to 
the organization.  
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sounds to me you are practicing persistence.  
 
S1: I would say, sure.  
 
Or any other word I should have come up 
with? 
 
S1: 89. No. I think it is that these are not—
stories like that are not sad stories, they are just 
stories about life because these kinds of things 
that I ran into are things that you run into in 
life. There are always going to be things that 
can hold you back but you can’t take those as 
excuses./ 90. Not only persistence but 
steadfastness. Determination...determination to 
see something to be better./ 91. I got up in the 
morning and I came here today to make 
something better. I take someone into my 
office to talk to them; I want to be something 
that made their day better. I don’t get to excuse 
myself because my boss doesn’t like me and 
my boss doesn’t think I should be doing what 
I’m doing. I don’t get that excuse./ 92. The 
person that’s come to see me is entitled to 
more than that. I always think of my 
responsibilities to the people I serve. That’s 
another concept of leadership that it absolutely 
vital. Leadership is just another kind of service. 
It’s not about making people do stuff and 
having the glory of people getting behind you 
and falling in line, it’s is just another form of 
service. I’ve been aware of that for a long 
time./ /93. When I talk to people who I 
supervise, what I want to know from them is 
what do I need to do? What do you need me to 
do so that you can do your job better? You can 
do it easier? You can do it with comfort, 
assurance and that there is purpose in all of it. 
What can I do? /  
 
It sounds like serving is an element as a 
leader for you?  
 
S1: Yeah./ 94. To me, that’s an essential.  
 
I really appreciate you sharing and your 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
89. S1 believes there are always things that 
would hold him back in his life. However, he 
believes that he could not take these as excuses 
not to be successful.   
 
 
90. S1 believes in persistence, steadfastness, 
and determination.  
91. S1 believes his work is to make something 
better and to make his employees' day better.  
 
 
 
 
 
92. S1 believes his responsibility as a leader is 
to serve the people, which is absolutely vital. 
He believes that leadership is another kind of 
service, not making others work and having the 
glory of people getting behind him are falling 
in line.  
 
 
 
 
93. S1 wants to know from his employees what 
he needs to do for them to do their jobs better. 
He wants to provide his employees with 
comfort, assurance, and purposes.  
 
 

 

 

94. To S1, serving is an essential as a leader.  
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wisdom and your story that I can learn 
from. Thank you very much.  
 
S1: You’re most welcome. It was fun. It’s not 
very often that someone calls you up and says, 
“Talk about yourself for an hour.” (laughing) I 
get to do that.  
 
 

Level Three (Narrative Based on Emergent Themes) 

 Andrew recalls three major experiences that led him to his current profession. One was 
from his childhood. When he was very young, he decided to work to help others to raise their 
status and improve their lives. He thought about pursuing a career of ministry, however, he later 
realized that this career was not for him.  
 During his twenties in college, Andrew noticed that others saw him as a leader. He 
learned leadership elements from his summer job in college. On this job, he worked with 
teenagers from low income families and supervised them to conduct book bindery in a school of 
the town where he grew up. These children were academically unsuccessful. His job was to 
supervise these children who restored damaged textbooks and to bind other books.  
 One day Andrew's senior employer told him that the quality of the book bindery that he 
supervised was unacceptable. Andrew directed the children to work differently and suggested 
that one of them acted as an inspector for quality control. However, this trial did not improve the 
quality; his senior employer pointed out the quality was the same as before. After a trial, he 
intuitively directed the children to work differently and suggested that two of these children act 
as inspectors for quality control, which improved their work.  
 Andrew learned from this experience that the children's pride in their work improved 
their quality of book bindery. The children's pride led them to be successful. This experience also 
made him believe that he possesses leadership potential. He did not study business or industrial 
psychology in college, however, this summer experience with the children made him think about 
leadership. This experience also led him to believe that a leader is a person whom people follow.  
 Andrew believes leadership is not a quality that the individual possesses, but the 
individual will be called a leader when people follow him or her. He also believes a leader has to 
be able to articulate a vision of what it will be like when the group gets there, a vision of what a 
reasonable way is to get there, and that the reason of getting there is better for the group. In other 
words, he believes leadership is about the place where the group is going, how the group gets 
there, and how it benefits the group.  
 After his summer job in college, he started realizing that there are differences between 
leadership and power. He observed that some powerful people were not necessarily good leaders 
and some good leaders were not necessarily powerful. He began being interested in leadership 
rather than power.  
 Andrew analyzes himself in that he functions more as a leader and a team member. He 
encourages his subordinates to argue with him, to correct him when he is wrong, and to come up 
with their ideas. He promotes his subordinates by sending them out on speaking engagements 
and by letting them develop themselves. He teaches his subordinates and welcomes them to 
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teach him. He and his subordinates work as a team. However, he sometimes has to make 
decisions on behalf of his team.  
 Over the years, he discovered that he could flourish in a public higher education 
institution as his best environment. When he was a high school student, his academic 
performance was mediocre and his teachers thought he would not succeed in college. He tried to 
get a job after high school but could not obtain a job, which led him to go to college. However, 
he flourished going to a university because he academically performed well, made friends with 
instructors and staff, and felt that the university environment was right for him.  
 After graduation from the university, Andrew had a human-relations job in the steel 
industry and was laid off after a few years. Later, he obtained a rehabilitation-counselor position 
at a state vocational rehabilitation center. Although he enjoyed the counselor work, he felt that 
this job was rather more about power than leadership. He applied for a Disability Services 
Director position in a small university and held the position for seven years. Later, he became 
Disability Services Director in a large university.  
 By looking back on his experience, he feels he learned leadership by accident while no 
one expected him to become a leader. When he was young, he received a lot of attention from 
teachers and other professionals because he was the first blind child in the mainstream classes of 
his school. A lot of attention came from adults who were role models for him. These adults spent 
time with him and coached him.  
 Andrew was involved in church when he was growing up. This experience also helped 
him develop leadership. Particularly, he liked watching successful people so that he learned from 
them. He enjoys seeing people succeed and observing what these successful people do. He also 
enjoys when he can contribute to others’ success.  
 During his college years, someone recommended to a college official to hire him as a 
para-professional employee and he maintained this job through his graduate school. His 
instructor in college recommended to him to study Industrial Management in graduate school 
and he pursued it.  
 His principle on leadership is to practice being a nice person: being polite, attentive, 
eager to hear what people think, sensitive to others' concerns, doing small favors, and being 
dependable. He believes that people cannot resist nice people. He likes people in general and 
practices being a nice person. He believes that being nice can get more things done. He likes 
other people and some people like him in return. Being nice to others is easier for him than being 
bitter.  
 He thinks that young people think he is cool and nice, and he gets along with these people. 
Connecting with people is important to him. He learned this principle from every person he with 
whom interacts. As an example, he as a college student used to visit instructors, staff, and anyone 
on campus. He engaged with people, learned from them, and emulated their success. In other 
words, he learned other people's success and became successful himself.  
 Andrew enjoys introducing changes to others in a broad way, straightening out messes, 
and helping others. He wants to help his supervisor before he leaves his current position.  
 He is proud of having served as a president of a professional organization. He 
reorganized its board and its responsibilities, which have continued still today. He is convinced 
that the way the board was structured was wrong. Leaders are those who lead the membership, 
not doing everything by themselves. He introduced his view of leadership to the organization ten 
years ago and organization changed. He feels that this change was a major accomplishment for 
him.  
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 This accomplishment is significant to Andrew because he grew up in poverty with not 
much hope in life. As a leader of the organization, he had opportunities to visit foreign countries 
and to get to know people in other parts of the world.  
 Andrew does not see himself as a "laborious" leader by doing things alone. Instead, he 
tries working at high levels, by finding things that can be broadly effective. He implemented this 
practice at the organization's board meeting. He well-prepared a plan to present to the board. He 
provided the explanation of what was not working when the board did not know why. The 
explanation also pointed out that the board should be responsible for leadership and government.  
He was given a grant for board development. He initiated the board's strategic planning with a 
facilitator. Because of his initiation, several strategic planning sessions were conducted and this 
practice carries on since then.  
 Andrew is also proud of building up his department/office from two staff to seven people 
in the last fourteen years. He re-organized the office by specializing in service, not in disability 
categories. Only a few of the staff have a disability background. For example, the auxiliary aids 
and services staff and the test service coordinator have counseling backgrounds. He recently 
hired an individual with a rehabilitation counseling background and assigned her to help students 
formulate a plan for success and stay in school. Her job is called "Participation Consultant” and 
she is certified as a Yoga instructor and conducts a yoga program for individuals with disabilities. 
He is proud that his staff put together this program, which is the only one in this country.  
 Andrew used sport coaches as a metaphor to describe his leadership style. He tries to see 
who is good at what, and designs plays and a game strategy to build around the talent he has.  
 He would not want to repeat his experiences in the first nine years in his employment. He 
felt that he was hired under false presences. The institution told him that it wanted to get the 
Disability Services program back together like it used to be. However, the institution located him 
under health services and his administration misrepresented him to the management of the school. 
He lived under the constant threat of not having a permanent appointment and the administrators 
would not tell him what their intensions were. He had many nights that he could not sleep 
because of the fear. He tried to get a job somewhere else but could not get it and felt stuck in his 
institution.  
 Andrew got his permanent appointment five years ago. Since then things changed; people 
started working with him, which made him happy. He has believed in himself that he could do 
good work in a bad situation.  
 He figured out that he could not blame what he did not learn from bad teaching. He 
stopped caring whether he liked the teacher or his boss. He believes that it is his job to find what 
they (teacher/boss) know and what he can try to learn from them.  
 He believes his good work comes from himself; not from a situation that would be 
perfect for him to do good work. He takes rewards and success in order to strive for good work 
in a bad situation. He also saw these successes and rewards as great. He took rewards while he 
was the president of the organization.  
 Although Andrew's motivation came from a personal reason to run for the president of 
the organization, he believed that he could contribute something to benefit the organization. He 
believes there are always things that would hold him back in his life. However, he believes that 
he could take these as successes, not excuses. He believes in persistence, steadfastness, and 
determination.  
 Andrew's work is to make something better. He also believes that his mission is to make 
the day of his employees better. His responsibility as a leader is to serve the people, which is 
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absolutely vital to him. He believes leadership is another kind of service, not making others work 
and having the glory of people getting behind him and falling in line. He wants to know from his 
employees what he needs to do for them to do their job better. He wants to provide his 
employees with comfort, assurance, and purpose. For him, serving is an essential function as a 
leader.  
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Brad (S2), Level One and Two (Spontaneous Meaning Units) 

Would you take a moment to reflect on 
important experiences or relationships in 
your life that led you to take your leadership 
role?   
 
S2: 1. Some of the things that caused me to 
move into a leadership role; one was absolute 
necessity where I didn’t have books available 
to me as a graduate student in Computer 
Science. The available resource was Recording 
for the Blind, at that time, in the mid 80s. 
There was no books. They didn’t have 
materials./  
 
2. I started to contact some publishers and 
asked for the files that drove their printing 
presses./  
 
3. As a graduate student, I wrote software that 
converted into an e-book. That was the first e-
books that were created. I recognized the 
importance and significance of this and how 
this helped me with my talking computer and 
the ability for the book to read it to me. The 
first piece was major recognition that this was 
super important./  
 
4. I went to the university—to [an 
organization] serving people with disabilities. 
They had research programs there. I talked to 
them about what I did. They were very 
encouraging, helpful. The Foundation of [an 
university] was very helpful as well./  
 
5. I started to develop that technology in 
concert with standards. Instead of doing it in a 
proprietary way, I went to use standards and 
specifications./ 6. I went to some national—
probably international conferences. This was in 
SGML, which is the predecessor to XML, the 
first HTML was written in SGML. I went to 
these meetings and there was immediate 
recognition in that community of how useful 
the marked-up text documents could be to 

 
 
 
 
 
1. When S2 was a graduate student in 
Computer Science in the mid 80s, the 
Recording for the Blind [the organization that 
created audio formats of books for those who 
are blind and visual impaired] did not have 
books that he needed. This caused him to move 
into a leadership role.  
 
 
2. S2 contacted publishers to obtain their 
electronic files so that he could listen to the 
information by using his talking computer. 
 
3. As a graduate student, S2 developed 
software that converted electronic files into an 
e-book. By developing the software and 
obtaining files from the publishers, he created 
the first e-book. This experience was "super 
important" for him because it enabled him to 
read books.    
 
 
4. S2 approached a University Foundation, 
which served people with disabilities. He told 
them that he created e-books and they were 
encouraging and helpful to him.  
 
 
 
5. S2 became interested in developing 
standards and specifications for technology.  
 
6. S2 went to national and international 
conferences, and attended meetings related to 
SGML [Standard Generalized Markup 
Language]. He found that the SGML 
community immediately recognized usefulness 
of the marked-up text documents that S2 was 
emphasizing. The community understood the 
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people with disabilities. They just understood 
it. They got it right away were most people 
don’t understand it. They really understood it./ 
7. Charles Goldfarb came up to me and said—
he invented SGML. He is the father of Markup 
Languages. He said, “For the first time, what 
I’ve created is being used for humanitarian 
purposes,” and he thanked me. That was pretty 
amazing./ 
8. Another important piece was that another 
gentleman called, name Yuri Rubinsky. He 
was the head of the SGML working group at 
that time. He was a tremendous, dynamic, 
person who understood the need for 
accessibility. He published a book in 1992 on 
Christopher Columbus, 500-year anniversary 
of Christopher Columbus. It was first available 
for people who were blind. Later that day, it 
was published for the sighted community. 
Pretty amazing stuff. We all did it using the 
Markup./ 9. I can’t underemphasize the 
importance of Yuri Rubinsky in this whole 
process. He was a terrific leader. He helped us 
get involved and move forward./  
 
10. Another piece was that living in Missoula 
and being a blind person, I thought that it was 
going to be real hard to get a job. So, I created 
my own job. I started my own company called 
Computerized Books for the Blind, as a non-
profit, and started making books for people. 
This is still while I was a graduate student and 
tried to finish up my Computer Science 
degree./ 11. One thing led to another and the 
company was formed. A huge uptake 
throughout the world. A lot of intonation, 
creating a new technology created digital 
magazines and newsletters and kept people up 
to date./ 12. I had very little funding—had no 
funding for it. As a non-profit, it was very 
difficult so money was very hard to come 
across. There were a few donations coming in 
from blind people who were getting books. 
The National Science Foundation really helped 
and process was a beginning of how e-books 
are made for math today.  

usefulness while most people did not 
understand it.   
 
7. Charles Goldfarb, who invented SGML and 
the concept of markup languages, thanked S2 
for his efforts in educating others about the 
usefulness of the mark-up texts for people with 
disabilities.  Goldfarb's recognition to him was 
an amazing experience.  
8. Another important person for S2 is Yuri 
Rubinsky who promoted SGML.  Rubinsky 
was a tremendous, dynamic person who 
understood the need for accessibility. Rubinsky 
published a book that was coded into Braille 
and reproduced on voice synthesizer, and it 
became the first accessible book for blind 
people.  
 
 
 
9. S2 cannot underemphasize the importance of 
Yuri Rubinsky's work. For S2, Rubinsky was a 
"terrific" leader and helped others start creating 
accessible electronic books.  
 
10. As a blind person, S2 felt that living in the 
city of Missoula and obtaining a job would be 
difficult.  He started his own non-profit 
company called, "Computerized Books for the 
Blind" and created books for blind people 
while he studied in a graduate school, trying to 
complete his computer science degree.  
 
11. When S2 was forming his company, new 
technology came out to create digital 
magazines and newsletters, which kept people 
up to date.  
 
12. S2 had very little funding for his non-profit 
company. The National Science Foundation 
provided S2 with $50000, called "SGER 
[Small Grants for Exploratory Research]", a 
high-risk grant. This grant required him to 
explore how to create e-books for math and 
science. This process was a beginning of how 
e-books for math are created throughout the 
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They provided a $50,000 SGER grant, it’s a 
high-risk grant. They wanted me to explore 
how to do math and science with the books I 
was doing. Actually, that was the beginning of 
how we—including math in e-books today. It 
started the focus on Math ML that is being 
used today throughout the world for 
accessibility./ 13. The National Science 
Foundation money went a long, long way in 
this domain. / 14. I knew I had to build my 
own company and started with this non-profit. 
It was very, very difficult to move this 
forward. In ’91, Recording for the Blind 
recognized the work that I was doing and 
wanted to merge the computerized books for 
the blind with recording for the blind./  
 
15. Well, I had never received a paycheck yet. 
It was ’91 and we had spent at least $10,000 of 
our savings getting this going so I agreed to the 
merger. July 1, 20 years ago, I got my first 
paycheck and we did the merger./ 16. The 
name Computerized Books for the Blind went 
away and it was just Recording for the Blind. 
Later, in’96 I think, they added the word 
“Dyslexic” to their name; Recording for the 
Blind and Dyslexic. Recently, they changed 
their name again to Learning Ally./ 17. I’m 
still employed by Recording for the Blind—by 
Learning Ally. They’ve got me subcontracted 
to the DAISY Consortium./  
 
18. Before I go into that aspect, I think the 
significant piece is that Yuri Rubinsky died 
unexpectedly and I think he was 43. He was 
the champion. He was the hero. Intellectually 
guiding things, strategically moving 
accessibility into SGML and XML and to the 
web—the World Wide Web was just forming 
at that time and he was just a critical piece of 
that and he died. It shattered me, personally, 
that he died./  
19. The other thing that I recognized was that 
there wasn’t anybody else to lead this effort, 
access to published information. I didn’t want 
the job of being the leader of accessible 

world. It is called "Math ML [Mathematical 
Markup Language]"  
 
 
 
 
 
13. The National Science Foundation money 
was very helpful to develop Math ML.  
14. When S2 was having a difficulty starting 
his non-profit company in 1991, S2 was 
approached by Recording for the Blind because 
this organization wanted his assistance to 
merge the computerized books with recording 
books, which were created for the blind.  
 
 
15. S2 spent at least $10000 of his savings to 
get started assisting Recording for the Blind for 
before this organization provided him with a 
paycheck.  
16. After the merger the organization changed 
its name to Computer Books for the Blind, but 
later changed again to Recording for the Blind. 
The organization recently changed its name to 
Learning Ally.  
 
17. S2 is still employed by Learning Ally, but 
is subcontracted currently to the DAISY 
Consortium.  
 
 
18. Yuri Rubinsky unexpected died when he 
was 43. This sudden death shattered S2 
personally because Rubinsky was a hero for 
S2. Rubinsky intellectually guided others and 
strategically integrate accessibility into SGML, 
XML, and the World Wide Web.  
 
 
 
 
19. After Rubinsky's death, S2 recognized that 
no one was leading the effort for accessibility 
in published information. As a result, S2 
decided to carry over Rubinsky's effort for 
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publishing but there wasn’t anybody else to do 
it so I had to take it./  
 
Let me clarify this. The person passed away 
while you were still a grad student or after 
that?  
 
S2: 20. It was after I had stopped taking 
graduate courses. I never got my master’s 
degree. I didn’t finish—in my mind, I finished 
the work but not in the university’s mind. I 
thought that all of this work was worthy of a 
Master’s in Computer Science./ 21. There was 
not a whole lot of interest in the Computer 
Science Department. In part, I think this is 
why, many years later in 2007, I was awarded 
the PhD because of all my work in the field of 
accessible digital publishing and that 
recognition./ 22. Way back then, it didn’t exist, 
it wasn’t important, nobody was doing it. I was 
way out in front. When Yuri died, the 
leadership role he was playing was lost. That’s 
when I started to take over so to speak or 
continue to promote accessible publishing and 
the accessible web./  
 
23. The web accessibility initiative was just 
forming. So I was promoting that. [A person] 
was elected as—or put in the position of the 
International Program Office of the Web 
Accessibility Initiative. She asked me to chair 
the steering counsel for the Web Accessibility 
Initiative. I agreed to do that. I’ve been in that 
role ever since./ 24. I don’t know when I 
started it but I was the first chair of Web 
Accessibility Initiative steering counsel. I was 
one of the authors of the WCAG 1.0 
guidelines./  
 
25. In 1997, the DAISY Consortium was 
forming and they looked for a project manager. 
They did not have an employee and I had been 
looking at what was going on at the DAISY 
Consortium and the kinds of things that were 
going on at Recording for the Blind with the 
web, with digital books, and with audio, and 

accessible publishing [an approach to design 
books or information are available in 
alternative formats] although he did not want 
to take on this leadership role.   
 
 
 
20. S2 took leadership for accessible 
publishing and stopped taking graduate 
courses. As a result, he did not receive a 
Master's degree in Computer Science. 
However, he thought all of his work in 
accessible digital publishing was worthy of the 
degree.   
21. Many years later in 2007, S2 was awarded 
a PhD and was recognized because of his work 
in the accessible digital publishing.  
 
22. When S2 was a graduate student, nobody 
saw accessible digital publishing as important. 
He was "way out in front" of accessible digital 
publishing. When Rubinsky died, his 
leadership role was lost. This prompted S2 to 
take over Rubinsky's role and to continue 
promoting accessible publishing and accessible 
web.  
23. When the web accessibility was forming, 
S2 took a leadership role. A person, who held a 
position of the International Program Office of 
the Web Accessibility Initiative, asked S2 to 
chair the steering counsel for the Web 
Accessibility Initiative. He holds this position 
currently.   
24. S2 was the first chair of the Web 
Accessibility Initiatives steering counsel and 
was one of the authors of the WCAG [Web 
Content Accessibility Guideline]1.0 guidelines.  
 
 
25. In 1997, the DAISY Consortium was 
looking for a project manager. S2 researched 
what was going on at the DAISY Consortium 
and learned that their focus was audio. S2 
focused on navigation and the text. Later, 
DAISY Consortium focused on putting text 
and audio together for a comprehensive 
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the synchronization of text and audio. DAISY 
was primarily audio in the early days; I was 
more of a text-oriented person focusing on the 
navigation and the text. We ended up with this 
opportunity to merge text and audio to provide 
a comprehensive reading experience./  
 
26. I checked with my boss at Recording for 
the Blind and he said that it was okay for me to 
apply for this position. In a competitive 
process, I ended up getting the job in ’97. At 
that point, DAISY Consortium has 
subcontracted me from Recording for the Blind 
ever since. I still have a foot in Learning Ally 
but the line share of my time is devoted to the 
DAISY Consortium./ 27. In ’99, this whole e-
book effort started and I had a philosophy of 
follow the content. That’s the most important 
thing when you're talking about access to 
information; you’ve got to follow that 
information. When this e-book started up with 
Microsoft and Adobe and Intertrust and all 
these different—I don’t think Google existed at 
that time. We started to participate in it./  
 
28. The NIST, National Institute on Standards 
and Technology was starting to help drive this 
forward. Because of government involvement, 
there was an emphasis on accessibility. Plus I 
knew a ton about the business and about e-
books so I stepped into, pretty much, a 
leadership role in the newly forming e-book 
industry./  
29. I was one of the founding members and 
one of the first board members, the first 
chairman of the board of, what was then, the 
Open E-Book Forum. That changed its name to 
the International Digital Publishing Forum 5 or 
6 years ago./  
30. The bubble burst in the tech sector in 2003. 
Many of these companies went out of business. 
The interest in e-books dropped but didn’t go 
away. It hasn’t been until the last 3 or 4 years 
that the whole interest in e-books has 
exploded./  
 

reading experience for users.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
26. After checking with his boss at Recording 
for the Blind, S2 applied for the project 
manager position of the DAISY Consortium 
and got the job in 1997. He still holds this 
position. Although he still works for Learning 
Ally, much of his time is devoted to the 
DAISY Consortium.  
 
27. In 1999, the e-book effort started. S2 had a 
philosophy of following the content, which is 
important for access to information. When the 
e-book started up with Microsoft, Adobe, 
Intertrust, and other companies, the DAISY 
Consortium began participating in the e-book 
effort.  
 
 
 
28. S2 was very knowledgeable about e-books 
and stepped into a leadership role in the newly 
forming e-book industry when the National 
Institute on Standards and Technology (NIST) 
started emphasizing accessibility.  
 
 
 
29. S2 was a founding member, board member, 
and the first chairman of the board of the Open 
E-book Forum. This forum changed its name 
to the International Digital Publishing Forum 
(IDPF) 5 or 6 years ago.  
 
30. In 2003, the tech bubble burst and many 
technology companies went out of business. 
However, the interest in e-books did not go 
away. S2 observed that the strong interest in e-
books has exploded in the last 3 or 4 years.  
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31. Last year, at the end of 2009, there was an 
election for board members, I was still on the 
board of the IDPF, and there was an election 
for president. One person from Adobe was 
running for president and several people called 
and said, “We think you should run for 
president.”/ 32. I said, “Oh, God, just what I 
need is more things to do.” I saw this as an 
opportunity to drive accessibility even further 
into the digital publishing space. I ran for 
president and then won./ 33. Starting right at 
the end of 2009, beginning 2010, I was the 
president of IDPF. It was a non-paid position, 
just a board volunteer position with that group, 
the secretary general of the DAISY 
Consortium and still chair of the steering 
counsel of the Web Accessibility Initiative./  
 
34. Every position myself in terms of 
accessibility in the line of where is the content 
coming from; we need to make this content 
accessible to people with disabilities, and then 
moving it forward. A couple of times, I have 
agreed to testify when there were issues 
surrounding access information. I saw that that 
was in keeping with my personal mission to 
make published material accessible and that the 
laws need to back it up./  
35. Several times I accepted to be an expert 
witness in cases that involved access 
information by people with disabilities./  
 
36. I wish there was somebody else that could 
take all of this over. (laughing) It is a lot of 
responsibility but honestly there still has been 
nobody stepping up to take over. That’s one of 
my concerns and one of the things I would like 
to do is find a person with a passion and 
commitment to the mission of accessible 
information to have them take over./  
 
37. There’s other people, of course, who have 
that passion and commitment and people who 
are technically far, far, far better than I am. I 
am not on the cutting edge of understanding all 
the technologies anymore. Twenty years ago I 

31. In 2009, S2 was approached by several 
people asking him to run for president for 
IDPF.  
 
 
 
32. S2 ran for president because he saw this as 
an opportunity to drive accessibility even 
further into the digital publishing. He won the 
election and became president for IDPF.  
33. In 2010, S2 became the president of IDPF, 
a non-paid volunteer position. He also 
continued to be the secretary general of the 
DAISY Consortium and the chair of the 
steering counsel of the Web Accessibility 
Initiative.  
 
 
34. It is important for S2 to ensure making 
content (information) accessible to people with 
disabilities. He testified in court when issues 
regarding access information were addressed. 
He believes that it is his personal mission to 
make published material accessible. He also 
believes that the laws need to support 
accessible information for all.  
 
 
35. S2 testified as an expert witness in cases 
that involved access information by people 
with disabilities.  
 
36. S2 wishes that someone else could take 
some responsibilities from him because he 
already has lot of responsibilities. He sees 
nobody as stepping up to take over the 
responsibility of ensuring that published 
material are accessible. That is one of his 
concerns. He wants to find a person with a 
passion and commitment to the mission of 
accessible information and have the person to 
take over S2's responsibility.  
37. S2 recognizes that his technological skills 
and knowledge are out of date. He feels 
fortunate to have a staff that is absolutely 
committed to accessibility and has the 
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was but today I’m not. Fortunately I have 
people like [a person] who is our [a job title] in 
the DAISY Consortium who is absolutely 
committed to accessibility and who has all of 
the technical understanding. I moved into a 
role where we are trying to manage, organize, 
find enough funding for the organization to 
keep things going./  
 
It sounds like your leadership role started 
from your feeling of necessity to create 
accessible books to you. There was a 
personal reason. Then you met several 
important people in your life, including Yuri 
and then you had a personal mission to 
promote that accessible information. Now, 
here you are. What helped you to have that 
strong passion and to take leadership roles? 
 
S2: 38. I remember when I created the first 
accessible books. It was a book on 
WordPerfect, Lotus, and Dbase; some of the 
basic manuals on applications that were being 
used at that time. Mastering WordPerfect, 
Mastering Dbase, and Mastering Lotus 1-2-3, 
from the publisher Sybex. I saw these books 
and I said, “These are absolutely terrific.”/ 39. 
I was a kid—I call myself a kid at 35 or 36 
years old—and I started talking to Recording 
for the Blind. I said, “Are you guys doing 
this?” They go, “What are you talking about?” 
Text files of books. I talked to people very 
high up and they didn’t have any clue of what I 
was talking about. They actually wrote me a 
letter saying that they had no interest in doing 
this. They are not going to do it./  
 
40. I talked to every organization around about 
this and there was nobody doing it. The 
Computer Science Department was really not 
interested in it. There was nobody doing it. At 
one point, it was over the summer of ’88, and 
was saying, “I should just forget this.” This is 
turning into an obsession with me—making 
these books, making them better, trying to get 
more books./ 41. There was no company 

necessary technical understanding. S2 moved 
into a role of managing, organizing, and 
finding resources for the organization to keep 
things going.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
38. S2 remembers when he created the first 
accessible books by himself. He thought the 
creation of these digital books was "absolutely 
terrific."   
 
 
 
39. S2 was young and calls himself "a kid" at 
the age of 35 or 36 when he approached 
Recording for the Blind. He talked to his 
superiors in the organization about creating 
accessible digital books, however, they had no 
interest in it.  
 
 
 
 
 
40. S2 approached various organizations and 
discovered that no one was creating accessible 
books. He realized that he needed to start 
making accessible books, making them better, 
and trying to get more accessible books. This 
became his "obsession."  
 
 
41. S2 thought about stopping his obsession - 
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formed at that time. I said that I should stop 
this. This is crazy. I should get my degree, 
finish, go out and get a job, be a normal guy. I 
said to myself, the problem is that I am right. I 
know I am right. I know this is good. I just 
totally have this belief that this is the right way 
to go in something that must be developed. 
Part of it was confidence that I was right. Of 
course, they say, the road to hell is paved with 
good intention. I would do it completely 
differently today if I was doing it. It was still 
right./  
42. Later that summer, Microsoft, who had 
requests for things like this from other blind 
people throughout the world, they said, “Can  
you give me your text book?” There was 
nobody to get the text files. They didn’t  
want to give these files out to anybody. They 
wanted an organization to be there that they 
could turn to and distribute those files through 
a secure—a normal channel—not necessarily 
secure but a normal channel. I said, “Well, I 
will start a company. I mean, I started a 
company.” They said, “What’s the name of the 
company?” I said, “Ahhh…Computerized 
Books for the Blind.” (laughing)/  
 
43. It is funny because there was a phone call 
[his wife] took a message—she said that it was 
from a Ms. Dos.—MS Dos. I was trying to find 
out who the heck in Microsoft called me about 
this. I finally did get in touch with that person 
and ended up—I never formally incorporated 
the company. I just said that’s the name, I 
created some letterhead, and later added the 
term—Computerized Books for the Blind and 
Print Disabled. I had put “handicapped” in 
there for a little bit but I thought that 
handicapped was an old-fashioned term. So I 
pretty soon changed it to Print Disabled. 
Actually, that was the time that Print Disabled 
was coined. So I started the word “Print 
Disabled.”/ 44. The reason was because I 
recognized it that there was more than just 
blind people that could benefit but all the 
people with dyslexia and learning disabilities 

making accessible books- when no one was 
doing this. He thought it (making accessible 
books) was crazy. However, he had the 
confidence that creating accessible books was 
the right thing to do and that the right way to 
create accessible books needed to be 
developed. The path he took was very 
challenging. However, he still believes that his 
decision to pursue devoting himself to 
accessible information was the right one.  
 
 
42. Microsoft approached S2 because the 
company was looking for an organization that 
could help Microsoft distribute text files. S2 
told Microsoft that he just started a company, 
although he has not yet, and that he could help 
Microsoft distribute the text files. He made up 
his company's name as he was talking to the 
person at Microsoft.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
43. S2 fondly recalls that one day his wife 
received a call for him from someone named 
"Ms. Dos," which turned to be someone from 
Microsoft (MS Dos). He got in touch with the 
caller. He created a letterhead, named his 
company as "Computerized Books for the 
Blind and Print Disabled." It was at this time 
that he coined the term "Print Disabled."  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
44. S2 coined "Print Disabled" because there 
were more than blind people who could benefit 
from accessible books. An example includes 
people with dyslexia and learning disabilities.  
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that “Blind” was a much too limited. I invented 
the word “Print Disabled” and started the 
company./  
 
45. I worked under [a university] as a project 
from [a university] until it was formally 
incorporated/merged with Recording for the 
Blind, in ’91./ 
 
It’s bold in my word to contact a large 
organization like Microsoft and other 
organizations. Who supported you perhaps 
by saying, “Go ahead, you have a 
confidence, you know it’s right. Go for it.” 
Is there anyone that supported you for that?  
 
S2: 46. [A name], who was the head of [an 
organization], gave me an office at the 
university. That was it. It was an empty room. I 
found an old, broken down chair and used it 
and I scavenged up a desk to put in there. He 
gave me a phone. I had to really watch it with 
long-distance phone calls. (Inaudible) 
foundation and thought that this was a terrific 
project that could bring funding in. So there 
was some support from there and some 
encouragement./  
 
Any family members or a mentor to support 
you?  
 
S2: 47. It wasn’t until it got connected with 
Yuri Rubinsky and the SGML group that I 
started to see mentors and people who could 
advise. A lot of it was in the technology itself./ 
48. Things like Zip—everybody knows zip 
today but it was something that was just 
getting going and taking the books and zipping 
them onto a diskette and mailing them out. 
Trying to find the money to buy diskettes to 
mail to people and buying unformatted 
diskettes and having all my children remember 
sitting there formatting diskettes. I paid them a 
penny a piece—child labor. How old was[a 
child], she is 33 now, so she was 12 or 13 years 
old and putting these things in and reading, 

 
 
 
 
45. S2 worked as a project manager for a 
university until his project was formally 
merged with Recording for the Blind in 1991.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
46. The University provided S2 with an empty 
room and a phone. He had to find a desk.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
47. S2 began connecting to his mentors and 
people through Yuri Rubinsky and SGML 
group.  
 
48. S2 recalls that he used to manually zip the 
files onto a diskette and mail it out with his 
children's help. The process was complicated 
because there was no internet or CD Rom discs 
back then.  
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putting them in and reading. It was very 
complicated. It wasn’t like distributing it on 
the internet, even CD Rom didn’t exist back 
then./  
49. Using my own computers to do these and 
then needing bigger computers to who saw 
what I was doing and thought it was cool. [A 
person], [a person] who are still working in the 
computer science field, understood what I was 
doing. I hired both of them at one time to work 
for me and going after really smart people like 
[a person] and [a person] to work with me and 
really relying on those people. I was 
technically really, really, really good./  
 
50. Once companies started stuff and I started 
contacting publishers asking them for files, 
trying to get permissions, learning about 
copyright—oh my, God, copyright./ 51. SCC is 
running today in Geneva, Switzerland, the old 
copyright exception. I’ve been involved with 
those activities in the United Nations. 
Adhering to copyright law, obeying the laws, 
doing this appropriately. Learning about all 
those kinds of things meant I had less time to 
focus on the real technical details./  
 
52. If it is one thing that I miss it’s not being as 
in touch with the technical details of XML and 
XML Processing as I would like to be. I rely 
on other people for the heavy lifting in the 
technical arena right now and figure that my 
time is best spent in advocacy and fundraising 
and management and leadership although it 
would be much more fun to get dirty with the 
technology and geek out./ 53. I still believe 
that right now my better role is in advocacy 
and management, trying to find fundraising 
and spreading the word./  
 
Based on what you said, you have a leadership 
role, which is a global level. You have more 
than 20 years of that leadership role or multiple 
roles. By looking back, pick one or two of your 
accomplishments that you are most proud of as 
a leader.  

 
 
 
 
49. S2 used his own computers to create 
accessible books. His technical skills were very 
good. However, he hired two smart people to 
work with him and relied on these people.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
50. S2 stared contacting publishers, asking 
them for electronic files, and trying to get 
permission, and learning about copyright.  
51. S2 has been involved in copyright 
exception activities in the United Nations. The 
more he became involved in copyright law, the 
less time he had to focus on the real technical 
details.  
 
 
 
 
52. S2 misses the technical details of XML and 
XML Processing. However, he relies on other 
people for technical knowhow while he spends 
his time in advocacy, fundraising, 
management, and leadership.  
 
 
 
53. S2 believes he is best suited to the roles of 
advocacy, management, and fundraising, as 
well as spreading the word.  
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S2: 54. I think what I am most proud of is the 
harmonization of standards./ 55. It’s easy to go 
out and create something, ignore standards, and 
build it. This is why it is easy for a company to 
say, okay, I’m going to build a product and I 
don’t care about anything else. I build it and 
you don’t have to ask anybody else how to do 
it. They can move forward. When you work 
with standards, you're working towards a 
single standard that is going to solve the 
complex problems not just simple problems 
but the complex problems./ 56. The first piece 
was there was this split between the DAISY 
Consortium and other organizations like 
Recording for the Blind. I moved into a 
leadership position with the DAISY 
Consortium and merged—brought those pieces 
together, those groups together./  
 
57. When Library of Congress here in the 
United States started an activity to build a 
standard for digital talking books, they were 
going on a separate standards path. What I did 
with DAISY was moved the DAISY technical 
developments under NLS and the National 
Instructional Standards Organization (NISO)./ 
58. Again, instead of—one standard is always 
better than two; that’s a principle./  
 
59. First doing DND and DAISY and NLS and 
NISO and now—so DAISY essentially became 
the NISO standard and people still call it 
DAISY World Wide. Now what we’re doing is 
merging DAISY into E-PUB and having a 
single worldwide standard for digital 
publishing where the disability and the 
mainstream community are the same. 
 
60. The converging on single standards that are 
going to meet everybody’s needs, I’d say is my 
biggest accomplishment and something that 
I’m most proud of and never bending to the 
design that would meet all people with 
disabilities needs./  
 
61. There's a lot of time so there’s pressure to 

54. S2 is most proud of harmonizing standards.  
55. S2 finds it hard but rewarding when 
harmonizing standards because the standards 
solve the complex problems.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
56. S2 moved into a leadership position and 
brought two organizations together.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
57. S2 moved the DAISY Consortium's 
technical development under the U.S. Library 
of Congress and the National Instructional 
Standards Organization (NISO) when the 
Library of Congress started to build a standard 
for digital talking books.  
 
58. S2 believes that as a matter of principle, 
one standard is always better than two.  
 
59. S2 is now involved in merging DAISY into 
E-PUB and having a single worldwide 
standard for digital publishing where the 
disability community and the mainstream 
community share the same standard.  
 
 
 
 
60. As his biggest accomplishment, S2 is very 
proud that he created a single standard that 
would meet all people with disabilities' needs.  
 
 
 
 
61. S2 would never accept technology that was 
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focus only on blind. I never would accept 
technology developed just for the blind that 
wouldn’t include people with other disabilities. 
I wouldn’t do that. I think that is the biggest 
accomplishment./  
 
It sounds like your leadership brought other 
entities together and then work toward an 
outcome or the missions. It’s almost like a 
merging and then everybody started 
working together.  
 
S2: 62. The outcomes are very important. The 
names of the organizations and the standards 
are less important. The outcomes are what is 
most important. I could see that the word 
“DAISY” as E-PUB becomes more rolling off 
of everybody’s tongue. This Christmas when 
all the e-book devises are (inaudible) DAISY 
will probably not be mentioned but EPUB will. 
That preservation of that word “DAISY,” 
which I am very proud of and I have a lot of 
investment in, is not as important as the 
outcomes of reaching people with disabilities./  
 
63. Last week, Apple, at their big conference in 
San Francisco, announced support in the I-
Book 1.3 for text audio synchronization. It’s on 
my iPhone right now and it’s DAISY. 
Nowhere in any of the publications or the press 
does it talk about DAISY. Some people know 
where all this came from and how it evolved. It 
doesn’t matter who gets credit for it just as 
long as the outcome is correct./  
 
That’s part of your leadership style? 
 
S2: It is. I’ve said many times that it doesn’t 
matter who gets credit for this as long as it gets 
done./  
 
 64. I’ve seen several times where I’ve initiated 
something, came up with something, designed 
it, and then somebody else in the group would 
say, “Well that was my idea,” and they take 
credit for it. That’s fine. I don’t care. It doesn’t 

developed just for the blind people. His biggest 
accomplishment was that he developed 
technology not only for blind but also for 
people with other disabilities.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
62. For S2 the outcomes are more important 
than names of the organizations and the 
standards.  He values the outcome of reaching 
people with disabilities rather than the name 
recognition. For instance, "EPUB" [electronic 
publication] will be recognized by many 
people even though EPUB uses the DAISY 
Consortium's technical standard, in which he 
invested in and he is very proud of.  
 
 
 
 
63. For S2 it does not matter who gets credit 
for making information/technology accessible 
such as Apple's text audio synchronization as 
long as the outcome is correct. That is 
accessible for people with disabilities.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
64. S2 has initiated things and designed them, 
and later someone took credits for it. S2 is 
happy to give credit to those people as long as 
it gets done.  
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matter who gets credit for it. I’m more than 
happy to give credit to anybody who thinks 
they invented it./ 65. With the e-book thing, 
when I talked with Microsoft, I wasn’t the only 
blind person in the world who had thought of 
this. There are other blind people who are 
using computers, who are contacting 
Microsoft, “Could I get this book on disk? 
Could I get this somehow?” I wasn’t the only 
one who thought of it but I was the one who 
did it and formed a company. I had a small 
board here when I formed that company that 
was very encouraging. That was terrific./  
 
(An interruption occurred for the next meeting 
for S2.) 
 
It looks like our time is up.  Thank you for 
sharing those stories and who has facilitated 
your roles in the leaderships. 
 
S2: You're welcome.    
 

 
 
65. S2 was not the only blind person, or person 
with disabilities, contacting Microsoft 
requesting accessible materials. S2, however 
was the one to form a company to create 
electronic files that worked with Microsoft.  
  
 

 

Level Three (Narrative Based on Emergent Themes) 

 In the mid 1980s, Brad, who is blind was a graduate student in Computer Science. 
Recording for the Blind, an organization that created recording textbooks for blind and visual 
impaired, did not have books for his study. As a result, he was not able to read materials that he 
needed. This experience ultimately became a turning point for him to move into a leadership role. 
 As a graduate student, Brad developed software that converted electronic files into an 
electronic book. He contacted publishers to obtain their electronic files so that he could listen to 
the information by using his talking computer. At that time, he created the first electronic book, 
which later became known as an "e-book." This experience was extremely important to him 
because creating e-books enabled him to read books. Also, he saw himself as "way out in front" 
of accessible digital publishing back then.   
 Brad remembers when he created the first accessible books by himself. He thought the 
creation of these digital books were "absolutely terrific." Nobody in his department saw 
accessible digital publishing as important. At that time he was about 35 or 36 years old and 
approached Recording for the Blind. He talked to people at higher levels in this organization 
about creating accessible digital books. However, Recording for the Blind had no interest in 
digital books.  
 He approached various organizations and discovered that no one was creating accessible 
digital books. He realized that he needed to start making accessible digital books, making them 
better, and trying to acquire additional books. This became his "obsession."  
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 Brad thought about stopping his obsession - making accessible digital books- when no 
one was doing this. He thought that making accessible books by himself was crazy. However, he 
had confidence that creating accessible digital books was a right thing and that a proper way to 
create accessible books needed to be developed. He took a challenging approach. However, he 
still believes that devoting himself to create accessible information was the right decision for him.  
 As a blind person, Brad felt that living in the city of Missoula and obtaining a job would 
be difficult. Thus he thought about becoming self-employed. First he contacted an organization 
that serves people with disabilities, and a university foundation and told them that he created e-
books. He received some support and encouragement from both organizations. One provided him 
with an empty room and a phone, though he had to find a desk. Then he started his own non-
profit organization and created books for blind people while he was trying to complete his 
graduate degree.  
 He fondly recalls an incident before he established his organization. One day his wife 
received a call for him from someone named "Ms. Dos," which turned out to be someone from 
Microsoft (MS Dos). He got in touch with the caller. Microsoft approached him because the 
company wanted an organization to help Microsoft respond the requests for text files and 
distribute those files to the requesters. He told Microsoft that he just started a company, although 
he has not started yet, and that he could help Microsoft distribute the text files. He made up his 
company's name as he was talking to the person at Microsoft.  
He created a letterhead and named his company. It was at this time that he coined the term "Print 
Disabled." He believed that not only blind people could benefit from accessible books. An 
example includes people with dyslexia and other learning disabilities. 
 Brad recalls that he used to manually zip the files onto a diskette and mail it out, using 
help from his children. This process was complicated because there was no Internet or CD Rom 
back then. He used his own computers to create accessible digital books and his technical skills 
were very good. However, he hired two smart people to work with him and relied on these 
people for digital books production as well.  
  As he was establishing his organization, new technology came out to create digital 
magazines and newsletters. He had very little funding for his organization. As a result, he applied 
for a grant from the National Science Foundation (NSF). He received a high-risk grant of $50000 
from NSF, called "Small Grants for Exploratory Research (SGER)." This grant required him to 
explore how to create e-books for math and science. This exploration was a beginning of 
Mathematical Markup Language (Math ML)--how e-books for math are created now. SGER was 
very helpful for him to develop Math ML.  
 Brad started leading the effort of accessible publishing and stopped his graduate studies. 
Consequently, he did not receive a Master's degree in Computer Science. However, he thought 
all of his work in accessible digital publishing was worthy of the degree. In 2007, many years 
later, he was awarded a PhD and was recognized because of his work in the accessible digital 
publishing.  
 In 1991, he was struggling with running his organization. He was approached by 
Recording for the Blind and was asked to help Recording for the Blind merge recording books 
with the computerized books. He agreed to take on this request. He spent at least $10000 of his 
savings to start assisting Recording for the Blind for its merger even before RFB provided a 
paycheck for him. Shortly after, Recording for the Blind changed its name to Computer Books 
for the Blind but this name did not last. Recording for the Blind changed its name a few times 
and he continues to be employed by this organization.  
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 While Brad was operating his organization, he became interested in developing standards 
and specifications for technology. He went to national and international conferences, attended 
meetings related to Standard Generalized Markup Language (SGML). The SGML community 
immediately recognized the usefulness of the marked-up text documents that he was 
emphasizing and talking about. This community understood the usefulness of the marked-up text 
while most people, whom he talked to, did not understand it. He began connecting his mentors 
through the SGML group, who were influential in his career.  
 A major figure in SGML thanked him because he educated others that the mark-up texts 
were useful to people with disabilities. This person’s acknowledgement was an amazing 
experience for him.  
 Another leader and mentor in the field was a tremendous, dynamic person who 
understood the need for accessibility. This person published a book that was coded into Braille 
and reproduced on voice synthesizer, and it became the first accessible book for blind people. He 
cannot underemphasize the importance of this mentor’s work. For him, this person was a terrific 
leader and helped others start creating accessible electronic books. This person intellectually 
guided others and strategically integrate accessibility into SGML, XML, and World Wide Web.  
 Brad's mentor unexpectedly died when he was in his early 40s. This sudden death 
shattered him personally because he was the hero for him. After the death, he realized that no 
one was leading the effort for accessibility in published information. As a result, he decided to 
take over his mentor’s role and to continue promoting accessible publishing and accessible 
Internet.  
 When the web accessibility was forming, he took another leadership role. A leader in the 
International Program Office of the Web Accessibility Initiative asked him to chair the steering 
counsel for the Web Accessibility Initiative. He has been holding this position still now. He was 
the first chair of Web Accessibility Initiative s steering counsel and was one of the authors of the 
Web Content Accessibility Guideline (WCAG ) 1.0 guidelines.  
 The DAISY Consortium was looking for a project manager. He researched what the 
DAISY Consortium was doing and learned that they were focusing on audio while he focused on 
the navigation and the text. He applied for the project manager position and was offered this 
position in 1997. Later, the DAISY Consortium started focusing on putting text and audio 
together for a comprehensive reading experience for users. Brad still holds this position.  
 In 1999, the e-book effort started. The National Institute on Standards and Technology 
(NIST) started emphasizing on accessibility. He believed that following content was crucial for 
information accessibility. When Microsoft, Adobe, Intertrust, and other companies started the e-
books, the DAISY Consortium began participating in this e-book effort. Because he was very 
knowledgeable about e-books, he stepped into a leadership role in the newly forming e-book 
industry. He became a founding member, board member, and the first chairman of the Board of 
the Open E-book Forum. This forum changed its name to the International Digital Publishing 
Forum (IDPF) 5 or 6 years ago. 
 In 2003, many of technology companies went out of business. However, the interest in e-
books did not go away. He observed that the strong interest in e-books has exploded in the last 3 
or 4 years.  
 In 2009, Brad was approached by several people and encouraged to run for president for 
IDPF. He saw this as an opportunity to drive accessibility even further into the digital publishing. 
He was elected and became president for IDPF, an unpaid volunteer position. He also continued 
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to be the secretary general of the DAISY Consortium and the chair of the steering counsel of the 
Web Accessibility Initiative.  
 It is crucial for him to ensure making content accessible for people with disabilities. He 
testified as an expert witness in court when cases addressed accessible information for people 
with disabilities. He believes that it is his personal mission to make published material accessible. 
He also believes that the laws need to support for ensuring accessible information.  
 Brad wishes that someone else could take some responsibility from him. He sees nobody 
is stepping up to take over the responsibility of making accessible published material. That is one 
of his concerns. He wants to find a person with a passion and commitment to the mission of 
accessible information and have the person to take over his responsibility.  
 He acknowledges that other people possess more of the latest technological skills and 
knowledge than he does. He feels fortunate to have his staff that is absolutely committed to 
accessibility and has technical understanding. By having others to do technical tasks, he moved 
himself into a role of managing, organizing, and finding resources for the organization to keep 
things going.  
 When he learned about copyright as he contacted publishers, he asked them for electronic 
files and tried to get permission. He has been involved in copyright exception activities in the 
United Nation. The more he became involved in the copyright law, the less time he had to focus 
on the real technical details.  
 He misses the technical details of XML and XML Processing. However, he relies on 
other people for the technical aspects while he devotes his time in advocacy, fundraising, 
management, and leadership. He believes that he does better job in advocacy, management, and 
fundraising, and spreading the word about accessibility.  
 Brad is most proud that he has harmonized standards. For instance, he moved into a 
leadership position and brought two organizations together when these two organizations used 
different standards. He moved the DAISY Consortium's technical development under the U.S. 
Library of Congress and the National Instructional Standards Organization (NISO) when the 
Library of Congress started building a standard for digital talking books.  
 As another example, he is involved in merging DAISY into E-PUB and having a single 
worldwide standard for digital publishing so that the disability community and the mainstream 
community share the same standard. He finds harmonizing standards to be difficult but 
rewarding because the standards solve the complex problems. It is his principle that one standard 
is always better than two.  
 As Brad's biggest accomplishment, he created the single standard that would meet all 
people with disabilities' needs and never bending to the design. He would never accept 
technology that was developed just for the blind people. He is very proud that he developed 
technology not only for blind but also for people with other disabilities.  
 Outcomes are more important for him than names of the organizations and the standards. 
He values the outcome of reaching people with disabilities rather than name recognition. For 
instance, "EPUB" [electronic publication] is be recognized by many people even though EPUB 
uses the DAISY Consortium's technical standard, in which he invested in and he is very proud of.  
 He has initiated and designed things, and later someone took credits for them. For him it 
does not matter who gets credit for making information and technology accessible. An example 
is Apple's text audio synchronization. He is happy to give a credit to those people as long as 
things get done and the outcome is correct - ensuring information accessible for people with 
disabilities.  
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Colleen: Levels One to Three 
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Colleen (S3), Level One and Two (Spontaneous Meaning Units) 

Please take a moment and reflect your 
important experiences or relationships in 
your life that led you to take a leadership 
role. 
 
S3: 1.Well you know, I have had a lot of 
different leadership roles but that is a really 
huge question. I mean, that is really general 
because I don’t that people just wake up one 
day they have, like you are aware of, people 
don’t just all of a sudden have leadership role. I 
mean, I have been having a leadership role 
since I was a little kid.  
 
Would you tell me more about when you 
were little and then you took a leadership 
role? 
 
S3: Well, (long silence) like I think I was the 
President of my 4H Club when I was a kid or 
what else did I do? You know, I was on the 
Student Council when I was in Junior High or 
things like that./ 2. I think having—I mean 
anybody who is a leader, your parents are 
going to play a role because they are going to 
help you with, hopefully—well not 
everybody’s parents—I would say my 
parents—you know they tried to instill 
confidence in me to go—they encouraged me 
to try different things, to be a leader./ 3. I think 
that I had that experience probably in school to 
different teachers or that kind of thing where 
they encouraged me towards being a leader./ 
 
Would you tell me a little bit more about 
what you did in 4H Club where you said 
that the parent encouraged you to take a 
leadership but particularly your parents....  
 
S3: I really don’t know what to say, I guess, I 
mean it was just a 4H meeting and I was 
elected for President and I ran and I was 
elected, I guess. (silence)  
 

 
 
 
 
 
1. S3 has had a lot of different leadership roles. 
She started being a leader when she was a 
child. She served as the President of her 4H 
Club and she later served on the Student 
Council when she was in junior high school.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2. S3 personally believes that parents play a 
role to help their children with becoming 
leaders. Her parents tried to instill confidence 
in her and encouraged her to try different 
things to become a leader. 
 
 
3. Not only S3's parents but also her teachers 
encouraged her to be a leader. 
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You also took a leadership in the Student 
Council. And what year are you? 
 
S3: Um, I really don’t remember—maybe 8th 
grade or something like that. Yeah, maybe 8th 
grade. (silence) 
 
I see. What other leadership experiences did 
you take when you were growing up 
including like your college years?  
 
S3: 4. Oh college years. Okay that’s a little 
easier. I would say well—when I was in 
college I was a sophomore I was in Student 
Government. I was elected to the Student 
Government for that. I was an RA in college 
for a couple years. Do you know what an RA 
is? 
 
Yes.  
  
S3: Okay. I was an RA for a couple of years in 
college and so those are a couple of leadership 
roles.  
 
I see. When you were in Student 
Government or being an RA, which is 
having to deal with some student issues in 
the dormitories. Can you tell me 
particularly, what types of things you 
learned and perhaps you could say, “Yeah, 
I’m still using the skills as a leader now.” 
 
S3: (Long silence) This is hard. (long silence) 
What kind of skills did I learn—I mean, just so 
broad you could be so be so abrupt on it, it’s 
kind of like—because I am sorry I—maybe I 
shouldn’t be doing this right now, I feel like 
I’m being kind of abrupt with you and I don’t 
mean to be but— 
 
No, no. 
 
S3: It’s just hugely broad./ 5. Any leader 
whether they have a disability or not, would be 
able to tell you they learn all kinds of things 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4. S3 served as a Residence Assistant (RA) in 
college for a couple years and served in student 
government when she was a sophomore in 
college. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5. S3 believes that leaders, with or without 
disability, learn a wide variety of things from 
being a leader (learn from their experience). 
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being a leader./  
 
6. Like, as an RA you learn how to delegate 
authority, you learn how to set boundaries, you 
learn how to have resilience, you learn how to 
play to your strengths, you learn how to handle 
it when people don’t approve of decisions that 
you make, you learn how to support other 
leaders on a team, you learn how to manage 
your time. Is that the kind of stuff you’re 
talking about? 
 
Yes, definitely.  
 
S3: I know but it’s just so general that I feel 
like I’m not—I mean there’s nothing unique 
about that though—it’s pretty just standard 
leadership stuff. I mean it’s—yeah so, those 
kinds of things.  
 
I see. Those things like delegating, 
boundaries, and being a team, managing 
time, those kinds of things that you just 
mentioned—I’m assuming that those are 
important to you to be a leader now.  
 
S3: Oh, of course they are and that’s why I 
mentioned them because that was your 
question. Yep. 
 
Is there anyone or any relationship who 
encouraged you to take on those leaderships 
when you were in college? 
 
S3: Let me think about it. Well, yeah I think 
probably a Resident Director probably did or—
I don’t really remember or that one I guess. I 
can’t—one person doesn’t come to mind.  I 
think I had some mentors and leaders and 
things like that but— 
 
Tell me more about your mentor. 
 
S3: 7. Well, there was a mentor who was—she 
was [a position] and then later she became [a 
position] at the institution and she is someone 

 
 
6. S3 learned how to delegate authority, set 
boundaries, have resilience, play to her 
strengths, manage her time, support other 
leaders on a team, and handle the issue when 
people don't approve of decision she has made. 
She believes that these are so general and 
nothing unique about being a leader with a 
disability.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
7. S3 had a mentor, who became an 
administrator at a college. S3 observed this 
mentor as a good leader. This experience made 
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that I felt like she was a really good leader. I 
saw her working in a college setting and I 
thought maybe I could do that as well./  
 
She was a good model to you.  
 
S3: Good moral? 
 
I am sorry. We are having a communication 
problem. I said she was a good example. 
 
S3: I don’t think I understand what you are 
getting at? 
 
Okay. I said that your mentor demonstrated 
a good example. 
 
S3: Yeah, yeah, she was a good example. 
 
Would you share with me what other 
leadership roles you took after you 
graduated from college with a bachelor 
degree?  
 
S3: 8.Well, I was in [a position] for a couple of 
years so I was [a position] and I worked 
alongside another [position] so I did that for a 
couple years./ /Then I went and got my 
Master’s in counseling and then I worked as 
the Coordinator for [an organization] in [a 
state]./ /Then I was a Disability Specialist at [a 
university] for several years. Then I became 
the Director of Disability Services at [a 
university] and I worked there for over 10 
years./   
 
During those years with those leadership 
roles, what are some challenges or obstacles 
that you experienced?  
 
S3: Let me think about that. Are you thinking 
of obstacles specific to disability or just any 
obstacles?   
 
Any obstacles, yes. 
 

S3 think that she could follow this mentor's 
path and could work in a college setting.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
8. After she obtained a bachelor's degree, S3 
worked for a couple years. Later she went to a 
graduate school and received her Master's in 
counseling, worked as the Coordinator for an 
organization. After that, S3 became a 
Disability Specialist and later held a Disability 
services Director position for over 10 years.   
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S3: 9. I would say—what obstacles did I 
experience? That is such a good question 
because I feel like I am experiencing a whole 
bunch of obstacles right now./ 10. When I 
agreed to do this, I didn’t know I would be. 
Let’s see, what would it be, like—maybe it’s 
funny because usually people have believed in 
me in some way except, but still obstacles 
would be sometimes not having the tools and 
the resources that I need./  
 
11. And I guess I am thinking specifically 
about disability, but I think it’s true for people 
without disabilities too, but—not having the 
resources that I need, or getting into a situation 
and thinking that it might turn out—thinking 
that it looks like it would be one thing but it 
ended up being something else and then kind 
of having to “regroup”. If that makes sense? 
Let me give you an example. Is that what you 
were going to ask? 
 
Yes. 
 
S3:12. Like, maybe that’s a too general way to 
put it—but sometimes interpersonal things can 
be a barrier. Like when I first worked in [a 
position]—maybe I won’t have you use my 
name. Anyway, when I first worked in [a 
position], I ended up working with someone 
who was really challenging to work with. We 
just saw things very differently and in a lot of 
ways it was good working with him, but he 
was someone that a lot of people would find 
him hard to work with, I don’t think it was just 
me. It was kind of like, “Is the opportunity 
worth the headache?”/ 13. Which is kind of the 
situation I’m in right now too in a certain way. 
It’s kind of like—it sounds like a really 
negative way to put it—but it’s kind of like, “Is 
the advantage and the opportunity that this 
leadership opportunity provides worth dealing 
with the obstacles that are involved?” So I 
think that’s really big./  
 
14.I’m trying to think—like I remember the 

9. S3 feels that she is currently experiencing 
obstacles as a leader. 
 
10. S3 is currently experiencing something 
different by taking a new leadership position. 
She sees that people believe in her. However, 
she experiences obstacles because she 
sometimes does not have the tools and 
resources that she needs. 
 
 
11. Weather the person has a disability or not, 
S3 believes that it's challenging for people not 
to have resources they need to succeed. By 
changing a job, she is having unexpected 
situations and dealing with adjustment by 
"regrouping" herself.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 12. S3 believes that interpersonal issues can be 
a barrier. In the past, she ended up working 
with someone who was really challenging.  
This individual had different views of things 
and other people found him hard to work with. 
She wondered, "is the opportunity worth the 
headache?" 
 
 
 
 
 
13. S3 is currently in a difficult situation at 
work with a new interpersonal issue. She 
wonders whether this difficult situation could 
be the opportunity for her to grow. 
 
 
 
 
 
14. During a summer in her college, she did an 
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summer that I was in college between my 
Junior and Senior year, I did an internship 
because of my undergraduate degree and so I 
did an internship, and I stated with [a person] 
and his wife that summer. Well it turns out 
once I got there for a couple days I found out 
that he wasn’t very happy in his work and 
things weren’t going very well and his 
daughter had ended up getting pregnant out-of-
wedlock. I didn’t find out any of this stuff until 
I was there. So their marriage was—he and his 
wife were struggling in their marriage and stuff 
like that. So that was really something—to 
kind of move into that. I think my own—
sometimes a barrier for me is that I—I think 
our biggest obstacles are personal ones./ 15. 
It’s kind of like—sometimes I think it’s easy to 
think of a situation as like this situation 
shouldn’t be the way it is. You know, you can 
think that way a lot and then it doesn’t help 
you be creative to get out of it. There are those 
kinds of barriers—/ 
 
So, if you don’t mind— 
 
S3: Go ahead, I knew you were going to ask 
me about that one—I would if I were you— 
   
You said that one of the challenging things 
are personal relationships— 
 
S3: 16. I think that personal attitudes and 
motivations—/ 
 
Personal attitudes... 
 
S3: 17. Personal attitudes. I am in a situation 
right now where I am frustrated because right 
before I took my position they decided that 
they were going to discontinue [a position] and 
so now I am working by myself. So what 
happened is—and this is why I am a little off-
kilter today is because what happened is they 
told me when they hired me—I mean I agreed 
to it because it was already decided, and I 
thought, “Well I can figure this out and I’ll 

internship and stayed with a person and his 
wife. She discovered that he was unhappy with 
his work and his marriage and having family 
issues, which negatively affected her internship 
experience. Other people's personal issues 
became a barrier for her. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
15. Although S3 tries to think differently to 
manage difficult situations, some situations are 
difficult to be creative to get out of.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
16. S3 thinks others' personal attitudes and 
motivations are her current challenge as a 
leader.  
 
 
17. S3 is frustrated that her institution decided 
to discontinue the assistant position 
immediately before she started working as a 
director. As a result, she is working by herself 
in her department. Because of this situation, 
she feels that she is not balanced during this 
interview.  
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change this changed over time and this or 
that.”/ 18. Well another thing they did is they 
hired a student worker to help me out like 
doing a reading or different things like that and 
they knew I would rather hire my own but they 
wanted to make somewhat sure that someone 
was there when I got there./ 19. But the thing is 
he is really bad. I think he is probably the 
worst work-study person I have ever had./ 
 
Oh no.  
 
S3: 20. And I am brand new there and the 
problem is that he is really—he is just, I mean I 
hate to say it, but—so I talked to him the other 
day because I thought, “I have to get to know 
this guy better and know his deal.”/ 21. He just 
doesn’t follow through. I know this is getting 
really specific, but I think it relates to the other 
things, you know what I mean. So he 
doesn’t—I could say to him, “I want you to do 
these four things” in the two hours that he has 
and he might do one or two of them and then 
not get the other things done but not tell me 
why he didn’t get them done. And they are 
things that he should be able to get done./  
 
22. Like today, I asked him to—we have all 
these students that use alternate text. You 
know what that is, right? 
 
Yes. 
 
S3: I said, “Look at this whole big list of all 
our students and there’s ones that have little 
“a’s” that use alternate text and I want you to 
make a separate document for me that shows—
that just lists the students who use alternate 
text. So I don’t have to go through and find 
each one. You know what I mean? Well, he did 
except—and you know this sounds really picky 
but—so he made the document and he emailed 
it to me but it didn’t even have a title on it—
you just open the open the document and it’s 
just got the names. That’s really small, okay. 
It’s just that everything that we do, he like-he 

 
18. S3 does not appreciate that her institution 
hired a student worker for her rather than 
allowing her to hire someone that suits her. 
 
 
19. S3 believes that this student is the worst 
student employee that she has ever had.  
 
 
 
 
20. Because S3 is brand new to her institution, 
she feels obligated to deal with this unqualified 
student employee, instead of firing him.  
 
21. S3 is frustrated that this student worker 
does not follow through and does not get 
things done. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
22. S3 thinks that this student worker does not 
follow directions, does not complete tasks, and 
is unmotivated. 
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went over to another college and learned how 
to scan the other day because he was scanning. 
Their coordinator did training with him and all 
this and he came back so I had him do a 
practice document for me to see how he would 
do it but this guy is an English major. He 
scanned it and he didn’t spell check it or 
anything and it there were problems and it 
could be he could say, “Well I didn’t know I 
was supposed to do that.” But the thing is, he 
did know because they went over that stuff 
with him. I think that he is just not very 
motivated./ 23. So here is how it all relates to 
leadership, okay. How it relates is, I know in 
this position, where I would love to fire this 
person except that he hasn’t really done 
anything worthy of firing./ 24. Because you 
know that if you want to fire someone, you 
have to really tell them exactly what you 
expect and they have to really not do it. You 
can’t just fire someone for making these kind 
of mistakes because he just makes a different 
one each time./  
 
25. The problem is the person who hired him is 
[a position] and I don’t think [a person] even 
really even interviewed him. What I heard 
through the grapevine is that he is some 
relative of his or she knows his parents or 
something stupid like that. So now when I need 
someone more than you would believe, I’m in 
this situation, and I have to figure out, do I tell 
[a supervisor] this—do you know what I 
mean? Like what do I do?/ 26. And this guy 
that I talked to the other day and I said, “Tell 
me about some of your other work 
experience?” And he said to me, this guy is [an 
age], he was [a year of a college] last year, he 
said he has never had a paid job in his life 
before and his mom would not let him work in 
high school because his grades were too poor.  
 
Oh no. 
 
S3: (Laughing) Here’s my deal.  What could 
get in the way for me as a leader is me is how 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
23. As a leader, S3 wishes to fire this 
unmotivated student worker but she cannot 
find strong reasons for terminating him. 
 
24. Firing someone is not easy. As an 
administrator, S3 feels obligated to tell her 
employees exactly what she expects and the 
employees do not do it at all before she decides 
to fire them. 
 
 
 
25. The way this student employee was hired is 
problematic to S3. A person hired him through 
a personal connection. He was hired without an 
interview. S3 wonders whether she should 
report this to her supervisor.    
 
 
 
 
26. S3 realized that this student never had a 
paid job in his life, and his grades were poor. 
She needs to rely on this student employee as 
her tool but she cannot. S3's co-worker even 
told S3 that she would not hire this student.  
Being stuck with working with this unqualified 
student employee is bugging her.  
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am I going to approach this? Right now, I am 
feeling very frustrated about it. I know it is 
very small because I know he is only going to 
be working for me during the summer anyway 
and then he will be done. But, it is really 
bugging me— 
 
Because that is your tool. 
 
S3: It’s my tool. And I don’t like it and I want 
to tell [a supervisor], “Have him work for you! 
And we’ll see how you like it!” And even [a 
position] —because I report to the Office—she 
even said, “Well, I wouldn’t have hired him. I 
wouldn’t want him working in my office.”/ 27. 
And I’ve talked to her—so I left her a message 
this afternoon and just said, “I’m wondering if 
we could do some creative problem solving 
and if we might talk about this soon because 
I’m continuing to find that I don’t know he’s a 
really good fit.” Or maybe I just need to deal 
with it./ 28. Because the thing is if can’t really 
manage him, then it makes me look bad, in a 
way. So I’m giving all of this a good example 
of 1) giving him the right tools, 2) me giving—
because I’m already feeling double-minded 
about this decision that I made about this 
decision to move in my job./ 29. I’m doing 
better this week than the last two weeks, so this 
could really get in the way for me as a leader—
not so much just this specific student worker 
but that I really want an assistant like I had 
before./ 30. When I took this job and I don’t 
have that and now I’m kind of regretting that I 
made the decision a little bit. I know this is not 
what you wanted to hear probably in your 
interview, but it kind of—I think how I lead is 
going to be how do I manage this situation?/  
 
Right. 
 
S3:  Does that make any sense? 
 
Yes it does. You have been in that position 
for only two weeks. It doesn't seem to be a 
pleasant way to start with the new position. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
27. S3 has decided to consult with her 
supervisor about this student worker. She left a 
phone message. However, at the same time, 
she wonders if she should just deal with this 
issue alone. 
 
28. If S3 cannot manage this student worker, it 
would make her look bad. She has been giving 
this student worker the right tools. At the same 
time, she is feeling "double-minded" about her 
decision to take her current job. 
 
 
29. S3 really wants a capable assistant like she 
had previously.  
 
 
 
30. S3 is regretting her decision to accept her 
current position because she does not have the 
right administrative assistant. The student 
worker is not a good fit, is not focused on what 
he is doing, and is not adjusted; he does not 
have the right skills for his duties.   
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S3: I know it. I was like, “This is crazy you 
guys.” But see, they thought—I mean, to me 
you’d think—and the thing is you can’t tell 
him—well I can’t fire him—what I would say 
is he is not a good fit. Because he is just not 
focused on what he is doing, he is not adjusted. 
He doesn’t have the right skills to be—you 
know it’s just really stupid things./ 31. Like 
this afternoon I said, “So you’re going to do 
these things. I have to leave a little early at 
3:15 because I’m in a meeting or whatever.” 
He’s like, “Well I have a doctor’s appointment 
at 3:30 and I need to go.” Which is fine except 
he should have told me before—which is fine, 
but he also told me he was going to be gone for 
3 days on the second day and I’m just like—
it’s just common sense that he doesn’t have 
and I am supposed to trust him with really 
personal and—trust him with this stuff and so I 
am struggling with it. Anyway, that’s kind of a 
side note. That I am kind of like—so how I 
manage this and how I am perceived as a 
leader/ 32. Here is another thing. You asked 
about obstacles, is the whole idea of what level 
of priority or how much weight do you give 
others perceptions? I think that really affects 
whether you are a good leader./ 33. Like am I a 
better leader if I just say, “You know what, this 
is not working you guys and I am really sorry. 
I know that you gave this guy the job for the 
summer, but the assistant told me that she 
didn’t even interview him.” So, I mean it’s 
kind of her fault. But, anyway—so, that’s an 
example. 
 
That’s a good example.  
 
S3: It’s like okay, so I am being straight with 
her, no maybe a better leader for me would be 
that maybe I can really whip this guy into 
shape, not literally whip him, you know what I 
mean, but maybe I can really teach him a 
whole bunch and then he will be a better 
student leader for someone else. But I am 
having to pay such a high price to do that./  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
31. S3 struggles with managing this student 
worker and wonders how she is perceived as a 
leader as she handles this difficult situation. 
She is having difficulty trusting him because 
he is not reliable.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
32. S3 believes that good leaders know what 
level of priority they have to take and how 
much weight to give others perceptions.  
 
33. S3 struggles with balancing how much 
weight she should give her opinions or 
perceptions versus those of her colleagues. She 
also struggles with prioritizing the potential 
value of training this student worker for his 
future because she has to pay a high price to 
train him. 
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Right.  
 
S3: 34. And that is what is so unfair to me is 
that, yeah I love students, I can help them 
develop, but I already have enough stuff I am 
trying to learn right now without having to do 
that. Why would you possibly hire someone 
whose has never even had a job? Even when 
they were in high school the only thing he ever 
did was he said he babysat a couple of times. 
This guy has never had a boss before.  
 
It seems to me that you are unfortunately 
given an unqualified or under-qualified 
auxiliary aid.  
 
S3: Yes. And he even said—I asked him about 
his strengths and weaknesses and he said that 
disorganization was one of his weaknesses. 
And that is one of things we have to do right 
now is get this office organized./ 35. So I think 
a leader—when I was saying that do not know 
which of your questions it fits under, but a 
leader is someone who has to be able to take 
the situation like I’m in and figure out is it 
better to try and work with the tool that’s there 
or to say, “You know what this ridiculous and 
stressing me out.”/ 36. Now to be fair, these 
people are letting me have an hour with their 
administrative assistant like 4 days a week. She 
is going to do some stuff for me. So probably I 
can make it through and I can just forget about 
this whole thing with the student leader./ 
/There are some things I could get him to do 
that don’t require a whole lot of—like he’s 
making brown labels on files—okay he’s able 
to do that. You know what I mean, so maybe I 
just need to let it go and just work through it 
and not make a big deal out of it because if I 
make a big deal out of it then we have to find 
someone else and I have to interview them and 
then this guy is out of a job and—anyway. So 
what other questions do you have? 
 
It sounds like you want to move to a little 
more positive side. 

 
 
34. S3 enjoys working with students. It is 
important for her to help students' 
development. However, she feels that she has 
enough things to do as she just started her new 
job.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
35. For S3, a leader has to be able to take the 
difficult situations, like she is in now, and has 
to figure things out with the tools available.   
 
 
 
 
36. S3 now feels that she needs to let it go by 
having this student worker to do a simple job 
while she utilizes an administrative assistant's 
help to operate her department. 
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S3: 37. What would make me really happy is if 
I could have him become a better student 
worker. Because then it would be like I am 
really helping him develop. So that would be a 
leadership—because you were asking about the 
barriers and I was saying not having the right 
tools or the inter-personal challenges, I think 
that can be there sometimes. I think those are 
big ones./   
 
When you had inter-personal challenges in 
the past, how did you overcome those? 
   
S3: 38. Well, I think it really depended on—
it’s not that I’ve had a lot of them, but I’m just 
giving you as an example —in one of the 
leadership positions, I think we realized after 
we worked together for two years, that we just 
weren’t really super compatible. We liked each 
other as friends, but didn’t work well together./ 
39. I think in that situation and in other times, 
just communication. It’s ongoing 
communication./ 40. And I think not having 
the right tools like—getting back to that like 
right now in this job they use a program called 
[a name] for their email and calendaring and 
everything and it’s way less accessible than 
Outlook. So it takes maybe three or four 
keystrokes to do what would have taken one in 
Outlook./  
 
Oh wow. 
 
S3: For someone who is using reading 
software, so it’s one of those things. So that 
can be a barrier sometimes if you don’t have 
the right tools./  
 
41. But then I think getting back to what you 
talked about before like the people that 
influence—like in this position right now, one 
of the people that influenced me was the 
Executive Director of [an organization]. I 
mean, because you know because I have been 
on the Board of [an organization] the last 
several years, that’s been a leadership position. 

37. For S3 leadership requires helping others 
develop, having the right tools and the inner-
personal strengths. She would be happy if she 
could help this student worker to develop and 
become a better student worker.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
38. S3 had an experience that she and her 
colleague did not work together because they 
were not compatible, although they got along 
well as friends.  
 
 
 
39. To overcome personal challenges, S3 
believes that communication is important. 
40. Regarding communication, it is important 
for S3 to have the right tools. Currently, she is 
having communication difficulties because her 
institution's e-mail and calendar systems are 
hard to use with the screen reader that she uses.  
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
41. S3 has been serving on the board for an 
organization for the last several years. During 
these years, the Executive Director of an 
organization positively influenced her. She 
also had a mentor who encouraged her apply 
for a board member position to serve as a 
leader. 
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And there I had a mentor that really—[a 
person], he really encouraged me to run for 
that. That’s who I should talk to about this 
actually that we are talking about. Do you 
know him? 
 
Yes.  
 
S3: I wonder what he would do?  
 
You mean how to handle this Under-
qualified Auxiliary Aid? 
 
S3: Yes, the Under-qualified auxiliary aid. I 
love how you put that. (Laughing). 
 
S3: See part of the issue is that part of this 
person’s job isn’t really an auxiliary aid 
because the sighted director would probably 
get a work study person too, so it’s kind of a 
merge thing.  
 
I see. 
 
S3: That’s interesting. Under-qualified 
auxiliary aid. That’s going to be my new title, 
“UAA”. That is great. I love it. What other 
questions do you have for me?  
 
Okay. This is my last question. Thinking 
about your leadership roles including being 
part of a board member, tell me what 
accomplishments as a leader are you most 
proud of? I know it’s a very big question, 
but— 
 
S3:  42. But it’s a good one because I have 
been thinking about it.  I think leaving [a 
university], because I was the first Director of 
Disability Services that [a university] had and I 
feel like I’ve been able to change—really have 
an impact on the culture and beliefs about 
disability in the organization. I know I have 
because they changed the job description from 
when I first came, even after I left and they 
want their new Director to affect the campus 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
42. At her previous institution, S3 made an 
impact on the culture change and beliefs about 
disability. She enjoyed it. As a proof, this 
institution has changed the job description of 
Disability Services Director, which she held 
prior to her current job, in a way that this 
position affects the campus culture and the 
campus.  
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culture and the campus—you know (inaudible) 
or whatever you want to say./ 43. I think I am 
proud of the fact that I’ve been able to change 
people’s perceptions about disability and to 
help people at [a university] see disability as 
another form of diversity and to include 
disability in their reconciliation efforts. 
Because they talk about reconciliation a lot an 
usually they just mean racial reconciliation 
which is fine. But then what I want to say is, 
“Why don’t you just say racial reconciliation 
then? If you’re going to make it broad then use 
the “r” word. I mean, if you’re just talking 
about race, then say that.” But it’s broader than 
that, so I feel that I have been able to have an 
impact on that and people have said that I 
have./ 44. By teaching [a name of class], I have 
been able to affect students on some of the 
career choices./  
 
45. One of my students is a Disability Services 
Specialist at [a university] right now. Another 
student ended up going into Disability 
Advocacy and, see that’s what I really care 
about is helping people find or guess what they 
are good at and being called to those things./   
 
It sounds like you have changed people or 
the organizational culture. Who supported 
you? 
 
S3:  46. Well, that is a good question. I think 
some of what I did—one of the things I like to 
do is I like to find things that people are going 
to see—I like to give them resources and tools 
that are going to help them./ 47. That’s what 
I’m even trying to do with this work study 
now. I said to him the other day because he 
wants to be an English teacher which man, he 
needs to work on a lot of stuff if he wants to be 
an English teacher. I said, “You want to be an 
English teacher, a good thing to start to do is 
when you start something, put things away 
when you are done.” Or whatever, I can’t 
remember, maybe it wasn’t even that—but the 
example is I like to give people tools so when 

 
43. S3 is proud that at her previous institution 
she changed people's perceptions about 
disability and helped people see disability as 
another form of diversity. She also helped 
people broaden their perception of diversity, 
beyond issues of race. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
44. S3 has affected students in their career 
choices by teaching a course on disability in 
society. 
 
45. S3 enjoys and cares about helping others 
find what they are good at and guiding them to 
the activities that they like.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
46. S3 likes to provide resources and tools that 
help people accomplish their goals. 
 
 
47. S3 is trying to work with her student 
worker and give him some experience so that 
he may be able to accomplish his goal: 
becoming an English teacher.  
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I—who supported me would be./ 48. I think 
people supported when they realized I was 
trying to identify with them and listen to what 
they had to say. I went to this anti-racism 
weekend that they had at [a university] and it 
wasn’t about disability at all, but it was about 
looking at racism and privilege and all those 
kinds of things. So I think part of it is 
becoming allies and building alliances and 
things like that. I think people that have 
supported me are people like—well I think 
different faculty members there did./ 49. And 
to be honest, when I first started there as 
Director of Disability Services, the position 
was in the President’s Office. I wasn’t literally 
in the President’s Office, but I reported to the 
Office of the President. That made it easy for 
me to get certain things done because I could 
just say, “We really should do this and the 
President Executive Assistant would say, 
“Well do you think we really need to do that?” 
and I would say, “Yeah” and he would say, 
“Okay, do it.” So he almost never said no to 
me about stuff. So I got that support I guess.  
 
Wow, that’s nice. 
 
S3:  I know. Then I got here and I got moved 
down the food chain a little bit and more into 
the organization and more into the student life 
office. So it’s interesting./ 50. Then I’m 
thinking of the other kinds of positions—even 
when I was an RA when I was in college, I 
think I got the support of the people who hired 
me, they never said, “We don’t know if you 
can you really do this.” Even when I was in [a 
position], even with this guy who was hard to 
work with, but he still was the one, he was in 
charge and he asked me to come and work with 
him. I was recruited for all those things. This is 
the first thing—I’m trying to think—even 
being at [a university], yeah I was recruited for 
that, but I—it was different, it wasn’t like 
someone called me up and said, “Oh, come and 
work here” or kind of thing. Whereas my last 
job at [a university] before that, I was really 

48. S3 learned that people support her when 
she tries to identify with them and listens to 
what they have to say. She believes becoming 
an ally and building alliances are important.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
49. S3 also recognizes that the close proximity 
to the authorities such as President allowed her 
to influence the university culture easily. At 
her previous institution, the Office of the 
President and President Executive Assistant 
asked for her opinions and supported her. At 
her current institution, she feels that she was 
moved down the food chain. As a result, she 
feels the close proximity to the decision 
makers makes a difference. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
50. S3 has been recruited by various people for 
a variety of positions. Even when she was an 
RA in college, she received support from the 
individuals, who hired her, and believed her 
ability. A man, who was hard to work with, 
asked her to work with him. Her previous 
institution also recruited her to work for them.   
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almost kind of recruited into it.  
 
I see. 
 
S3: 51. Then on [an organization]'s Board, we 
kind of all support each other. Does that kind 
of get out what you are looking at?   
 
Yes, definitely. It sounds to me, that you 
made organizational change in your 
previous institution, you had several people 
who supported you, and those people 
trusted what advice you’ve given to them. 
 
S3:  52. Yeah, they did. They really—you 
know what helps though is that we kind of 
have a legal situation that came up pretty fast 
when I started there. I had suggested to some 
people that they handle a situation in a certain 
way and they didn’t. Actually, and if they had, 
then this legal thing probably wouldn’t have 
happened. So it kind of gave me some—I sort 
of had a platform because of that situation right 
from the start. There were some things like that 
and I think. / 53. The thing is where I am at 
now, I am probably feeling a lot more alone 
again because I had all of that support and 
everything and now I am back to—I am more 
on my own./ 54. I would say I have had people 
that have believed in me, and have given me 
the tools that I’ve needed./  
 
You mean as a Disability Services provider? 
 
S3: 55. Yeah, Disability Services provider but 
even when I worked at [an organization]. You 
know what’s funny, the woman that I hired to 
be a reader for me there, she and the Chief of 
the Board, she is on the Board of Directors for 
the Organization right now or something like 
that. 
 
Oh, wow.  
 
S3: I saw her name, she is actually Chairman 
of the President—she’s like the Chairman of 

 
 
 
 
51. On the organization's board, she feels that 
everyone on the board supports each other.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
52. The organization's board members helped 
S3 deal with a legal case at her institution. 
They guided her to handle the difficult cases 
like this, which became a platform for her.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
53. She feels alone and on her own at her 
current job.  
 
 
54. S3 feels people have believed in her and 
have given her the tools that she needed.   
 
 
 
 
55. S3 hired a female student as her reader 17 
years ago. Later this woman became successful 
and now serves as Chairman of the Board.   
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the Board for the Organization now or 
something and she was a reader for me like 
you know 17 years ago or something, she was 
my reader. She was just a student—you know, 
isn’t that funny?/  
 
Lucky you.  
 
S3: 56. I know. That kind of stuff has 
happened to me a lot. Where, because I like 
being able to claw into people and give them 
skills and help them develop. And maybe 
that’s why I’m serving this student so much is 
because I don’t want to give up on him, but I 
don’t know if I have the energy because I don’t 
know if he’s really invested. I need a sense 
from him that he really wants to grow and 
learn how to do a good job./   
 
I see.  
 
S3: I guess I’m figuring that out as we’re 
talking about it a little bit, do you know what I 
mean? 
 
Yes. Is it helping you?  
 
S3: Just what you wanted. Therapy—
counseling on the side. I love the interview but 
oh well. Two birds with one stone.   
 
You are torn because of your previous 
experience, you provided a tool for people 
and then people took those opportunities 
but right now you just started a position and 
it’s been chaos and you feel like, “I don’t 
have the time to invest in this person yet.” 
 
S3: That is exactly.  
 
I appreciate your stories—I have picked up 
some leadership essence from what I heard 
today from you. That is exactly what I was 
looking for. Now, I am finished with the  
interview with you. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
56. S3 likes to get to know people, give them 
skills, and help them develop. She realizes 
that's why she continues working with this 
student worker. She hopes to get a sense from 
him that he wants to grow and to learn how to 
do a good job.  
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S3:  That’s good. 
 
Thank you for your time.  
 
 
 
Level Three (Narrative Based on Emergent Themes) 

 Colleen started taking a leadership role when she was a child. She served as the President 
of her 4H Club and later on the Student Council when she was in junior high school. Colleen 
believes parents play a role to help their children become leaders. Her parents tried to instill 
confidence in her and encouraged her to try different things to become a leader. Her teachers also 
encouraged her to be a leader. 
 When Colleen became a college student, she served as a Residence Assistant (RA) for a 
few years and served in student government. By serving those roles, she learned how to delegate 
authority, set boundaries, be resilient, play to her strengths, manage her time, support other 
leaders on a team, and handle issues when people did not approve of decision she made. She 
believes that these skills are general and are not only for a leader with a disability.  
 During college colleen was mentored by the Dean of Student Life. The Dean later 
became Vice President for Student Affairs at a college. She observed this mentor as a good 
leader. She wanted to follow this mentor's path and wanted to work in a college setting.  
 When Colleen served as a student staff, she worked with someone who was really 
challenging. This individual had different views of things and other people found him hard to 
work with. She wondered, "is this opportunity worth the headache?" 
 One summer, Colleen did an internship and stayed with someone and his wife. She 
discovered that he was unhappy with his career and his marriage and having family issues, which 
negatively affected her internship experience. Although Colleen tried to think differently to 
manage difficult situations, some situations did not help her be creative to get out of them.  
 After Colleen obtained a bachelor's degree, she held a job for a couple years. Later she 
went to a graduate school and received her Master's in counseling, and worked as the 
Coordinator for an organization. After that, she became a Disability Specialist and later held a 
Disability services Director position more than 10 years.  
 Colleen recently took a new leadership position at a different college. She is experiencing 
interpersonal difficulties at work. She is frustrated that her institution discontinued the assistant 
director position immediately before she started working as the director.  
 She does not appreciate that a student worker was hired for her rather than allowing her 
to hire someone that she chose. She thinks that this student is the worst student employee that she 
has ever had. Because she is new to her institution, she feels obligated to deal with this 
unqualified student employee, instead of terminating him.  
 Colleen is frustrated that this student worker does not follow directions, does not 
complete tasks, and is unmotivated. She would like to fire the student but she cannot find strong 
reasons for terminating him.  
 The way this student employee was hired is problematic for her. A person hired him 
through a personal connection without interviewing him. She wonders whether she should report 
this to her supervisor.  
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 Colleen realized that this student never had a paid job in his life and his grades were poor. 
She needs to rely on this student employee as her tool but she cannot. The office manager even 
told her that she would not hire this student. Being stuck working with this student employee is 
troublesome to her.  
 She decided to consult with her boss about this student worker. She left a phone message. 
However, at the same time, she wondered if she should just deal with this issue alone. She 
wonders whether this difficult situation could be the opportunity for her to grow.  
 Colleen wants a capable administrative assistant as she had at her previous institution. 
She regrets her decision to accept her current position because she does not have a right 
administrative assistant. The student worker is not a good fit, is not focused on what he is doing, 
and is not adjusted; he does not have the right skills for his duties.  
 Colleen struggles with managing this student worker and wonders how she is perceived 
as a leader to handle this difficult situation. She is having difficulty trusting him because he is 
not reliable. She struggles with balancing how much weight she gives others (her colleagues) her 
opinions or perceptions. She also struggles with prioritizing the potential value of training this 
student worker for his future because she has to pay a high price to train him. 
 Colleen feels that she needs to let things go by having this student worker do simple jobs 
while she utilizes an administrative assistant's help to operate her department. She wants to give 
that student employee experience so that he may be able to accomplish his goal: becoming an 
English teacher. She would be happy if she could help him to develop and to become a better 
student worker.  
 Colleen sees that people believe in her. She has learned that people support her when she 
tries to identify with them and listens to what they have to say. She believes becoming an ally 
and building alliances are important. Colleen also recognizes that the close proximity to the 
authorities such as the President allowed her to influence the university culture. At her previous 
institution, the Office of the President and President's Executive Assistant asked for her opinions 
and supported her. At her current institution, she feels that she was moved down the food chain. 
As a result, she feels the close proximity to the decision makers makes a difference. 
 Colleen has been recruited by various people. Even when she was an RA in college, she 
received support from the individuals, who hired her, and believed in her ability. Her previous 
institution also recruited her to work for them.  
 At her previous institution, Colleen changed the institutional culture and beliefs about 
disability. As a result, this institution has changed the job description of Disability Services 
Director, which she held prior to her current job, in a way that the Director affects the campus 
culture and structure. She is proud that she changed people's perceptions about disability and 
helped people see disability as another form of diversity. Colleen also helped people broaden 
their perception of diversity to include more than racial distinctions. She has affected students in 
their career choices by teaching a course on disability and society. 
 Colleen has served on the board of a professional organization for the past several years. 
Her mentor encouraged her to apply for a board member position. During those years, the 
Executive Director of the organization positively influenced her. She feels that everyone on the 
board supports each other. In the past, those board members helped her for a legal case at her 
institution. They guided her and helped her handle the difficult cases, which became a platform 
for her career as a disability services director.  
 Regardless of whether a person has a disability or not, Colleen believes that it's 
challenging to lead when you don't have the resources needed to succeed. However, for her, a 
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leader has to be able to take the difficult situations, like she is in now, and has to figure things 
out with the tools the leader has. She also believes that good leaders know how to prioritize 
things. 
 It is important for Colleen to have the right tools for communication. She feels that 
people have given her the tools that she needed. Currently, she is having communication 
difficulties because her institution's e-mail and calendar systems are hard to use with a screen 
reader that she uses.  
 Colleen's leadership requires helping others develop their inner-personal strengths and 
having the right tools for their jobs. She enjoys working with students. For instance, she hired a 
female student as her reader and helped her develop 17 years ago. Later this woman became 
successful and now serves as Chairman of an organization. Colleen enjoys helping others find 
what they are good at and guiding them to the activities that they like. She also likes to provide 
resources and tools that help people accomplish their goals. She likes getting to know people, 
nurturing their skills, and helping them develop.  
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Data Analysis 

Debra: Levels One to Three 
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Debra (S4), Level One and Two (Spontaneous Meaning Units) 

Please take a moment and reflect your 
important experiences or relationships in 
your life that led you to take your leadership 
role.  
 
S4: 1. I was raised—I mean, I am 60-years old 
and I was raised then in the 50’s in a very 
small town in [a state] where there wasn’t a lot 
going on relative to disability./ 2. I might have 
been the only disabled kid in town, so I really 
have to attribute a lot, not only to my family, 
but to that community and my friends and 
neighbors in that small [a state] town./  
  
3. My family was very creative and innovative 
and it was always about, “What is it that you 
want to do and how can we make that 
happen?” I would say my dad especially was 
all about making sure that I had comparable 
opportunities that my three brothers did but 
also as my friends in town. I mean just as an 
example, when everybody started to ride bikes 
and I couldn’t ride a bike, then he said, “We’ll 
get you a horse.” And of course it was a small 
town so I could ride that horse anywhere I 
wanted to. Then he also bought me a cart that I 
could hook the horse to so that I could have my 
friends with me with the horse. So I used that 
horse like other kids used bicycles. I mean we 
literally would ride it to the swimming pool, 
pack it up and go swimming, and then go 
home./ 4. So I had—he was very—both of my 
parents were very—what’s the word I’m 
looking for? Very, anxious, probably is the 
right word. But set on making sure that I could 
be independent. Everything kind of went 
around that so when my friends started ice 
skating, my father figured out a way that I 
could wear ice skates over the top of my shoes 
connected to my braces. He put sandpaper on 
my crutches so that I could figure out a way to 
be on the ice with my friends. It was just—that 
was just continuous./ 5. Again, this was in the 
50’s when they really didn’t have any real 

 

 

 
1. S4 grew up in the 1950's in a small town 
where disability was not prominent.  
 
2. S4 believes that she was the only child with 
a disability in that small town and had to 
attribute to her family, friends, and neighbors 
in that town. 
 
 
3. S4's family was creative and innovative to 
include her in activities and to enable her to do 
these activities by asking, "what is it that you 
want to do and how can we make that 
happen?" Especially, her father made sure that 
she had comparable opportunities to her 
brothers and her friends in town. Due to her 
disability, she could not ride a bike. As a 
result, her father gave her a horse so that she 
had transportation.       
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4. S4 recalls that her parents were very anxious 
about her but they made sure that she could be 
independent. For instance, her father creatively 
put sandpaper on her crutches so that she could 
figure out a way to be on the ice with her 
friends for ice skating.    
 
 
 
 
 
5. S4's parents significantly supported her. As 
an example, her father modified a car so that 
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connections to disability. We weren’t political, 
there weren’t any—there was no civil rights 
movement going on. It was just from their 
personal places and what they wanted for me. 
When it came time for me to be able to drive a 
car, my father went out and discovered hand 
controls which again, he would have had no 
reason to know about that. He made sure that I 
had controls at 14 so that I could drive. I just 
really attribute to that early and the whole 
community, like I said, it was a small town, 
really supported that, not that people didn’t 
recognize me as a disabled kid, which they did, 
but it was all/ 6. —I was welcomed and 
included and everybody was real innovative 
and creative and supported that and just real 
welcoming./ 7. I would say that from a very 
early age I was real independent and also 
opinionated and pretty assertive about saying 
this is what I was going to do and this was how 
I was going to do it. I feel like I got a lot of that 
from my parents and friends and the 
community./ 8. I think that, again, probably 
like any trait, you always have to find a way to 
channel it and certainly, I had to learn how to 
channel my opinions and assertiveness because 
there were periods in my life I think when I 
might have been too aggressive./  
 
9. I am very political and don’t mind sharing 
that with whoever will listen. I have had to find 
ways to channel that to be effective./ 10. I 
certainly appreciate that I have a had a good, 
strong foundation for being able to speak up 
and share what I thought and felt and didn’t 
have a lot of shyness about that. I would say 
that was very important in my early years. 
Does that make sense? / 
 
Yes it does. It sounds like your parents 
definitely helped you to shape up what is 
important elements for you, it sounds like.   
 
S4: 11. And of course I have three brothers and 
I think that probably had an impact too because 
again, they were really pretty insistent that I 

she could drive at age 14. She was doing 
activities other children did. The whole 
community supported her and the parents' 
efforts.      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
6. S4 felt that she was welcomed and included 
by her community and that everyone was 
innovative and creative. The community 
sincerely welcomed her.  
7. In her a very early age S4 learned to be 
independent, opinionated, and assertive. She 
believes that she learned from her parents, 
friends, and the community. 
 
8. S4 learned how to channel her opinions and 
assertiveness because there were periods in her 
life where she was too aggressive.  
 
 
 
 
9. S4 is very political and does not mind 
sharing her views. She has learned how to be 
effective to convey her political views. 
10. S4 believes she has a good, strong 
foundation of being able to speak up and this 
came from her early years. Not being shy about 
speaking up and sharing her thoughts have 
become very important elements in her early 
years.    
 
 
 
 
 
11. Grown up with three brothers, S4 felt that 
she was pushed and pushed herself to 
participate, keep up with them, and do things 
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participate and keep up with them and do 
things with them. I was pushed and I pushed 
myself. Again, I just feel like that was an 
important experience for a young, disabled kid 
in terms of how I was going to handle my 
future./   
 
Did you have those similar experiences later 
on in your life?  
 
S4: 12. Yeah because when I was in high 
school, I was on the Student Council. I was 
President of the PEP Club. I was in Choir. I 
was on the community swim team, and even 
with swim team, they let me participate. I have 
had to—when we raced, I couldn’t dive off the 
thing, I had to be in the water and start out, so 
of course, I very seldom won, but I was part of 
a swim team./ 13. I’m just not sure that all of 
that happens all the time for kids. Some of it is 
that in a small town, some of it is me and my 
confidence that I think I got thinking, “I can do 
this” and “It’s okay that I do it a little 
differently” and “You can figure that out.” 
Like I said, I don’t think I was mean about it. I 
think people like me, so I wasn’t overbearing, 
but I was pretty clear about wanting to try 
stuff./  
 
14. So when I went to college, I was President 
of my freshman class in college. I worked for a 
Congressman in [a state]. So I mean I just—
kind of just kept continuing those kinds of 
roles—I’ve had them all along./ 15. I think it 
took me a little longer to appreciate that I 
wanted to be a leader relative to disabilities. I 
was headed in a different direction. I was more 
political. I wanted to be working in 
Washington D.C. My major was history. I 
thought maybe I would be a history professor 
or Political Science, so I was really headed in 
that direction and through my college years as I 
worked on campaigns. I was a manager on a 
political campaign for a US Senator from [the 
state] who won, which was great./ 16. I worked 
in Washington D.C. for a semester doing an 

with them. Being challenged was an important 
experience for her. She believes that this 
experience influenced her future.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
12. When S4 was in high school, she served in 
leadership positions and actively participated 
in swim team, choir, and PEP Club, which 
taught young children basic sport skills. For 
swimming, she seldom won but participated in 
a team by modifying the way she started 
swimming in the pool.       
 
13. By growing up in a small town, S4 gained 
confidence to be able to join activities by doing 
things differently or by figuring things out. She 
thinks that she was not mean to others or 
overbearing. However, she clearly showed to 
others that she wanted to try things.  
 
 
 
 
 
14. S4 continued taking leadership roles in 
college, including working for a Congressman.  
 
 
15. It took a little longer for S4 to want to 
become a leader relative to disabilities. Before 
that, she was political and wanted to work in 
Washington, D.C. She served as a manager on 
a political campaign for a US Senator from her 
state during her college years.  
 
 
 
 
 
16. S4 worked in Washington, D.C. as a one-
semester long internship. During that time, she 
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internship but it became kind of clear to me 
that that really wasn’t what I wanted—that 
political life. It was a little too dog-eat-dog for 
me./  
 
17. And then and I had some other experiences 
that really—I began to appreciate that the 
disability area was political too. Then all of a 
sudden it kind of—because I’ve worked at—I 
was involved at the Women’s Rights 
Movement in the 70’s, certainly the Anti-War 
Movement—and it just didn’t click right away 
that the disability piece was also Civil Rights 
and that took me a little longer. I didn’t kind of 
arrive at that until I was kind of later in my 
20’s. I think I was like 27 or 28 when it kind of 
started to click and then that’s when I really 
got comfortable working in this area./  
 
18. Then I’ve done different work both more 
individual counseling work, but then once I got 
my Doctorate it moved more into 
administration and I knew I wanted to kind of 
in higher ed. I liked this mix of administration 
and teaching. I find it a little more interesting 
than just one or the other./  
 
19. Since I’ve been doing this work, again, I’ve 
been very involved in the Disability Rights 
Movement, President of my Professional 
Association. On campus, I am the Chair of 
Committees, I am President of the Association 
of Women’s Faculty, it’s just kind of who I 
am. I take those roles. I can trace it back to my 
roots./  
 
Let’s go back to like you said, when you are 
your late 20’s, you were very active 
politically and then you thought about going 
to the political arena. Also you were 
involved in the Women’s Rights Movement 
and you shaped it to disabilities, is there 
anyone who helped you to go that route?  
 
S4: 20. Yeah, there are a few key moments for 
me. One is I was working actually—this is 

realized that a political life was too "dog-eat-
dog" to her, meaning that the political life was 
too tough to her.  
 
 
17. S4 began to realize that disability was 
political. She was involved in the Women's 
Rights movement and the Anti-war movement 
in the 1970's. Later, perhaps when she was in 
her late 20's, she started engaging in disability-
related activities and started feeling 
comfortable with working in the disability 
area.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
18. After S4 worked as a counselor, she 
obtained a doctoral degree and became an 
administrator in a higher education institution. 
She liked being an administrator and a teacher 
at the same time.    
 
 
 
19. Since S4 moved into an administration job, 
she has enjoyed being involved in the 
Disability Right movement has enjoyed 
serving as a leader for her professional 
associations and for her university. She feels 
that she can trace her leadership back to her 
roots.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
20. S4 recalls she met with a mentor while she 
was working for the Muscular Dystrophy 
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going to sound really strange where I am at 
politically, but I was working for the Muscular 
Dystrophy Association in [a state]. I had a 
wonderful mentor in that Association who was 
very political in the Disability Rights 
Movement in [a city] but at the period it was 
kind at the ‘76-’77 when there was a group in 
[the city] called the Atlantis Group and they 
were all about “independent living” and they 
were chaining themselves to buses to make 
sure the buses were accessible.  The mentor of 
mine connected me to them and I can 
remember at first just feeling real confused a 
little bit about, “Wow I had never really 
thought civil rights for myself.” /  
 
21. I had always felt like I’ll do what I want 
when I want. And my first real awakening for 
the status of disabled people in the United 
States and globally too. It was eye-opening that 
this is not a given for everyone that—and I 
realized how privileged I’d been, really. So 
that was wonderful./ 22. Also during that same 
time I got involved in sports./  
 
23. That is one thing, growing up I had been 
real active, but it was always active with non-
disabled people so I ice skated with my friends, 
I rode horses or I might play baseball and 
basketball, but it wasn’t with other disabled 
people./ 24. Around that same time because 
there was a lot going on in [a state] with 
wheelchair sports, and not just wheelchair 
sports, I would say adapted sports, and there 
was a big club and again, this was just 
something that I had not done before was to be 
affiliated with other disabled people. / 25. I had 
grown up in isolation and I just hadn’t—part of 
that is our history. We don’t want to hang out 
together because we are so stigmatized, right. I 
had kind of avoided that, but this was all kind 
of evolving for me./ 26. I kind of got involved 
in this sports club and involved with all other 
disabled people. I learned to ski which was the 
most amazing thing to me that I was downhill 
skiing and using outriggers and full-length leg 

Association. The mentor was very political in 
the Disability Rights movement and connected 
her to a group called the Atlantis Group that 
was promoting independent living for people 
with disabilities. [Atlantis Community in 
Denver, was started by Wade Blank and that 
was a beginning of ADAPT.] This experience 
led her think about her civil rights.     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
21. S4 always felt that she would do what she 
wanted when she wanted. After she learned the 
status of disabled people in the United States 
and other countries, however, she realized 
doing what individuals want was not for 
everyone and how privileged she had been to 
be able to enjoy it.   
22. During that same time, S4 got involved in 
sports. 
23. When S4 was growing up, she enjoyed 
being active and enjoyed ice skating, horse 
riding, basketball, and baseball. But she did 
these activities only with non-disabled people.  
 
24. Around the same time when she was 
involved in Atlantis Group, wheelchair sports 
became popular in the state where she was 
living. Thus, she became involved in adapted 
sports with other disabled people and joined a 
adapted sports club.    
25. S4 realized that she grew up in isolation 
and that she avoided hanging out with other 
disabled people.  
 
 
26. S4 got involved in an adapted sports club 
with other disabled people and did downhill 
skiing by using outriggers and full-length leg 
braces.   
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braces and it was wonderful. /  
27. I competed and won a gold medal two 
years in a row for my downhill skiing. That 
experience of just being around with and 
socializing with other disabled people, both 
with sports and politics was really incredible 
for me./ 28. That period is when I appreciated 
how problematic the Jerry Lewis Telethon was 
and I was working for that organization./  
 
29. All of that came together and helped me 
appreciate the real good work that needed to be 
done in this area and how much I valued my 
identity as a disabled person and how 
appreciative I was at having disabled friends 
and colleagues.  So that was a real turning 
point for me. That was in my late 20’s. / 30. 
That’s also when I went back and got my 
Doctorate in Human Rehabilitative Services 
and really headed in a more professional 
direction./  
  
I see. During those 30 years, what are some 
of the challenges or obstacles as a leader? 
 
S4: 31. Well, I think for me, it’s got to be 
pretty personal right? I would say for me, it 
was really and I don’t know if this will make 
sense, but I had a mentor once that told me 
kind of a couple years into my administrative 
role that I needed to learn how to “dipsy-
doodle”./  
 
What is “dipsy-doodle”? 
 
S4: 32. Well, he wouldn’t really tell me but he 
would say, “You figure it out, but this is what 
you’ve got to learn.”/ 33. And what I think I 
came to appreciate is that it was—“dipsy-
doodling” was really learning about what to 
say, when to whom.  I think that was a really—
again a very important piece for me because I 
think I started out, especially as an 
administrator in the disability arena because I 
had been such an activist./ 34. I was struggling 
to find a balance between activist and 

 
27. S4 competed and won a gold medal two 
years in a row for her downhill skiing. Being 
around other disabled people doing sports and 
politics was incredible for S4.  
 
28. When S4 started spending time with other 
disabled people, S4 was working for Muscular 
Dystrophy Association and realized how 
problematic the Jerry Lewis Telethon was. 
29. Having disabled friends and colleagues led 
S4 to realize the real "good work" needed to be 
done and to value her identity as a disabled 
person. She was in her late 20's. 
 
 
30. It was also in S4's late 20's when she went 
back to university and received her doctorate in 
Human Rehabilitation Services and headed in a 
professional direction. 
 
 
 
 
 
31. During her early administrative career, S4 
had a mentor who told her that she needed to 
learn how to "dipsy-doodle." 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
32. S4's mentor just said, "you figure it out, but 
this is what you've got to learn." 
33. S4 has learned what "dipsy-doodling" is 
about: what to say and when to say it and to 
whom. This was a very important piece for S4 
to switch from being an activist to being an 
administrator in the disability field.   
 
 
34. S4 struggled to find a balance between 
being an activist and an administrator.  
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administration, maybe being too much of an 
activist that was comfortable for a Higher Ed 
Institution, if you know what I mean?/  
 
35. So in order for me to really be effective, I 
needed to kind of learn how to advocate and 
how much to advocate and when./  
 
36. Almost like a dripping faucet, right? When 
do you turn the drips up and when do you slow 
them down? Who do you do that to and with?/ 
37. Gosh, I just learned so much both from this 
mentor who just—that’s all he told me is, “You 
need to learn how to dipsy-doodle.”/  
 
38. But he was a mentor to me in a lot of ways 
and I came to appreciate how important that 
was because I think I became a pretty effective 
Administrator./  
 
39. In [a state] where I was at, our program 
grew exponentially in the 14 years I was there 
and not to brag, but we really built a program. 
The same has been true here the last 12 years. 
We have really had some impact./  
 
40. I think that is something—again, I still 
have to struggle with that, that is not something 
all of a sudden I learned it and I’ve got it 
down./ 41. You go into a new environment or 
with new people, or a new department, and I 
have to constantly kind of think about that 
issue about, “What do I say, when do I say it, 
how often do I say it, how do I say it” /  
 
42. —all in ways that will be effective and 
ways that will be heard and ways that engage 
people in my cause or in my work. How do I 
get them excited about it? So I think that is a 
constant challenge. For me anyway, I think it’s 
fun and it’s good work, but it’s not something 
that I can just forget about. I always have to 
think about it and pay attention./   
 
It sounds to me that challenge has taught 
you to be an effective communicator. That is 

 
 
 
 
35. In order for her to be an effective leader,  
S4 needed to learn how to advocate and how 
much to advocate and when to advocate.   
 
36. S4 used a metaphor of using a dripping 
faucet to find a balance, when to drip up and 
down; whom do you do that to and with.  
37. S4 feels that she learned a lot from her 
mentor who told her to find that balance.  
 
 
38. S4 feels that this individual was a mentor 
for her in many ways and that she became an 
effective administrator thanks to him. 
 
 
39. S4 is proud that she, as an administrator, 
built and grew exponentially her programs 
both in her previous institution in fourteen 
years and current institution in twelve years. 
She believes that she has made some impact as 
a result.    
40. S4 still struggles with practicing "dipsy-
doodle."   
 
41. When S4 goes into a new environment, 
with new people, or a new department, she 
constantly thinks, "what do I say, when do I 
say it, how often do I say it, and how do I say 
it."  
 
42. S4 has to remember and pay attention to 
how she engages others and get them excited. 
This is a constant challenge. However, she 
enjoys thinking how to deliver her messages so 
that people get excited. 
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my word though.  
 
S4: 43. Yeah, it is. I mean, yeah, it’s what you 
say, how you say it, when you say it. It’s all of 
that. I need to be fluent, relative to what I’m 
talking to about./  
 
44. I’ve got to be able to have different 
language with different audiences. It’s all of 
that. So, yeah, I think it’s huge./  
 
45. Some of it is, I hate to say it, but some of it 
just comes down to personality. Am I going to 
exhibit and air or a climate that is going to 
want people to be connected, right? Am I easy 
to get along with or am I a jerk, right? I just 
think all of that is so important relative to 
being a leader because I see a leader as really 
as kind of engaging people in good work, 
right?/ 46. People have got to get excited by it 
and see it as important and fun and 
challenging. So that is part of my task is, “How 
can I get that message across?” Like I said, it’s 
been challenging for me over the years and I 
continue to work on it and some days it works 
and other days it doesn’t./ 
 
On self-examination of a scale of 0-5, with 5 
which is “I’m perfect, I’m mastering it,” 
where are you in terms of what you are 
saying? 
 
S4: 47. I would say, I’m 60-years old, I would 
never think that I have arrived. In some 
respects, sometimes I think the older I get, I 
see new areas that need to be improved that I 
wasn’t aware of before. It just seems that it is 
never ending./ 48. I don’t know, I think I and 
the people around me would say I am a fairly 
competent, effective leader in the disability 
arena. Like I said, I do take on leadership roles 
outside of disability, and I think people do see 
me as pretty organized and thoughtful./ 49. I 
think one thing that I really believe in is I 
believe in—I don’t know if this makes sense, 
but I really believe in trusting the truth, that 

 
 
43. S4 thinks it is important to be fluent and 
familiar with what she is talking about so that 
she will know what, how, and when to say 
things.  
 
44. S4 thinks it is important to have different 
language or expression with different audience 
to effectively communicate.  
 
45. S4 believes that being a good leader 
requires the ability to connect, get along, and 
engage people in good work. 
 
 
 
 
 
46. S4 believes that a good leader makes others 
excited by helping them see things as 
important, fun, and challenging. Her task is to 
figure out how she gets her message across to 
others. She continues to improve her skill.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
47. S4 is now 60 years old. She sees new areas 
of improvement as she gets older and believes 
that her improvement is never ending.  
 
 
48. S4 believes that she is a fairly competent, 
effective, organized, and thoughtful leader both 
in and outside of the disability arena.  
 
 
49. S4 believes in "trusting the truth." It is not 
really about her, this is about everyone. She 
believes that everybody needs to take initiative, 
come up with good ideas, and try them out. 
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isn’t really about me, this is about all of us. 
Everybody needs to take initiative, come up 
with good ideas, try them out and what I need 
to do is see supportive of that and find ways 
that people feel encouraged to do that because 
that is how we all get ahead, it isn’t really just 
me./ 50. I think that I really trust people who 
either report to me or who are on a committee 
with me. I never feel that I have to do it all or 
that I am the only one who can do this. I 
appreciate that I have some skills, but man, it’s 
like other people have such good ideas that I 
would never have thought of. / 51. So it’s like 
being really supportive of that good idea and 
let’s figure out how we can bring it to fruition. 
What can I go and what resources do you 
need? So I think that’s been an important piece 
for me to learn./   
 
You trust people. 
 
S4: 52. I do. I really trust them. I trust that their 
idea is a good one most of the time and that it’s 
worth pursuing./  
 
53. I am sure that there have been times when 
I’ve said, “I’m not sure that’s such a hot idea” 
because I’m sure that I have, but that’s not my 
standard. I usually see an idea as having some 
good pieces and that it just maybe needs some 
work. 54. I am sort of this way as a mother too, 
I have two daughters. I mostly like to say, 
“Yes.” I don’t like to say, “No.” I like to say, 
“No” when I have to say, “No.” Most of the 
time I like to be able to say, “Yes, let’s do 
that”, “Let’s try that”, or “That’s a good idea” 
so that when a “no”, there’s a good reason./  
 
I see. This might be a good segment to go to 
the next question. As a leader, you talked 
about your confidence, trusting other 
people, and making an effort to effectively 
communicate. Please tell me the 
accomplishment that you are most proud of. 
 
S4: 55. I would say that probably what I am 

Her role as a leader is to be supportive of her 
colleagues' ideas and find ways that they feel 
encouraged to take actions for their ideas.  
 
 
 
50. S4 really trusts people who either report to 
her or who are on a committee with her. She 
never feels that she had to do it all. She lets 
others come up with good ideas that she would 
never have thought of. 
 
51. S4 sees that her role is to be supportive of 
good ideas and to figure out how her team can 
bring it to fruition by finding out what 
resources they need.  
 
 
 
 
 
52. S4 really trusts her team. She also trusts 
that her team's ideas are good most of the time 
and they are worth pursuing.  
  
53. Even if an idea does not meet S4's 
standard, S4 usually sees it as having some 
good pieces and needs some work to make it to 
be a good idea.  
 
54. Most of the time S4 supports her 
colleagues' ideas rather than rejecting them. 
However, when she says "no" to these ideas, 
there is a good reason.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
55. Through her engagement with disability, 
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most proud of is that, again within my small 
pond, okay because I have to appreciate that I 
am working in kind of a small pond which is 
disability-related stuff not like it’s huge, but I 
would say what I am most proud of is that I 
have—kind of early on in my learning and in 
my engagement with disability, really 
appreciated that disability needed to be 
reframed. People needed to think differently 
about it./ 56. We all had a kind of a negative 
connotation of disability and recognized that 
the service-industry was a big culprit in 
keeping disability framed as a bad thing./  
 
57. The very services that we have to be 
helpful are our biggest problems. Does that 
make sense?/  
 
58. So whether it’s rehab counseling or even 
like my office here at the University, Disability 
Services and Higher Ed, or Special Ed or I 
mean—there’s just such a huge service 
industry around disabilities and that I 
appreciated very early how important the 
service industry is to how disabled people get 
defined and conceptualized in our society and 
that we were the biggest culprits in keeping it 
framed negatively./ 59. Within my small pond 
of Disability Services and Higher Ed, I have I 
think really had an impact on what our 
profession is doing relative to what our 
practices are in Higher Ed and how do we 
design and deliver our services in ways that 
frame disabilities differently. I don’t know if 
this is making sense to you?/  
 
It is making sense to me.  
 
S4: 60. Okay, good. So, we were doing that in 
[a state], we are going that in [a state]. Through 
our professional association [an organization], 
I feel like I have been front and center on that 
issue. / 61. We, as service providers, are a big 
part of the problem. If we don’t start thinking 
differently and behaving differently, this is not 
going to change. I feel probably most proud 

S4 realized that disability needed to be 
reframed. People needed to think about 
disability differently. She is proud of her 
realization.     
 
 
 
 
 
56. S4 thinks that disability had a negative 
connotation among many people and the 
service-industry facilitated that having a 
disability was a bad thing. 
 
57. S4 thinks that helping services are the 
biggest problems for a negative connotation of 
disability. 
 
58. S4 realized that how the service industry 
defines and conceptualize disability is a key to 
eliminate a negative notion of disabilities.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
59. S4 is proud that she impacted her 
profession (a disability services in a higher 
education institution) to redesign and deliver 
services in ways that frame disabilities 
differently.  
 
  
 
 
 
 
60. S4 is proud that she has been front and 
center in reframing disability in disability 
services in higher education on the state and 
national levels. 
61. S4 believes that services providers are a big 
part of the negative connotation of disability 
and need to change. She is proud that she has 
played in brining this issue to the forefront.  
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about the role that I have played in bringing 
that to the forefront./   
 
It sounds like you are the driving individual 
to make this culture change. Am I right? 
 
S4: 62. I have been real consistent in my 
message that we have to think differently about 
disability and then we have to behave 
differently./ 63. And behaving differently 
means we have to design services that don’t 
look so medical-model, right? And that we 
have done that on the service-guide of the 
house./ 64. We talk differently, we say, “We 
don’t believe in the medical-model” but then 
we do all of this stuff that just reinforces 
medical-model thinking about disability. For 
example, we have—you look at websites and 
they are filled with compliance language. My 
thing is we have to change that narrative on 
campus. We have to change it from a 
compliance narrative to a social-justice 
narrative. I feel like I have been real consistent 
in that message over the last 20-25 years./ 65. 
They certainly didn’t have it when I first 
started, but have developed it and that now is 
beginning to take root at least within Disability 
Services and higher ed. If you go to the 
national conferences you will see a lot more 
concurrent sessions about Social Justice and 
Universal Design, reframing disability that just 
wasn’t there at all 15 years ago or 10 years 
ago./ 66. I just am now involved with a 
national project where we are bringing in—we 
brought 25 service providers together over the 
course of 3 years where we have summer 
institutes and technical assistance all designed 
to help them think differently and then change 
their practices in their offices. We are just 
seeing wonderful changes happening. So, 
again, I am most proud of that./  
 
I see. It sounds like a very moving 
experience and that is very inspiring.  
 
S4: Thanks.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
62. S4 strongly believes that people need to 
think and behave differently about disability. 
 
63. S4 facilitated designing services to behave 
differently. 
 
 
64. In the last 20 to 25 years, S4 has been 
consistent with her belief that disability 
services providers have to change to a social-
justice narrative from a compliance model or a 
medical-model about disability.  
 
 
 
 
 
65. S4 sees more social justice and Universal 
Design in Disability Services in higher 
education in the last 10-15 years. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
66. S4 is now involved in a national project 
that brings 25 service providers together for 
three years of summer institutes and technical 
assistance. They are designed to help the 
service providers think differently about 
disability. She is proud to be involved in this 
national project that facilitate change disability 
services' practices.  
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Thank you so much for your time and sharing 
your stories.  
 
S4: Well you are welcome. I hope it was 
helpful. 
 
It was very helpful.  
 

 

Level Three (Narrative Based on Emergent Themes)  

 Debra grew up in the 1950's in a small town where disability was not prominent. She 
believes that she was the only child with a disability in that small town.  
 Debra's family was creative and innovative. They always asked her what she wanted to 
do. They also asked themselves how they could make things happen for her. Her family included 
her in many activities, which enabled her to do those activities. Especially, her father made sure 
that she had opportunities that were comparable to her brothers and her friends. For example, she 
could not ride a bicycle due to her disability. As an innovative solution, her father gave her a 
horse so that she could have transportation like other children who rode bicycles.  
 Debra recalls that her parents were very anxious about her when she was young. 
However, they were very supportive of her and made sure that she could be independent. For 
instance, her father creatively put a piece of sandpaper on each of her crutches, which enabled 
her to be on the ice with her friends to ice skate.  
 As another example, her father modified a car for her so that Debra could drive at the age 
of 14 like other children. The modifications to the car enabled her to have good control of the car 
while she was driving. At a young age, Debra was doing the activities that other children were 
doing. The whole community supported her and her parents' efforts.  
 Debra felt that she was sincerely welcomed and included by her community. She also felt 
that everyone in the community was innovative and creative. She appreciated the support from 
her family, friends, and neighbors in her community.  
 At a very early age, Debra's parents, friends, and community members taught her to be 
independent, opinionated, and assertive. She believes that in her early years, she gained a good, 
strong foundation for being able to speak up. Not being shy about speaking up and sharing her 
thoughts became very important in her childhood.  
 Debra felt that growing up with three brothers pushed her to participate, so as to keep up 
with them and do things with them. Being challenged was an important experience for her and 
she believes that this experience influenced her future. 
 When Debra was in high school, she served a leadership position on the student council 
and actively participated in the swim team, choir, and PEP Club, which taught young children 
basic sport skills. For swimming, she seldom won but participated in a team. Through these 
experiences, she gained confidence to be able to join activities by doing things differently or by 
figuring things out. She does not think she was mean or overbearing to others; however, she 
clearly showed others that she wanted to try things.  
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 When Debra was growing up, she enjoyed being active; she enjoyed ice-skating, horse 
riding, basketball, and baseball. But, she only did these activities with non-disabled people. She 
then realized that she grew up in isolation and that she avoided hanging out with other disabled 
people.  
 Debra continued taking leadership roles through college. At one point, she worked for a 
Congressman in her state. She was politically-minded and wanted to work in Washington, D.C. 
As a result, she served as a manager on a political campaign for a US Senator from her state. She 
worked in Washington, D.C. for a one-semester long internship. During that time, Debra realized 
that the political life was too "dog-eat-dog," meaning that the political life was too tough for her.  
 Around the same time that she was involved with the Atlantis Group, wheelchair sports 
became popular in the state where she was living. Thus, she became involved in adapted sports 
with other disabled people, and eventually joined an adapted sports club.  
 Debra was also involved in the Women's Rights movement and the Anti-war movement 
in the 1970's and through these experiences, realized that disability was political. Later, in her 
late 20's, she started engaging in disability-related activities and started feeling comfortable with 
working in the disability area.  
 She met with a mentor when she was working for the Muscular Dystrophy Association. 
The mentor was very politically involved with the Disability Rights movement and connected 
her to a group called the Atlantis Group [Community], which was promoting independent living 
for people with disabilities. This experience led her to think about her own civil rights as a 
disabled person.  
 Debra always felt that she could do what she wanted when she wanted. After she learned 
the status of people with disabilities in the United States and other countries, she realized that she 
was privileged to be able to do what she wanted. She also realized how privileged she had been 
to enjoy this freedom in her life.  
 Debra became involved in an adapted sports club with other disabled people. She enjoyed 
downhill skiing and by using outriggers and full-length leg braces, she competed and won a gold 
medal two years in a row for her downhill skiing.  
 At the same time, Debra was working for the Muscular Dystrophy Association. As she 
spent time with other people with disabilities, she realized that the Jerry Lewis Telethon was 
problematic to her and those other individuals with disabilities. 
 Being around other people with disabilities for sports and politics was an incredible 
experience for her. Having disabled friends and colleagues made her realize that the real "good 
work" needed to be done for people with disabilities. She also started valuing her identity as a 
disabled person.  
 She started wanting to become a leader for others with disabilities. She went back to 
school at the university level and received her doctorate in Human Rehabilitation Services, 
which led her to become an administrator in higher education.  
 Debra has enjoyed being involved in the disability rights movement. As an administrator 
and a teacher, she has served as a leader for her professional associations and for her university. 
Her propensity to lead can be traced back to her roots.  
 Debra believes herself to be very political and does not mind sharing her views with 
others. There were periods in her life where she was too aggressive when sharing her opinions. 
Over the years, she has learned how to be effective when conveying her political views. Debra 
has also learned how to control her opinions and her assertiveness.  
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 Early in her career, her mentor told her that she needed to learn how to "dipsy-doodle." 
He just said, "you figure it out, but this is what you've got to learn." She has learned what "dipsy-
doodling" is all about: knowing what to say, when, and to whom. This was a very important 
lesson for her while she was switching from being an activist to being an administrator.  
 It was difficult for Debra to find a balance between being an activist and an administrator. 
However, in order for her to be an effective leader, she needed to find balance between her roles. 
She needed to learn how to advocate and how much to advocate and when to advocate. It was 
like using a dripping faucet and finding a balance- when to drip up and down, who do you do 
that to and with.  
 She learned a lot from her mentor and feels that he mentored her in ways that helped her 
to become an effective administrator. 
 As an administrator, Debra is proud to have built and grown her programs, both in her 
previous institution, where she spent fourteen years, and her current institution, where she has 
been for twelve years. She believes that she has made some impact as a result of her work.  
 However, she still struggles with practicing "dipsy-doodle." When she goes into a new 
environment, with new people, or a new department, she constantly has to think, "what do I say, 
when do I say it, how often do I say it, and how do I say it." She has to remember and has to pay 
attention to how she engages others and getting them excited. This is a constant challenge. 
However, she enjoys thinking about how to deliver her messages so that people get excited. She 
also believes that it is important to Being fluent and familiar with what she is talking about helps 
her know what, how, and when to say things.  
 It is important for Debra to adapt her language and style depending on the audience. In 
order to effectively communicate with different audience, she believes it is important for a leader 
to connect, get along, and engage with people. She believes that a good leader excites others by 
helping them see things as important, fun, and challenging. Her task is to figure out how to get 
her message across to others, which is a skill she continues to improve.  
 Debra is now 60 years old. As she gets older, she finds new areas where she can improve 
and believes that improvement is never ending. 
 She believes that she is a fairly competent, effective, organized, and thoughtful leader 
both in and outside of the disability arena.  
 She believes that success is not really about her; it is about everyone. She believes that 
everybody needs to take initiative, come up with good ideas, and try them out. Her role as a 
leader is to be supportive of her colleagues' ideas and find ways to encourage them to develop 
their ideas and take action. 
 Debra never feels that she had to do it all and trusts the people who either report to her or 
who are on a committee with her. She allows others to come up with good ideas, some of which 
she would never have thought of. 
 Debra believes that her role is to be supportive of good ideas and to figure out how her 
team can bring it to fruition by finding out what resources they need. To show her support, she 
trusts her team. She also trusts that her team's idea is good and that the idea is worth pursuing. 
Even if an idea does not meet her standard, she usually sees it as having some good pieces but 
needing some work to make it become a good idea. Most of the time she supports her colleagues' 
ideas rather than rejects them. However, when there is a good reason to reject an idea, she 
sometimes has to say "no." Through her engagement with disability, she realized that disability 
needed to be reframed and that people needed to think about disability differently. Debra thinks 
that disability had a negative connotation among many people and the service-industry portrayed 
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having a disability as a bad thing. Particularly, she thinks that the service industry's view of 
disability is one of the biggest reasons for the negative connotation of disability. Particularly, she 
thinks that helping services are the biggest problems for a negative connotation of disability. 
 She believes that changing how the service industry defines and conceptualizes disability 
is a key to eliminate the negative view of disabilities. She is proud that she impacted her 
universities by redesigning and delivering services in ways that frame disabilities differently.  
 Debra strongly believes that people need to think and behave differently about disability. 
She is proud that she has been front and center of reframing disability in disability services in 
higher education on the state and national levels. She contributed to bringing this issue to light 
and facilitated new ways of designing services that work differently with individuals with 
disabilities.  
 In the last 20 to 25 years, she has been consistent with her belief that disability services 
providers have to change to a social-justice narrative from a compliance model or a medical-
model with regard to disability. She has seen more social justice and Universal Design in 
Disability Services in higher education in the last 10-15 years. She believes that she contributed 
to this change.  
 Debra is currently involved in a national project that has brought 25 service providers for 
three years through summer institutes and by providing technical assistance to them. This 
national project is designed to help service providers think differently about disability. She is 
very proud to be involved in this project and again, in facilitating changes in disability services' 
practices. 
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Emma (S5), Level One and Two (Spontaneous Meaning Units) 

My question to you is broad. I want to know 
critical moments or important experiences 
in your life that shaped up who you are as a 
leader. Would you take a moment and think 
about those important experiences and 
relationships that led you to become a 
leader?  
 
S5: How far back do you want me to go? Do 
you want me to go back to my childhood? 
 
I will just follow wherever you are going. If 
you feel like childhood comes into your 
mind then go for it.  
 
S5: 1. When I was a child, my mom was really 
supportive of me and she encouraged me to 
really active in all kinds of different groups. I 
remember I was just starting to get involved in 
4-H. Are you familiar with that?/ 
 
Yes.  
 
S5: 2. This was an inner-city 4-H group of 
girls. I think I was, oh wow, I might have been 
like 9 or 10 years old. I was really, really 
young. It was a group of girls that were 
anywhere from 6 years old up to 15 years old./ 
3. The first meeting I ever went to, in my 
whole life, they elected me president. 
(laughing) I don’t know why./ 4. I was the only 
disabled kid in the group and I don’t know 
what they thought that gave me the 
qualification./ 5. I didn’t know anything about 
4-H, I didn’t know anything about how to be a 
leader. Here I was just pushed onto the 
leadership platform./ 6. I went to my mother 
because she was there and she said go for it. 
Well, okay. So I served as president of this 4-H 
club. I was 9 years old and that’s pretty much 
how I got started./ 7. I learned quick 
(inaudible) in my fire. I didn’t even know how 
to conduct a meeting. The leader in the club 
was teaching me how to conduct a meeting and 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1. When S5 was a child, her mother was very 
supportive and encouraged of her to be active 
in many different groups.  
 
 
 
 
 
2. S5 was 9 or 10 years old when she became 
involved in 4-H.  
 
 
 
3. S5 was elected as president of an inner-city 
4-H group for girls at the first meeting she ever 
went in her life. 
4. S5 was the only child with a disability in the 
group. 
5. S5 did not know anything about 4-H and felt 
like she was just pushed onto the leadership 
platform. 
6. S5 was encouraged by her mother to serve as 
president of the 4-H group and that is how she 
started becoming a leader. 
 
7. S5 quickly learned to conduct a meeting by 
learning from the leader of the club.  
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how you make a motion—how to take a move 
on motion./  
 
When you were at age of 10-16?  
 
S5: No, that was the range of ages in the group. 
I think I was 9 years old.  
 
Wow. 
 
S5: Can you believe that? 
 
No, but that’s a wonderful experience.  
 
S5: 8. If you believe in karma, I was just 
destined. (Inaudible) from there with every 
group that I have ever belonged to I was 
always president of it. What can I say?/ 9. So 
that was one thing about leadership but it took 
me a long time to learn what leadership really 
means./ 10. I’m not sure I’m ever wearing—
one critical element of leadership and that is 
sustainability./ 11. Along the years, I learned 
how to organize. I’ve taken courses, I’ve 
studies under some really masterful organizers 
in all kinds of different venues. I’ve learned 
some fantastic techniques./ 12. I will go into a 
little more detail about some of the most 
meaningful leaders that I’ve been privileged to 
study under. The one thing that I really don’t 
think I ever learned is how do you get an 
organization to sustain itself. That’s hard. The 
one of the most critical and most impactful 
leaders that I ever worked with Justin Dart. 
Have you heard of him?/ 
 
Oh, yes. I love to meet with his wife because 
I’m from Japan.  
 
S5: Oh! Okay. Are you Japanese?  
 
Yes, I am.  
 
S5: Oh, okay.  
 
I read a background of Justin Dart.  If I 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
8. S5 became a leader for every group she 
belonged to. 
9. Even though S5 had many experiences as a 
leader, she feels that it took a long time to learn 
what leadership really means. 
10. For S5 one critical element of leadership is 
sustainability. 
11. S5 learned how to organize all kinds of 
different venues and gained fantastic 
techniques.  
 
 
12. S5 worked with Justin Dart and she 
believes that he is one of the most critical and 
most impactful leaders for whom she has ever 
worked. 
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recall, he was the first person in Japan to 
hire women in the late ‘60’s.  
 
S5: 13. He’s not only a good man, he 
mobilized women. He was a real trouble 
maker. He was in Mexico and he started a Free 
Speech Center in Mexico. He was making a lot 
of problems for his father who was this really 
conservative republican leader. Justin, at that 
time, was a liberal democrat. His father was 
trying to get him out of his hair so he gave him 
this mission impossible which was starting 
Tupperware in Japan./  
 
That’s right.  
 
S5: 14. He would joke about what would be 
more impossible than trying to sell plastic pots 
to Japanese women. He discovered the greatest 
source of wealth that Japan had and that was 
the uncapped resource of their own women./ 
15. They had the women just sitting at home 
waiting on their men, and when he came there, 
he was teaching them how to sell things, how 
to organize, to get into support groups. They 
were doing this in small groups. Each group 
was part of a bigger group—you know how 
Tupperware works—that was his strategy that 
he did everything he did./ 16. He started with 
small groups of people; he showed them how 
to have things in their own power, their own 
capacity to be successful. Selling plastic pots 
was only the means for being successful./ 17. 
He always stressed about- What do you want 
to do with your life? Where do you want to go? 
This is just the way that you're going to get 
there./ 18. He built an empire over there. He 
brought Tupperware from zero up to 
something like a six million dollar industry in 
two years, which in Japan, in the 1960’s, was 
amazing. It was a miracle./ 19. I’m not sure 
how much you know about his philosophy but 
he has this concept called the revolutionary 
industrial union or RIU. You have to change 
your ways when you sell first before you can 
change the world. When he was having this 

 
 
 
13. S5 recalls that Justin Dart was a good man 
and mobilized women. He was a troublemaker 
and his father gave him a difficult task, which 
was starting Tupperware in Japan. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
14. S5 recalls that Justin Dart discovered the 
great source of wealth that Japan had untapped 
resource in their own women. 
 
 
15. Dart moved to Japan, taught women how to 
sell things, how to organize, and to get into 
support groups. 
 
 
 
 
16. Dart started with small groups of people, 
showed them how to have things in their own 
power, their own capacity to be successful.  
 
17. Dart always stressed what individuals want 
to do with their lives, where they want to go.  
18. Dart built Tupperware in Japan as a six 
million dollar industry in two years. It was a 
miracle. 
 
 
 
19. S5 admires that Justin Dart changed his 
own way and then changed the world. He 
gained Disability rights movement by 
organizing things to pass the ADA. 
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revolution, he spent his life studying about 
revolutionaries. He spent a lot of time studying 
[a name] and [a name] and Thomas Jefferson, 
all the revolutionaries along in history. He was 
a big fan of history. He realized that all of 
these people had to conquer their own demons 
first and change their own ways and then they 
were able to change the world. That’s what he 
did in Japan and that’s what he did in America 
when he came back here and he really gained 
the Disability Rights Movement with 
organizing power to pass the American 
Disability Act./ 20. I was very blessed to work 
for him at that critical moment in history. I got 
to know him just as he came back to the United 
States. This was in 1980. He and Yoshiko 
came back from Japan in the late ‘70’s, I 
believe, and they were in Washington first then 
they moved to Austin, TX. That’s when I met 
him./ 21. And then I started working for him in 
1980. He invited me to come and live with him 
and his family and the ladies that they were 
helping. They would bring over Japanese 
ladies who were dealing with some kind of 
difficulty in their life and then he would help 
them, again, find their own power and be a 
success in their lives. Those ladies were 
helping me as my attendant and I was helping 
Justin as his assistant to help him organize his 
meetings and write—we did a lot of writing 
together./ 22. I helped Yoshiko was organizing 
the household. I used to do the grocery 
shopping. It was amazing. That was the most 
incredible four and a half years that I lived 
with them. That was the turning point for me./  
 
Justin Dart was your mentor and someone 
you admired. Do I understand right? 
 
S5: 23. Oh, yeah. Definitely, yeah. Also he—I 
mentioned that he was very radical, 
revolutionary disruptive kind of person. 
Sometime between the time he quit Japan 
Tupperware and the time that he came to the 
United States, there was a span of about 10 
years, that he and Yoshiko lived up in the 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
20. S5 feels blessed to work for Dart at that 
critical moment. 
 
 
 
 
 
21. S5 observed that Dart helped individuals, 
who were in difficulty, by finding their own 
sense of power to be successful in their lives. 
These individuals also helped S5 as her 
attendant, and S5 helped Justin Dart with 
organizing his meetings and writing.  
 
 
 
 
 
22. S5 helped Dart's wife with organizing the 
household. S5 recalls the 4 1/2 years of living 
with Dart and his wife was the turning point 
for her. 
 
 
 
 
 
23. S5 remembers that Dart changed himself 
for the 10 years when he and his wife lived in 
the mountains of Japan. S5 remembers that he 
changed his own behavior and lost about 200 
pounds.  
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mountain; they lived up on the side of Mount 
Fuji for that period of time and he did a lot of 
reflection. He really changed, really changed. 
He did a lot of thinking about how he could 
change his strategies and what does it take to 
make the change happen. He himself lost about 
200 lbs. He was extremely obese. He lost an 
incredible amount of weight. You can imagine 
what kind of a revolutionary of his own 
behavior that must have taken. He realized that 
he was going to die and he could get control of 
his life. He did. Everybody was so amazed at 
how skinny he always looked./ 24. I thought if 
you only knew what he went through to get 
down to that weight. I really need to write 
more about my experiences with him because 
he was really amazing. I learned from him the 
tactics to use. How do you get a board to agree 
with something you want to do? How do you 
strategize? How do you decide what kind of an 
activity or strategy would be the right thing to 
use to get to the goal that you want to achieve? 
How to organize people? How to stage events? 
How to capitalize on the strengths of the 
people that you're working with. Really 
important leadership skills; really basic skills 
that you have to learn by watching a master. 
He was fabulous./ 25. He always made 
everybody on the movement feel valued. 
That’s an invaluable skill to make people want 
to work with you./ 26. He used to ask people to 
do outrageous things, absolutely outrageous 
things, and people were so happy to do it. He 
would call them at midnight and say we really 
have to have a meeting. Can you call these 20 
people and schedule a meeting for tomorrow at 
2 o’clock? They would do it. I would tell him, 
“Justin, that was outrageous.” He said, “Yeah, 
but they did it and they're happy to do it. That’s 
because they love me so much because I make 
them feel valued. They’re not doing it for me,” 
he would say, “they’re doing it for 
themselves.”/ 27. He would always point out to 
them what they would benefit from everything. 
How they were going to benefit. So everybody 
felt they had an investment in what they were 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
24. S5 learned from Dart: how to get a board to 
agree with something she wants to do, how to 
strategize, how to decide what kind of 
activity/strategy would be right for the goad, 
how to organize people, how to stage events, 
how to capitalize on the strengths of people 
that you are working with. S5 believes that 
these important fundamental leadership skills 
could be learned by watching a master. Dart 
was a master of these skills.  
 
 
 
 
 
25. S5 recalls Justin Dart made everyone feel 
valued and believes this is an invaluable skill 
to make people want to work with you. 
26. S5 remembers that Dart asked people to do 
outrageous things and people were so happy to 
do it. She recalls that Dart used to say, "That's 
because they love me so much because I make 
them feel valued" and "they're doing it for 
themselves."  
 
 
 
 
 
 
27. S5 recalls that Dart always pointed out to 
others what and how they would benefit from 
doing things that Dart asked. S5 stayed up until 
4 in the morning to get ready for the meeting 
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doing for him. I was (inaudible). I wouldn’t 
even do this. (Inaudible). I was the one who 
had to stay up until 4 o’clock in the morning 
finishing all that work and getting ready for 
that meeting the next day. That’s what I did for 
him for four years. I worked so hard you can’t 
imagine./ 28. At the same time, I had another 
job and he encouraged me to go back to school 
and that’s when I did my doctorate. I did an 
amazing amount of work. I was doing all the 
food shopping. I would wheel myself up to the 
corner—it wasn’t the corner but I was a mile 
away in the food store, and then I would buy 
the groceries and the clerk at the food store 
would literally get some twine and tie the bags 
onto my wheelchair and then wheel it home. 
When those sidewalks (inaudible) side of the 
road we didn’t (inaudible). Just ridiculous. It is 
the stuff you remember./   
 
You had a wonderful example and you 
learned a lot from Justin Dart. Now you are 
a leader of various organizations and 
positions. What principles do you practice 
as a good leader?  
 
S5: Just one? 
 
No, no. Maybe a few.  
 
S5:29. The most important one is to know what 
your goal is. That’s really hard. Every group I 
am involved in is trying to change the world. 
That’s not a good goal. It’s not achievable. 
Yeah, you have to be a little more specific./ 30. 
Justin had this one goal of passing the 
Americans Disability Act. The whole time I 
worked with him and even afterward, because I 
stopped working, was when I moved to 
Houston, in 1984, he was doing all the 
preparatory work for it. The Americans with 
Disabilities Act didn’t get passed until 1990 so 
that was laying the ground work for it then. 
But it always with that goal in mind./ 31. 
People with disabilities need a law to protect 
their civil rights. That is a very tangible, 

that Dart was calling. She worked so hard for 
Dart. 
 
 
 
 
28. S5 remembers that while she was working 
hard for Dart, she started her doctoral study. 
She remembers going grocery shopping in a 
wheelchair was difficult, but a good memory. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
29. S5 believes that knowing a specific goal is 
most important. 
 
 
30. Dart had a goal to pass the Americans with 
Disabilities Act, which actually passed in 
1990. He was doing the preparatory work 
when S5 stopped working for him in 1984.  
 
 
 
 
 
31. Dart had a tangible, achievable goal.  
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achievable goal. Changing the world is not 
achievable. He knew it was and he worked 
toward it./ 32. The only thing he said to me is 
beware when a person achieves their dream. 
Because what if you have it, what do you do 
next? It’s really, really hard to keep the 
momentum going after you achieved your goal 
because you have to find another goal./ 33. I 
think the disability white woman is suffering 
now is because all they're doing is defending. 
It’s no longer the proactive, aggressive kind of 
a movement; it’s a defensive movement and it 
is much harder to get your momentum up for 
that. It is hard to be on the down side. In the 
‘80’s we were on the upside; we were fighting 
hard to our goal./ 34. Organizing a goal is the 
best thing. I think there’s some fault in the 
leadership today; they don’t have a proactive 
goal. I admire ADAPT, and that was another 
organization that I learned a whole lot from. I 
learned a lot from Wade Blank. Do you know 
him?/ 
 
No, I don't.  
 
S5: He was a leader in ADAPT. Are you 
familiar with that? 
 
Yes.   
 
S5: You must know [a person]. 
 
That’s right. [A state] has a chapter of 
ADAPT and yes. 
 
S5: That’s right./ 35. ADAPT is a national 
organization and their headquarters was in 
Denver and Wade Blank was the organizer that 
got it all started in Denver and then it fled 
nationally. Back in the ‘70’s and ‘80’s, Wade 
Blank was the organizer so I learned a lot from 
him too. Now, ADAPT is focusing on getting 
this—what do they call it—humanity support. 
It is part of the affordable healthcare. When 
you're trying to get rid of the institutional 
(inaudible). That’s a very tangible goal so I 

 
 
32. Dart taught S5 the importance of keeping 
the momentum going by finding another goal 
after the goal is achieved.  
 
 
33. S5 sees that the current disability 
movement as defensive and aggressive, rather 
than proactive.  
 
 
 
 
 
34. S5 sees that the leadership should have a 
proactive goal. ADAPT is a good example of 
such proactive goal. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
35. ADAPT focuses on "humanity support" 
which is part of affordable healthcare. S5 
admires ADAPT because that organization is 
working so hard for its tangible goal.  
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really admire them working so hard working 
for that one goal. That’s wonderful./ 36. Even 
when they achieve it, they're going to have a 
lot of work to do to enforce that goal. I think 
having that one goal is important./ 37. You ask 
about other principles. More recently I adopted 
the principle of non-violence. I have become 
more serious about it.  It is very difficult 
because non-violence goes beyond using guns. 
Obviously we don’t use guns. It also goes into 
your behaviors and the way you communicate. 
A non-violent means communication is very 
difficult./ 38. I have always had a problem with 
(inaudible) in that they use some very violent 
communication techniques like shouting down 
speakers, chanting so that someone didn’t have 
a chance to talk. Those are techniques that 
were used in the Civil Rights Movement. That 
is legitimate in certain context./ 39. I was at 
meetings where they didn’t want people to 
have the podium (inaudible) by chanting and 
shouting so we couldn’t be heard. That’s 
violent. I’m trying to be more careful now./ 40. 
I still lose my temper. I get very, very angry 
about things because it is so frustrating now. 
We’re living in times that are right (inaudible) 
fascism. We’re seeing factious things happen 
especially here in [a state]. It’s terribly 
frightening./ 41. We’re living in times when 
(inaudible) to the 1930’s with the rise of the 
Nazism. It’s very, very similar./ 42. For me, 
being a progressive democrat, and valuing 
things like prestige and equal opportunity and 
civil rights, the majority of the population of  
[a state] is dedicated to eradicating those things 
that I hold dear. How am I not supposed to get 
angry? What am I supposed to do when they’re 
angering me? And to not have violent 
communication is my most difficult struggle 
right now./ 43. Especially when I am doing 
work around health care reform; I have a goal 
there and I have to keep telling our 
organization, “Let’s go out and just try to 
preserve Medicaid,” we’re pushing for national 
health insurance for everybody. There’s not 
going to be a part-time system where some 

 
36. Even when the goal is achieved, work to 
enforce the goal is also important. Having one 
goal is important. 
37. A non-violent communication is difficult 
but important to S5. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
38. S5 used to shout down speakers and 
chanting, which she calls "violent 
communication techniques." 
 
 
 
39. S5 encountered some people chanting and 
shouting at meetings.  
 
 
40. S5 loses her temper and gets angry. 
 
 
 
 
 
41. Some activities, which are happening in her 
state, frightened S5 and reminded her of 1930's 
Nazism.  
42. S5 is a progressive democrat and values 
equal opportunity and civil rights. However, 
S5 feels that many of the people in her state 
appear to want to  destroy these opportunity 
and rights, which make S5 angry.  
 
 
 
43. Currently, S5 is pushing for national health 
insurance for everyone as her goal. S5 observes 
that prejudice against people with disabilities 
come out during this debate and that fact 
makes her angry. However, she tries to 
maintain a non-violent communication 
approach, which is challenging for her.  
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people get 2nd or 3rd degree health care, but we 
all get the same health care. National health 
insurance is our goal. We get so much bias, so 
much prejudice and reaction to what we’re 
trying to do, and it’s based on lies, it’s based 
on misinformation, and frankly it’s based on 
racism too. A lot of prejudice against people 
with disabilities comes out and it just makes 
me so angry. So I am trying to maintain a non-
violent communication approach and it is so 
hard for me. I try to keep the principles of non-
violence./  
 
Does non-violence mean not aggressive?  
 
S5: 44. Not necessarily. You can be 
aggressive. You have to draw the line at when 
you disrupt the rights and equality of other 
people. My life should not—how do I say 
this—honoring my rights should not make me 
dishonor your rights. If I—by pushing for my 
rights, I’m advocating your rights then I’ve 
committed an act of violence. So when I’m 
shouting you down so you can’t talk, I 
committed act of violence because you have 
the right to talk just like I have the right to 
talk./ 45. If I truly believe in free speech, then 
you have just as much of a right to talk than I 
do. As much as I disagree with you and as 
much as I think what you believe is based on 
lies, you still have a right to talk.  
 
So it’s a balance act of honoring people’s 
rights.  
 
S5: Right. I can be aggressive. I can be—
aggressive is a forceful advancing of your 
rights. I can be forceful. It’s like two bulls in a 
ring and they lock their horns. You 
understand? 
 
Yes.  
 
S5: Both of them are being aggressive and 
they’re not really getting anywhere if they’ve 
got their horns locked. A more possessive 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
44. It is important for S5 to honor her rights 
and other people's rights. She draws the line 
between disrupting the rights and quality of life 
of other people.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
45. S5 believes that people should have a right 
to talk despite disagreement. She can be 
aggressive and forceful to advance her right 
and those of others.  
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approach is convincing, to convince somebody. 
You really don’t get there with aggression you 
get there by convincing. I like to think they get 
there by logic but in this day and age people 
are not convinced by logic. Some people are. 
People who were raised to think logically can 
be convinced by logic but 60% of the 
population in [a state] was not. Those are the 
ones that elected (inaudible). They don’t know 
the first thing about logic or else they wouldn’t 
have elected him. The man is evil. Anybody 
who elects somebody who’s evil is not basing 
their vote on logic; they’re basing it on 
something else./ 46. I put it as fear. Now when 
you’ve got somebody who’s acting on fear, 
then you have to use a different approach 
entirely. Just an example, we had a little girl 
visiting our house yesterday—you heard my 
dog in the background and she has a very, very 
loud bark and she is harmless—this little girl 
was so afraid of my dog and I tried to reason 
with her. I tried to tell her that she has a very 
loud bark but she is a sweet dog and come and 
pet her, she won’t hurt you. That little girl 
would have nothing to do with my dog. Just 
the presence of my dog terrified her. Logic is 
not how you approach somebody at that level 
of terror. That’s the state of Texas and the 
United States right now; people are reacting to 
everything on the basis of fear. So we can’t use 
logic. Somehow we have a new dimension but 
we have counter it with productive emotions, 
not emotions based on fear and tribalism./ 47. 
Justin used to talk a lot about tribalism and 
barbarism. He used to call our society 
“technology and power barbarism.” I’m afraid 
that’s what we got. The internet is such a 
valuable tool for social networking and 
communication but the barbarians are using it 
too. They’re empowering the fear-based 
campaign. I’m afraid that too many of us who 
don’t respond to fear campaign are just sitting 
back and letting them have free reign. People 
who were not raised to think rationally are 
falling victim into that. And then they elect 
(inaudible) into political power and that is 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
46. S5 observes that people are acting out of 
fear regarding the national healthcare insurance 
for everyone. As an example she recently met a 
girl who was afraid of S5's sweet-tempered dog 
just because the dog has a loud bark. She feels 
that Texas, where she lives, and the United 
States in general are acting on the basis of fear.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
47. S5 is afraid that too many of us, who don't 
respond to a fear campaign, just don't do 
anything. She believes that is seriously 
dangerous.   
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seriously dangerous. So, you’re asking about 
principle anyhow./  
 
Yes.  
 
S5: 48. My other principle is, in addition to 
being non-violent, it was (inaudible). Let me 
think about this. This is good, I should write 
this. My other principle would be to use 
positive productive emotions to convince 
people to join our campaign./ 49. I got a lot of 
different campaigns that I work on but the 
principles are all the same. I've got the 
campaign of Advance Women with 
Disabilities, I’ve got the campaign to work 
toward national health insurance and I’ve got 
the campaign to prove research on health for 
women with disabilities and the whole 
disability rights thing. But it is all the same 
strategy. Somehow we have to get people to 
join us using productive, positive emotions./  
 
Your principles have been implemented in 
various areas. Those principles have been 
influenced by your mentor, Justin Dart. Am 
I on the right track? 
 
S5: Yes. I’ve had other mentors as well.  
 
Who are those people?  
 
S5: 50. My academic advisor at the 
[university] was very influential. And he was 
just the opposite of Justin Dart.  
 
In what way? 
 
S5: He was very academic, soft spoken, mild 
mannered. (laughing) He tolerated me.  
 
You saw the opposite side from Dustin Dart.  
 
S5: Opposite, absolutely. The opposite. He was 
so encouraging of me. He really helped me 
along with my career. My career has been as a 
researcher./ 51. Justin helped me as an 

 
 
 
 
 
48. It is a principle for S5 to use positive 
productive emotions to convince people to 
reach her goal.  
 
 
49. S5 conducted many different campaigns. 
However, she always uses positive, productive 
emotions as an effective method to further her 
campaigns.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
50. S5's academic advisor at the university was 
very influential in her development. She recalls 
that his temperament was the opposite of Justin 
Darts. His approach as an advisor was to 
encouraging and helped her research career. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
51. While S5 learned from Justin Dart to be an 
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advocate. My academic advisor’s name is [a 
person] at [an university] in [a city]. He opened 
doors in academia for me. He helped me get 
established in organizations. He encouraged 
me to travel. He gave me my first break when I 
had to present at an academic conference. He 
taught me some skills to do good competent 
research. He taught me how to ask the right 
questions. How to approach research when you 
don’t even know what the question is what you 
should be asking. That is more valuable than 
anything./ 52. The biggest pitfall I see. It burns 
me up when I have to review articles where the 
researcher is asking a question that is 
irrelevant. If they’re irrelevant therefore they're 
finding is irrelevant and therefore what they’ve 
done is a waste of tax payer dollar and a waste 
of my time because they never took the time to 
ask the right question./ 53. When I work with 
doctoral students and when I teach, I focus so 
heavily on that. If you don’t know what the 
question is then ask people in your population 
that you're studying. Ask them, listen to them. 
That’s what you're doing right now and that’s 
why I am a strong advocate of quality 
research./ 54. That’s how we got started in our 
women’s research. We started with interviews. 
We didn’t know what to ask. Nobody had 
every studying this before. No one ever knew 
science. All that was out there was anecdotal, 
hearsay, that was it. But we got together—well 
we didn’t get together, we individually went to 
31 different women and we just listened. Issues 
arose that we never anticipated. From that, we 
based almost 20 years of research./  
 
It sounds to me that you had a great 
example from an advocacy point from 
Justin Dart but you also had a wonderful 
mentor and a good model from an academic 
side. 
 
S5: Yes.  
 
I would say that you are very lucky.  
 

advocate, she learned from her advisor to be 
successful in academia. He opened doors in 
academia for S5, helped her get established in 
organizations. This advisor also taught her to 
present at an academic conference and to 
conduct good competent research, and to ask 
the right questions. 
 
 
 
 
52. S5 gets frustrated at research that asks 
irrelevant questions. She thinks that such 
research is a waste of tax payer dollars and a 
waste of her time because the researcher did 
not take the time to ask the right question.  
 
 
53. S5 values asking questions and listening to 
people when the researcher does not know 
what to ask. She claims she is a strong 
advocate of quality research.  
 
 
 
54. S5 started women's research by conducting 
interviews. She went to 31 different women 
and just listened to what they had to say. Then 
issues arose that S5 never anticipated.  
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S5: I am. I can’t tell you how lucky I am.  
 
You took opportunities and then learned 
from those opportunities. You are 
practicing what you learned from those 
mentors.  
 
S5: Yeah.  
 
That’s wonderful.  
 
S5: 55. The one area that I don’t have a good 
mentor and I wished I did and that’s someone 
in the women’s movement. I just picked it up 
here and there but I don’t have a good mentor. 
I can’t say when I have a question I go to this 
person because I don’t have that person./  
 
Is it because of the lack of female leaders? 
Why would that be? 
 
S5: 56. I came into it very late. I was so 
obsessed with disability rights, I never was 
aware of my women’s rights. I learned about 
that. I was well into my 40’s. That’s pretty late 
to be coming into your womanhood. I’m not 
talking about sex. Sex was there but who am I 
as a woman beyond my sexual being./ 57. Who 
am I as a woman and what does it mean to be a 
woman and the powers that come with 
womanhood? Why is a woman different than a 
man? How is a woman different from a man? 
How is a woman made different to respond to 
stimuli different than a man? I never 
understood that and I have only learned that 
from work./ 58. There’s been no groups. The 
women’s rights—women’s movement has not 
been open to me./ /It’s not their fault 
necessarily. I know other women who have 
intimately—who live on the west coast or east 
coast. Here, in the central part of the country, 
it’s not been an opportunity that’s been open to 
me./ 59. Disability Rights was totally male 
dominated; there were no—there were 
definitely women leaders but they weren’t 
talking about feminism. They were always 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
55. S5 feels that she does not have a good 
mentor in the women's movement. She would 
ask other for suggestions but does not have a 
specific individual to ask for guidance. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
56. S5 was "so obsessed" with disability rights 
and learned about her women's rights in her 
40's. She believes that it was late for her to 
come into her womanhood.  
 
 
57. By learning about the womanhood, S5 
questions, such as "who am I as a woman, why 
is a woman different than a man, how is the 
woman different to respond to stimuli different 
than a man."  
 
 
 
58. S5 feels that the women's rights or 
women's movement was not open to her. 
Although she know other women who have 
been involved in the women's movement, she 
feels that she did not have an opportunity to get 
involved in the central part of the country 
where she lives.  
59. S5 saw that disability rights issues were 
heavily male dominated. There were women 
leaders in the disability rights; however, these 
women focused on disability, not women or 
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talking about disability rights. (Inaudible) 
make sense. We were always disabled first./ 
60. We could name all the heavy-hitter women 
like [a person]and [a person] and [a person] 
and all these really heavy women disability 
rights movement and they will probably 
feminist in their own right but what have they 
done to advance women in the movement? 
Nothing. For me, that’s another source of 
anger./  
 
I see.  
 
S5: 61. By working (inaudible) I have come 
together with a lot of very powerful women 
and every time we hold an event, every time 
we do anything (inaudible) result of our 
research, we get a huge positive response from 
women. I’m just not as successful in 
organizing that. This is sort of my work that 
can be done./  
 
Thank you for sharing your experience with 
me. To me it’s fascinating. I also feel like I 
learned how you shaped up your leadership 
from your experience and philosophy.  
 
S5: Sure. It’s my pleasure.  You didn’t ask me 
about my failings as a leader.  
 
No, I did not.  
 
S5: You didn’t think I would want to go into.  
 
No. I don’t want to take up your time. If not, 
please tell me some failing stories.  It is 
helpful to know your successful and 
unsuccessful stories.  
 
S5: You learn as much from that (failure), 
right? 
 
That’s true. 
 
S5: Yeah. I have two short ones. 62. One is I 
went on a luncheon tour of Japan, actually I did 

feminism.  
 
60. S5 thinks of several women who have been 
very active in disability rights.  However, she 
thinks that these women did not advance 
women in the disability rights movement. This 
makes her angry. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
61. S5 met with many powerful women 
through her work and received a large amount 
of positive response from women. However, 
she feels that she is not as successful as she 
wanted to be and there is room for 
improvement.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
62. S5 has two incidents that she considers 
failures from which she learned lessons. One 
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it twice. It was a two month-long luncheon 
tours of Japan that Justin helped me set up. 
This is after I moved to [a city] I was working 
here at [an institution] but I still had very 
strong ties to Justin and Yoshiko and to Rehab 
International so it started with their conference. 
I went to that in Japan in 1989 or something. I 
tagged onto that a tour. So I went around to 
different cities in Japan. I went to [a city]./ 63. 
I talked to different groups of people with 
disabilities and also to some of the groups and 
rehabilitation professionals. I was doing it in 
Japanese because I was studying Japanese at 
that time as well. They were so impressed 
having an American speaking Japanese. It was 
really fun./ 64. That’s when (inaudible) 
independence. Not one of them said to me 
independence. I saw that in the 1980’s, in 
Japan, that was really at the beginning of the 
Japanese independent living movement. I 
realized there that many of the people who 
were listening to me were either writing me off 
as somebody who didn’t what she was talking 
about or actually got angry with me about not 
understanding their situation. That was the first 
time I got an awareness of what works for me 
and what works here in the United States isn’t 
necessarily going to work in another culture. 
That was an awakening for me at that cultural 
relevance./ 65. One of the times I went I was 
doing a fellowship and I was studying about 
attendant care. I was trying to figure out how 
do people in Japan with physical disabilities 
get their attendant needs met. I was discussing 
that a lot of them had friends helping them. 
They didn’t teach them anything; they just had 
friends helping them. They came up with this 
notion that helping is a natural extension of 
friendship. That just shook me to my core. I 
never could understand that. That is such a 
cultural thing. It wouldn’t work, ever, in my 
cultural circle here in the United States. So I 
think that cultural awakening is a real 
important part of the development of a good 
leader. I think I’m a little better but I still have 
a really long way to go in (inaudible) in 

was her visit to Japan for a two month-long 
luncheon tour in late 1980's.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
63. S5 talked to different group of people with 
disabilities and rehabilitation professionals.  
 
 
 
 
 
64. While she was traveling in Japan, no one 
mentioned independence to her even though it 
was at the beginning of the Japanese 
Independent Living movement. Some of these 
individuals did not want to listen to her and 
became angry with her because they thought 
she did not understand their situation. From 
this experience, she learned that things that 
work in the United States are not necessarily 
relevant to another culture. This experience 
was "an awakening" for her about cultural 
relevance.   
 
 
65. When S5 was studying about personal care 
attendance for Japanese people with physical 
disabilities, she learned that their friends 
helped them and that helping is a natural 
extension of friendship in Japan. She thinks 
that cultural awareness is an important part of 
the development of a good leader. She believes 
that she needs to improve in this area.   
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everything I do./ 66. The other one I just want 
to go back briefly about sustainability. I’m at a 
crisis point right now in my research and in my 
work because my work with Women with 
Disabilities because the money is not there. My 
office at [an institution] is without money 
starting January of next year./ 67. I’m either 
going to have to pursue what I want to do 
without money and thankfully, with Justin, I 
learned some good things for doing that so I’m 
going to be implementing some of those ideas. 
Money (inaudible) is always relatively easy. I 
ran (inaudible) anywhere from $750,000 a year 
to $1 million a year to fund my research in the 
center we’ve been running. Now I’m down to 
zero./  
 
Wow! 
 
S5: 68. Yes, yes. Because it’s just me and 
physically I’m not able to do the traveling 
needed to make those connections. I don’t have 
the stamina to stay up all night and write grant 
proposals when the deadlines are very tight. I 
just can’t do that anymore. I’m having to really 
change my strategy. I’m having another chance 
now to implement this revolution. I need this to 
look for a different way to reach the same 
goals but trying to do it in a much, much, much 
less money./ 69. So to reconceive this notion of 
sustainability. Justin always used a frightening 
example of (inaudible) who had his revelation 
start in a cave with one mimeograph machine 
and that’s how the Chinese Revolution started. 
It had nothing to do with what he was printing; 
it’s got all to do with his strategy. He did it 
with no budget. If he can do it I can do it./ 
 
I see, you have been empowered.  
 
S5: Yeah, I’ve been empowered. I’m creative 
now. Thank you. Good luck with your 
dissertation.  
 
Thank you so much. I appreciate your time.  
 

66. The other failure experience is related to 
sustainability. Currently, she is at a crisis point 
in her research and work because she has no 
funding starting next year.  
 
 
67. S5 has to decide what to do without money. 
However, she feels thankful that she learned 
ideas of how to deal with crisis in the past from 
her mentor Justin Dart. Thus, she plans to 
implement those ideas.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
68. S5 has come to a conclusion that she needs 
to change her strategy. She sees this difficult 
time as another chance to implement a 
revolution. She feels that she needs this 
opportunity to look for a different way to reach 
the same goals with much less money. 
 
 
 
 
69. S5 believes that she can handle this 
difficult time and make it sustainable because 
her mentor demonstrated an example. He 
started his own revolution with no budget.  
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Level Three (Narrative Based on Emergent Themes) 

 When Emma was a child, her mother was very supportive. Her mother encouraged her to 
be active in many different groups and she joined 4-H when she was nine years old. At her first 
meeting, she was elected as president of an inner-city 4-H group for girls. That meeting was the 
first meeting she ever went in her life.  
 Emma was the only child with a disability in this 4-H group. She did not know anything 
about 4-H and felt like she was just pushed onto the leadership platform. Her mother encouraged 
her to accept the president position for the 4-H group. She quickly learned how to conduct a 
meeting from the leader in the club. Since this experience, she became a leader for every group 
she belonged to.  
 Even though Emma had many experiences as a leader, she feels that it took a long time to 
learn what leadership really means. For her one critical element of leadership is sustainability. 
She learned how to organize all kinds of different venues and gained fantastic techniques.  
 Emma worked with Justin Dart Jr. For her Dart is one of the most meaningful leaders that 
she studied under. She believes that he was one of the most critical and most impactful leaders 
that she ever worked. 
 She recalls that Dart was a good man and mobilized women. He was also a trouble maker 
for his family who was conservative republican. His father gave Dart a difficult task which was 
to establish Tupperware in Japan. Dart moved to Japan. He discovered that many Japanese 
women were staying at home waiting for their husbands come home. He saw these women as the 
great source of wealth that Japan had not have discovered. Dart taught those women how to sell 
things, how to organize, and how to get into support groups. He started with small groups of 
women, showed them how to do things by themselves and how to succeed in their own capacity.  
 Emma recalls that Dart always stressed what individuals wanted to do with their lives and 
where they wanted to go in their lives. He built Tupperware in Japan as a six-million-dollar 
industry in two years. She admires that Dart practiced the concept of the revolutionary industrial 
union (RIU) and changed his own way and then changed the world. She remembers that Dart 
drastically changed himself during those ten years when he and his wife lived in a remote 
mountain village in Japan. She recalls that he changed his own behavior and lost about 200 
pounds of his weights. She believes that his practice empowered him to move the Disability 
rights movement forward and to help pass the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990. 
 Emma feels blessed that she had worked for Dart at the critical moment in the United 
States' history. She started working for him in 1980 when he and his wife Yoshiko moved to 
Texas after they returned to the United States from Japan. Dart invited her to live with him, his 
family, and some women who were helping him. She observed Dart helping others, who were in 
difficulty, by finding their own power and finding their own way be successful in their lives. 
These individuals also helped her as her attendant, and she helped Dart with organizing his 
meetings and writing. She also remembers that she helped Yoshiko with organizing their 
household. Living with Dart and Yoshiko in four and a half years became the turning point for 
Emma's life.  
 She learned from Dart: how to get a board to agree with something she wants to do, how 
to strategize, how to decide what kind of activity/strategy would be right for the goad, how to 
organize people, how to stage events, how to capitalize on the strengths of people that you are 
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working with. She believes that these important fundamental leadership skills could be learned 
by watching a master. Dart was a master of these skills.  
 She recalls Dart made everyone feel valued. She believes making people feel valued is an 
invaluable skill as a leader. She remembers that when he asked people to do outrageous things, 
people were so happy to do his request. She recalls that he used to say, "That's because they love 
me so much because I make them feel valued" and "they're doing it for themselves."  
 Emma recalls that Dart always pointed out to others what and how they would benefit 
from doing things that he asked. She stayed up until 4 in the morning to get ready for the meeting 
that Dart was calling for. She acknowledged that she worked so hard for him but it was 
rewarding. 
 She started her doctoral study while she was working for Dart. She remembers how 
difficult it was to go to grocery shopping with a wheelchair. However, such small thing became a 
good memory for her because it was rewarding. She worked with Dart until 1984.  
 Emma believes that a good leader knows setting a tangible, achievable goal is critical. 
Dart had a specific goal: passing the Americans with Disabilities Act. He also taught her the 
importance of keeping the momentum going by finding another goal after the goal is achieved.  
 She perceives the current disability movement as defending and aggressive rather than 
proactive.  
 She believes that leaders should focus on one proactive goal. It is critical for her to 
continue the work to enforce the goal after the goal is achieved. For example, ADAPT, a 
grassroots disability rights organization, is currently focusing on "humanity support" which is a 
part of the affordable healthcare in the United States. She admires ADAPT's significant effort to 
achieve its tangible proactive goal.  
 She perceives her as a progressive democrat. She values equal opportunity and civil 
rights. Some activities that are occurring in Texas, where she resides, have frightened her and 
have remind her of the 1930's Nazism. She feels that some people in Texas appeared to destroy 
the equal opportunity and civil rights. Those behaviors make her angry.  
 Currently, Emma is pushing for national health insurance for everyone as her goal. She 
and her team receive bias, prejudice, and strong reaction from others to what they are trying to 
do. She observes that prejudice against people with disabilities have come out and has made her 
angry. However, she tries to maintain a non-violent communication approach, which means she 
tries not to shut down speakers or not to interrupt them by chanting. This approach is challenging 
for her to practice. However, this communication style is important to her as a leader.  
 It is important for her to honor her rights and other people's rights. She can be aggressive 
and forceful to advance her right and others. She draws the line between disrupting the rights and 
quality of other people. She believes that people should have a right to talk despite disagreement.  
 Emma observes that many people are acting on fear regarding the national healthcare 
insurance coverage for all US residents. As an example on people's acting on fear, she recently 
had a girl who was afraid of Emma's sweet-tempered dog just because the dog had a loud bark. 
She feels that her state and the United States overall are currently acting on the basis of fear 
regarding the national healthcare topic. She is afraid that too many of people don't respond to 
fear campaign. She believes that is seriously dangerous that many just do not do anything about 
it.  
 It is a principle for her to use positive productive emotions to convince people to reach 
her goal. She conducted many different campaigns. She always uses positive, productive 
emotions as an effective method to encourage others to join her campaigns.  
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 Addition to Justin Dart Jr., her academic advisor at her university was very influential to 
her. She recalls that his demeanor was opposite from Dart and he was encouraging and helped 
her research career. 
 While Emma learned from Dart to be an advocate, she learned from her advisor to be 
successful in the academic field. This advisor opened doors in academia for her, helped her get 
established in organizations. This advisor also taught her to present at academic conferences, to 
conduct good competent research, to ask the right questions. 
 She becomes frustrated at research that is asking irrelevant questions. She thinks that 
such research is a waste of tax payers' dollar and a waste of her time to review it because the 
researcher did not take the time to ask the right question. She values asking questions and 
listening to people when the researcher does not know what to ask. She claims her as a strong 
advocate of quality research.  
 In the past, she conducted her research on women by interviewing thirty one women. She 
visited those women and just listened to what they had to say. As a result, her research brought 
up interesting issues that she never anticipated.  
 She feels that she does not have a good mentor in the women's movement. She would ask 
other for suggestions but does not have a specific individual to ask for guidance. She was "so 
obsessed" with disability rights and learned about her women's rights in her 40's. She believes 
that it was late for her to come into her womanhood. By learning about the womanhood, she 
questions, such as "who am I as a woman, why is a woman different than a man, how is the 
woman different to respond to stimuli different than a man."  
 She feels that the women's rights or the women's movement was not open to her. 
Although she knows other women who have been involved in the women's movement, she feels 
that she did not have an opportunity to get involved due to where she lives. She also believe that 
disability rights issues were heavily male dominated. There were women leaders in the disability 
rights; however, these women focused on disability, not women or feminism.  
She thinks of several women who have been very active in disability rights. However, she thinks 
that these women did not fully advance women in the disability rights movement. She met with 
many powerful women through her work and received positive responses from women. However, 
she feels that she is not as successful as she wanted to be. Advancing women is an area of 
improvement for her.  
 Emma has learned a lesson from two incidents. One was her visit to Japan in last 1980's 
while she was engaging in luncheon tours for two months. She talked to different group of 
people with disabilities and rehabilitation professionals in Japan. During her visit no one 
mentioned independence to her even though it was at the beginning of the Japanese Independent 
Living movement. Some of them did not want to listen to her and became angry at her because 
they thought she did not understand their situations in Japan. From this experience, she learned 
that things that work in the United States are not necessarily relevant to another culture. This 
experience was "an awakening" for her to recognize the cultural relevance.  
 By interacting with people with disabilities in Japan, she also learned friends of people 
with physical disabilities helped them as their personal care attendants. She learned that helping 
is a natural extension of friendship in Japan. She believes that cultural awareness is an important 
part of the development as a good leader. Increasing cultural awareness is another area of 
improvement for her.  
 She has learned a lesson from her experience that is related to sustainability. Currently, 
she is at a crisis point in her research and her work because there will be no funding next year.  
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She has to decide what to do without funding. However, she has some ideas to handle this crisis 
and plans to implement them. She is thankful to her mentor Justin Dart Jr. because he taught her 
to deal with crisis. He showed her a good example of his revolution with no budget.  
 By encountering the current crisis, Emma has concluded that she needs to change her 
strategies. She perceives this difficult time as an opportunity to implement a revolution. She feels 
that this crisis will give her an opportunity to look for a different way to reach the same goal with 
much less money. She also believes that she can handle this difficult time and can make it 
sustainable.  
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Frank (S6), Level One and Two (Spontaneous Meaning Units) 

I am interested in learning your important 
experiences or relationships in your life that 
led you to become a leader. Would you tell 
me the title of the leadership position or 
positions that you have or had? 
 
S6: 1. You know, I feel like I have been around 
for so long. I have been involved in a lot of 
groups and at one time or another seem to 
gravitate to the top. Usually because or often 
times because nobody else will. I have been on 
several Boards and been the President of the 
Boards. [An organization] actually back before 
it was [an organization], I was the President of 
their Board. I was on the State Independent 
Living Council in a leadership capacity there. I 
am currently the President of the Board for [an 
organization]. I think more importantly than 
that are my less formal, at least as far as titles 
go, forms of leadership./ 2. I am part of an 
organization called ADAPT that is a National 
organization fighting for disability rights and 
primarily right now fighting with Congress to 
end the institutional bias in long-term care. I 
have been involved with ADAPT since 1993 
and have gotten over the years to a position 
where I am probably one of 10-12 folks that 
are considered kind of the core-leadership 
group for the nation. We kind of set the agenda 
for meetings—it’s kind of hard to explain, but 
we kind of lay out the outline for strategic 
meetings that ADAPT will come to and then a 
larger group of folks will then decide what we 
are going to do./ 3. I am part of that leadership 
and often times when we do, at least twice a 
year, we have National actions or we will go to 
Washington D.C. or somewhere else and have 
protests and engage in civil disobedience./ 4. 
Often times I will be one of the leadership that 
are directing people, contacting the police, 
contacting the press, and being in that sort of 
situation. The leadership part, a lot of that 

 
 
 
 
 
 
1. S6 has been involved in a lot of groups and 
has gravitated to the top. He has been on 
several boards and President of the boards 
because often times nobody else would take on 
such leadership roles. He has served leadership 
roles for three state organizations. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2. S6 has been involved in ADAPT, a national 
organization that fights for disability rights and 
for ending the institutional bias in long-term 
care for people with disabilities. He is one of 
10-12 individuals in the core-leadership group. 
This group lays out the strategic outline for 
ADAPT.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3. S6 is part of the leadership and is involved 
in national actions in Washington DC and 
elsewhere conducting protest and engaging in 
civil disobedience. 
4. S6 takes a leadership role by directing 
people, and contacting the police and the press. 
He holds this leadership role since he became 
involved in ADAPT. S6 observes that 
participants in ADAPT come and go. He has 
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really came from just being involved for as 
long as I have. People come and go so you 
kind of rise to the top and also having the 
passion./ 5. I have been in human services for 
most of my adult life and have worked with 
folks with really significant disabilities. A lot 
of folks who have been in institutions, nursing 
homes, group homes and then moved on to 
their communities./ 6. I am very concerned 
about the policies that we have that keep 
people with disabilities down, particularly 
people with cognitive disabilities or 
communication disabilities that keep them 
down and keep them incarcerated for nothing 
other than the crime of having a disability. So 
it really is a passion for me and I think that is 
what has kind of led me to the top as well as 
being somewhat of a policy wonk. I like to get 
in there and understand what the policies are: 
federal, state, and local and how we can change 
them and make them better./ 7. Then having 
quite a bit of experience in being involved in 
developing policies and changing policies in 
one way or another related to folks with 
disabilities. Did that make sense? I start to 
ramble sometimes.  
 
Where did this passion come from? 
 
S6: 8. Well, I was injured when I was 16 in a 
car accident. It was the end of my junior year 
in high school. For probably about 8 years, 
maybe 10 years, I think I was going through 
the world sort of aimlessly. Didn’t really know 
what I wanted to do./ 9. A year post-injury I 
was over here going to college and everybody 
else was directing my life, “You know, this is 
what you should take. You’re in a wheelchair 
now you have to find a desk job.” Being told 
by Deans that I can’t do that because nobody 
would hire me./ 10. So it was very frustrating 
and I remember multiple times, but once over 
here or actually several times over here, in my 
enjoyment going out and enjoying the 
community and going to local taverns and 
often times being carried into a place because it 

risen to the top and maintaining his passion.  
 
 
5. S6 has been in human services for most of 
his adult life and has worked with individuals 
with significant disabilities, who have been in 
institutions, nursing homes, group homes, and 
eventually moved to their communities.  
6. S6 is very concerned about the policies that 
affect people with cognitive disabilities and 
communication disabilities. These policies 
keep those individuals down and incarcerated 
them just because they have a disability. 
Changing such the policies is his passion and 
led him to be a leader. He likes to understand 
the federal, state, and local policies and to 
make them better.    
 
 
 
7. As a result, S6 has many experiences in 
developing and changing policies that are 
related to people with disabilities.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
8. S6 was injured by a car accident when he 
was 16 years old during his junior year in high 
school. He went through "the world of aimless" 
about 8 to 10 years after this accident. He did 
not know what he wanted to do in his life.  
9. S6 went to college one year after the car 
accident and felt that everyone else was 
directing his life. He uses a wheelchair and was 
told by Deans at the college that nobody would 
hire him.  
 
10. S6 enjoyed going out to the community and 
going to local taverns. However, these 
locations were not accessible, and he was often 
carried down the steps to get to these places. 
He got to the point that he thought that those 
places should be accessible if they wanted 
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wasn’t accessible. Actually, I was going to 
school before they had the lift into [a college 
cafeteria] so I had to be carried down the steps 
to get in and eat. 
 
Because there was no lift to get to the college 
cafeteria? 
 
S6: At that point there wasn’t. Often times you 
would come in from the back and in the winter 
it was icy. The friends who were carrying me 
down would slip. I would crash and freak 
everybody out inside. We thought it was funny, 
but there were enough of those instances that I 
got to the point that I thought, “If somebody 
wants my business, they will make their place 
accessible.”/ 11. It was sort of my own protest 
that I was no longer going to go into businesses 
that weren’t accessible. 12. The only sort of 
deviation that I would make from that is if it 
was somebody’s home. We are still a long way 
away from accessibility in single-family 
houses, but I don’t visit a lot of my friends 
because they aren’t accessible./ 13. That was 
kind of the beginning of it and I think the 
passion not only came from my protest, but the 
more that I got jobs in Disability Services./ 14. 
I worked for a Center for Independent Living 
back in [a city] area and worked with a lot of 
folks who, again, had significant disabilities 
and didn’t have the services that they needed./ 
15. Then I moved on and worked for an 
Association for Retarded Citizens, ARC, in [a 
city] and there I was working with folks who 
couldn’t speak, who had been in institutions, 
had been abused, had been in nursing homes. I 
got to realize that folks were much more 
intelligent than anyone gave them credit for./ 
16. I had the privilege of working with 
someone I considered to be one of my major 
mentors other than my wife, he was my boss at 
the time, he was always asking the question, 
“Why do we have to go to better before we get 
to best?”/ 17. There is no reason why 
somebody has to go from an institution to a 
nursing home to a group home to their own 

business and him as a customer.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
11. As his own protest, S6 stopped going to or 
using businesses that were not accessible to 
him.  
12. S6 accepts the fact that many single-family 
houses are still not accessible. However, he 
does not visit a lot of his friends because their 
houses are inaccessible. 
13. S6 believes that his passion came from his 
personal protesting experience and his 
employment in disability services.  
14. S6 worked for a Center for Independent 
Living in Detroit and worked with people with 
significant disabilities who did not have the 
services that they needed.  
 
15. Then, S6 started working for an 
Association for Retarded Citizens (ARC) and 
worked with people who could not speak, have 
been in institutions, have been abused, and had 
been in nursing homes.  
 
 
16. S6 considers his wife and his boss at the 
time as his major mentors. This boss always 
asked the question, "Why do we have to go to 
better before we get to best?" 
 
17. S6 believes that somebody can go from an 
institution to his or her own home, instead of 
first going to an institution, nursing home or 
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home. They can go from an institution to their 
own home./ 18. Then in school, there is 
never—people with disabilities always have to 
prove that they are worthy of something better. 
Where the general population, you have to start 
out with the assumption that you are good, then 
you get pushed back if you are not. So it just 
didn’t seem right./ 19. Again, I was with [a 
name], my boss, I was able to get connected 
with a lot of people at the state and national 
level in [a state] across the country that held 
those same beliefs and, again it’s like when 
you’re working with and becoming friends 
with the most significant disabilities then it’s 
like if we can do it for them, someone who has 
a spinal cord injury, it’s no big deal./ 20. Or 
someone who has a single digit IQ, get them to 
be able to live in their own home and have 
their own job, then there should be no problem 
with getting someone who uses a wheelchair 
and is a paraplegic or quadriplegic. I think 
that’s where really the passion came from. I’ve 
always been just “civil rights” minded./ 21. I 
remember having—I have a bunch of relatives 
that live in [a city]. I remember being a young 
teenage and they would come up and visit and 
I would get into discussions/arguments about 
segregation./ 22. It didn’t make sense to me 
why black kids had to go to one school and 
their kids had to go another and I would say, 
“Well, why can’t the black kids go to the 
school that you’re kids go to?” “Oh their 
schools are fine.” And I would say, “Why 
don’t your kids go there?” “Well, we don’t 
want to do that.” So I have always been going 
against most of my families’ policies and what 
they would consider the black-sheep of the 
family./ 
 
In a good way. 
 
S6: I think so, but—and I think they probably 
do, for the most part now looking back.  
 
Did somebody influence you, in a good way, 
to be a black sheep?  

group home.  
18. At school, S6 believes that people with 
disabilities always have to prove that they are 
worthy of something better. He believes that it 
seems to be wrong that people with disabilities 
are assumed that they are not good.  
 
19. Through S6's boss, he was able to get 
connected with many people at the state and 
national level. He got connected with those 
who held the same beliefs and became good 
friends with those who have significant 
disabilities.  
 
 
20. S6 has been "civil rights" minded because 
he wanted to improve quality of life for 
someone who is paraplegic or quadriplegic, 
who has a single digit IQ or who uses a 
wheelchair.  
 
 
21. S6 recalls that as a young teenager he used 
to get into discussions or arguments with his 
relatives about segregation.  
 
 
22. S6 did not understand why black children 
had to go to a different school. He has always 
been going against most of his families' 
policies. He has been considered as "the black-
sheep of the family." 
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S6: Not early on, as I said. 23. To a large 
degree, from a Civil Rights perspective, I have 
just always sort of been progressive liberal or 
whatever label you want to put on that./ 24. I 
think professionally, [a person] who was my 
boss at the Association for Community 
Advocacy which was the ARC, was the one 
that really instilled in me that going from 
straight to best. He was the one who really got 
me on that line./ 25. There are a number of 
folks. My wife, [a name]. She has been 
working in disability for probably longer than I 
have, or at least as long and her expertise is 
Social Security. She has been fighting for folks 
that people would say, “No, they don’t deserve 
the Social Security.” Again, she fights and 
ensures that they get all of the rights they are 
entitled to. From an advocate perspective, 
there’s not a stronger advocate. She is kind of 
like a pit-bull, once she gets a hold of your 
arm, she’s not going to let go until you say 
“yes.”/ 26. I think the one other person—there 
really are so many, but I think once, for me and 
I think for a lot of people, once you get to a 
certain point where you are headed in a 
direction that it’s going to end up being a 
leading role or into leadership, then you start to 
surround yourself—and I think that if you are a 
good leader, then you surround yourself with 
other people who are like-minded, but also that 
ask questions about what you are doing that 
also make you a better leader. For me, that is 
so true with ADAPT./ 27. The founder of 
ADAPT was a person named Wade Blank who 
was a reverend and he was involved in the 
Civil Rights movement back in the ‘60’s. He 
was at Ken State when the shootings happened 
in the early ‘70’s and sort of wanted to get 
away from all that and move to Colorado and 
started moving people out of nursing homes./ 
28. I got to meet him once before he and one of 
his sons passed away. They were on a vacation 
and the son got caught in a riptide and got 
pulled down. Wade went in to save him and he 
got caught and they both drowned. That was 

 
23. S6 sees himself as progressive liberal from 
a Civil Rights perspective.  
 
24. S6 believes that his boss at the Association 
for Community Advocacy, was influential and 
instilled in him the idea of going straight to 
best.  
 
 
25. S6 also believes that his wife, also 
influenced him. His wife has been working in 
disability and Social Security for longer than 
he has. S6 compares his wife's advocacy style 
with a pit bull - once she gets the person, she 
will not let go until the person says "yes."    
 
 
 
 
 
 
26. S6 got to a certain point where he was 
headed in a direction and started to surround 
himself with like-minded individuals. He 
believes that he surrounds himself with other 
people who are like-minded, asks questions 
about what he is going to make him to be a 
better leader. He experiences this through 
ADAPT.  
 
 
 
27. S6 remembers the Reverend Wade Blank, 
who was involved in the Civil Rights 
movement in the 60's. Blank started moving 
people out of nursing homes in early 70's in 
Colorado.  
 
 
 
28. S6 met Blank once before he and one of his 
sons died from being drowned by trying to 
save his child in a riptide.  His meeting Blank 
occurred 4 months after he became actively 
involved in ADAPT.   
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about 4 months after my first ADAPT action./ 
29. But he was somebody that immediately 
when you saw him there was like love, 
compassion, understanding, he was just one of 
those people that he was a born leader and 
instilled in other the power to be leaders 
themselves./ 30. Starting with him and then 
other folks, there are people in [a state] and 
people in [a state] and people just all over the 
country that I think that we are just all called 
“mentors” to each other and we continue to 
grow as the movement grows and continue to 
try and find new ways to do things. There are a 
whole bunch of people—very few though, [a 
person] and my wife, Wade Blank, but nobody 
really early on. It was pretty well into my 
professional life before./ 31. I guess I always 
felt like I was—I was always asking the 
questions. I don’t know, now that I think about 
it, very unusual and puzzling because I just 
always feel like people, regardless of what 
demographic label you put on them, people 
should be equal and it really irritates me when 
anybody is not treated equal and in particularly 
is abused or beaten or whatever and it’s 
something that I have always, always held deep 
down. Maybe it’s one of the things that come 
from my Catholic education that’s a good 
thing. Most of the things were not so good. The 
scars of getting up early to be an altar boy. 
Again, I ramble.   
 
This is great. I have another question for 
you. Because you have years of experience 
to take leadership roles from various 
organizations, would you share with me the 
challenges or obstacles you have 
encountered as a leader and how you have 
managed those challenges?  
 
S6: 32. Probably the biggest challenge is 
prioritizing from one group to another or one 
task to another. I am not very good at it./ 33. I 
think that’s probably one of my biggest—one 
of the things I need to work on most 
continually is 1) learning how to say, “No” 

 
29. S6 recalls that Blank had love, compassion, 
and understanding, and was a leader, and 
inspired and empowered others to be leaders 
themselves.  
 
30. S6 met many individuals in several states, 
and all over the country. These individuals 
called themselves "mentors" and he and they 
continued to try and find new ways to do 
things. As a summary, his boss, his wife, and 
Wade Blank were influential individuals to his 
professional life.  
 
 
 
31. S6 always feels that people should be equal 
regardless of demographics. He get irritated 
when someone is treated unequally, in 
particularly being abused or beaten. Such 
issues are very troubling to him.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
32. The biggest challenge for S6 is prioritizing 
between one group and another or one task and 
another. He believes that he is not good at it.  
33. S6 believes that he continually needs to 
learn how to say "no" and to be able to follow 
through when he says, "no."   
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which I think I have gotten better at, but when 
I don’t say, “No” it’s being able to follow 
through./ 34. A lot of times I find myself 
agreeing to do something and agreeing to do 
too many things and not having the time or the 
energy./ 35. Particularly as I am getting older 
and having the time or the energy to be able to 
complete what I need to which probably 
doesn’t make me a very good leader. I think 
that’s the biggest thing and it’s one of the 
reasons why I feel so strong about getting more 
young people involved./ 36. As I am getting 
older and seeing a lot of my friends who are 
getting older, we are breaking down and we 
need someone to come in behind us./ 37. One 
of the things that I have been quite involved 
with in the last 10-15 years is developing 
materials that illustrate and document our 
history and the history of the Disability Rights 
Movement and trying to teach other people, 
particularly younger people where I’ve come 
from, where people before me have come from 
and where younger people sort of what they 
have missed and what we have done has helped 
them to get to where they are going./ 38. It’s 
still a constant struggle I think for all 
generations and particularly for people with 
disabilities and any minority, we are certainly 
nowhere near “everybody is equal now and we 
don’t need Civil Rights anymore, we are all 
equal.”/  
 
You are working on documenting the 
history of the Disability Right movement 
and to pass it on to the younger generation. 
It sounds like a big task. 
 
S6: 39. It’s not so much documenting, it’s 
really collecting materials. We have quite a 
library of books, music, poetry, just all kinds of 
posters and things like that. I do quite a bit of 
just training on disability culture and disability 
history. It’s having it and sharing it more than 
documenting it.  
 
It sounds like an information depository or 

 
 
34. S6 finds himself agreeing to do too many 
things and not having the time or the energy to 
complete everything.  
35. As he gets older, S6 strongly feels that it's 
important as a good leader to get more young 
people involved. 
 
 
 
36. S6 is getting older and seeing others getting 
older. He believes that older people need 
someone to come in behind them.  
37. In the last 10 to 15 years, S6 has been 
involved in developing materials that illustrate 
and document the history of the Disability 
Right movement to teach other people, 
particularly younger people. 
 
 
 
 
 
38. For S6 it is a constant struggle that not 
everyone is equal or does not have equal civil 
rights, particularly for minority including 
people with disabilities.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
39. S6's project is collecting and sharing 
materials such as books, music, poetry, posters, 
to teach young people about the disability 
rights movement. He provides training on 
disability culture and disability history.  
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library, so to speak.  
 
S6: People much brighter than me are 
documenting it. I just collect it and share it.  
 
Sharing is important. Here is another 
question for you. Over those years of your 
leadership roles, what is the most experience 
that you are most proud of? 
 
S6: 40. I think that the thing—well I will share 
two and one of them is very general. I think my 
participation with ADAPT and sort of getting 
to a leadership position with ADAPT./ 41. 
Getting to the point where I was willing to get 
arrested engaging in civil disobedience in order 
to bring about or trying to bring about social 
change./ 42. Probably I could pinpoint it down 
to one specific, the first action that I went to in 
San Francisco. We had been then for 3 days 
and I was—when the police come by they give 
you 3 warnings and the third warning is your 
last and you are going to get arrested. I had 
always up to the last day been able to get out of 
the fray and not get arrested./ 43. The third day 
I was sitting there next to what ended up 
becoming a very good friend of mine, [a 
person], who just passed away, but she was an 
author/poet from [a city]. She had a real 
significant disability and I can’t tell you what it 
is but she was on a ventilator and pretty much 
the only thing she could do, I think she could 
move one finger and her eyes. Other than that, 
she could operate her power wheelchair./ 44. 
She was going toe-to-toe with the police who 
were in riot gear on these big motorcycles, they 
had their shotguns at their sides and this was 
San Francisco and they are notorious for not 
being very nice policemen. I was sitting with 
her and when she didn’t move, I didn’t move. 
That sort of—I had a lot of people come up and 
tell me what an inspiration I was when I was 
playing tennis or gotten through with a road 
race or something like that in a wheelchair. She 
was an inspiration./ 45. Anybody can play 
tennis, but going toe-to-toe with cops was 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
40. S6 is proud that he participated in ADAPT 
and getting to a leadership position with this 
organization. 
41. S6 was willing to get arrested by engaging 
in civil disobedience in order to bring social 
changes.  
 
42. S6 remembers the incident when he went to 
San Francisco to engage a civil disobedience.  
 
 
 
 
 
43. On the third day of this activity, S6 sat next 
to an author and poet, who later became a very 
good friend of his. She had a significant 
disability, was on a ventilator, and her mobility 
was extremely limited.    
 
 
 
 
44. For S6 she was an inspiration because she 
practiced her activism for disability rights 
without showing her fear in front of the police.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
45. Her action of going to toe-to-toe with the 
police inspired S6. This changed him and was 
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inspirational to me. I think that’s what really 
changed or was a trigger for me./ 46. So I think 
that was something that I was very proud of 
that I got that first arrest that led to god knows 
how many others./ 47. Then I think the other 
that I am very proud of is I was the Executive 
Director for [an organization] for [years]./ 48. I 
got the job or asked to take the position when 
the former Director—there were some 
problems with the former Director. I really 
enjoyed being in a broader Civil Rights scheme 
of things than just disability./ 49. I really 
looked forward to working with ethnic 
minorities, women and gay/lesbian, although 
they weren’t protected, but working with just 
across the board Civil Rights./ 50. What I 
quickly found out was people with disabilities 
were discriminated against more than anybody 
else or at least they were more likely to report 
the discrimination. It sort of backfired on me./ 
51. I thought that we did a really good job 
during those years and brought some really 
good cases and had several significant lawsuits 
that even today are still held up in our 
precedent across the country for the way to 
bring out certain types of litigation and how to 
fight for certain types of accessible housing. 
Those are a couple of things that I am very 
proud of./   
 
Thank you for sharing those experiences. 
 
S6: You’re welcome.  
 

a trigger for him.   
46. S6 was very proud himself when he was 
arrested for the first time because his 
experience led many people to follow his lead.  
47. S6 is also proud that he was the Executive 
Director of an organization for several years.  
48. S6 was asked to take the Executive 
Director position. He really enjoyed working 
on broader civil right issues, not just disability, 
by serving in this position.   
 
49. He looked forward to working with ethnic 
minorities, women, as well as gays and 
lesbians. He enjoyed working on civil rights 
across the board.  
50. By serving as the Executive Director, he 
realized that people with disabilities were 
discriminated against most and were more 
likely to report the discrimination. This finding 
made him angry.  
51. S6 is very proud that the organization did a 
good job during those years under his 
leadership. His organization brought good 
cases and lawsuits that became precedents 
across the country.  
 
 
 

 
Level Three (Narrative Based on Emergent Themes) 

 Frank has been involved in human services for most of his adult life. He has worked with 
individuals who have significant disabilities, and have been in institutions, nursing homes, group 
homes, and have eventually moved into their communities.  
 He became involved in many organizations and gravitated to the top. He has been on 
several boards and served as President of boards because often times nobody else would take 
such leadership roles. He has served as leadership roles for various state and national disability 
organizations. 
 Frank has been involved in ADAPT, a national organization that fights for disability 
rights and for ending the institutional bias in long-term care for people with disabilities. He is 
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one of the ten to twelve individuals who work in the ADAPT's core-leadership group. This group 
lays out the strategic outline for ADAPT. As a leader in this group he is involved in national 
actions in Washington D.C. or somewhere else to conduct protests and to engage in civil 
disobedience. 
 Frank's leadership role includes responsibilities such as, directing people, contacting the 
police and the press, and being in the protest activity. He has held this role ever since he became 
involved with ADAPT. He observes that ADAPT’s participants come and go. He has risen to the 
top by maintaining his passion for civil rights. He believes that his passion came from his 
personal experience as a protester and his employment with disability services, which will be 
described below. 
 When he was 16 years old, he was injured by a car accident. This accident occurred 
during his junior year in high school. He went through "the world of aimless" about 8 to 10 years 
after this accident. He did not know what he wanted to do with his life. One year after the car 
accident he went to college and felt that everyone else was directing his life. He uses a 
wheelchair. Deans of the college told him that nobody would hire him.  
 Going out into the community and going to local taverns were enjoyable for Frank. 
However, these locations were not accessible, and he often had to be carried down the steps to 
get to these places. He got to a point where he thought that those places should be accessible to 
him if they wanted his business as a customer. He began his own protest and stopped going to 
and using businesses that were not accessible to him.  
 Later, Frank started working for a Center for Independent Living and worked with people 
with significant disabilities who did not have the services that they needed. Also, he worked for 
the Association for Retarded Citizens (ARC) and worked with people who could not speak, have 
been in institutions, have been abused, and had been in nursing homes.  
 Frank is "civil rights" minded. He wants to improve quality of life for those who are 
paraplegic or quadriplegic, who have a single digit IQ, or who use a wheelchair. He believes that 
those individuals can return home from an institution instead of to a nursing home or group home.  
 He recalls that as a young teenager he used to get into discussions and arguments with his 
relatives about segregation. He did not understand why black children had to go to a different 
school. He has always gone against most of his families' policies. He has been considered "the 
black-sheep of the family." From a political perspective, he is an advocate for civil rights and 
considers himself a progressive liberal. For him it is a constant struggle that not everyone is 
equal and does not have equal civil rights, particularly for minorities, especially people with 
disabilities.  
 For instance at school, he has experienced people with disabilities feeling like they 
always have to prove that they are worthy of something better. He believes that it is wrong that 
people with disabilities assume that they are unworthy. 
 Frank always feels that people should be equal regardless of demographics. He gets 
irritated when someone is treated unequally, in particular, being abused or beaten. Such issues 
are real troubling for him.  
 He is very concerned about policies that affect people with cognitive disabilities and 
communication disabilities. These policies keep individuals down or incarcerated just because 
they have a disability. Changing these policies is his passion and has led him to be a leader. He 
works at understanding the federal, state, and local policies and wants to make them better.  
Consequently, he has had many experiences in developing and changing policies that are related 
to people with disabilities.  
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 Frank started surrounding himself with people who are like-minded and who ask 
questions about what will make him become a better leader. He experiences this with ADAPT.  
 He met many individuals in all over the country. These individuals called themselves 
"mentors" and he continues to work with them to try and find new ways to do things.  
 Frank's former boss at the Association for Community Advocacy, his wife, and Wade 
Blank at ADAPT have been influential individuals in his professional life. His former boss and 
his wife have been his major mentors. Frank remembers that his former boss always asked, 
"Why do we have to go to better before we get to best?" The boss instilled in him that going 
straight to the best without compromising the quality is important.  
 Through his former boss, Frank was able to connect with many people at the state and 
national level and across the country. He connected with those who held the same beliefs and 
became good friends with people who have significant disabilities.  
 Frank believes that his wife also influenced him. She has been working for disability 
issues for longer than he has. He compares her advocacy style with a pit bull - once she gets a 
hold of the person, she will not let go until the person says "yes."  
 Frank remembers the Reverend Wade Blank, who was involved in the Civil Rights 
movement in the 60's. Blank started moving people out of nursing homes in the early 70's in 
Colorado. He met Blank once before he died while trying to save his child from a riptide. His 
meeting with Blank occurred 4 months after he became actively involved with ADAPT. He 
recalls that Blank expressed love, compassion, and understanding and as a leader, he inspired 
and empowered others to be leaders themselves.  
 The biggest challenge for Frank is prioritizing one group to another or one task to 
another; and believes that he is not good at it. He believes that he continually needs to learn how 
to say "no" and to be able to follow through when he does say, "no." He finds that he often 
agrees to too many things and does not have the time or the energy to complete them.  
 As he gets older, he strongly feels that it is important to get more young people involved. 
Not only is he getting older, but also others are getting older. He believes that older people need 
someone to come in behind them. In the last 10 to 15 years, he has been involved in developing 
materials that illustrate and document the history of the Disability Right movement so as to teach 
others, particularly young people. For his project, he collects and shares materials, such as books, 
music, poetry, posters, to teach young people about the disability rights movement. He also 
provides training on disability culture and disability history.  
 Frank is proud of his participation in ADAPT, especially his leadership position with 
ADAPT. He has gotten to the point where he was willing to get arrested by engaging in civil 
disobedience in order to bring social changes. He remembers the incident when he went to San 
Francisco to engage in civil disobedience for disability rights.  
 On the third day in San Francisco, Frank met and sat next to an author and poet, who later 
became a very good friend of his. She had a significant disability, was on a ventilator, and her 
mobility was extremely limited. For him she was an inspiration because she practiced her 
activism without showing her fear in front of the police and their shotguns. Her action of going 
toe-to-toe with the police inspired Frank. This changed him and triggered something for him. He 
was very proud himself when he was arrested for the first time because his actions inspired many 
people to follow.  
 Frank is also proud that he served as the Executive Director of a state organization for 
several years. He was asked to take the position by others. As the director, he really enjoyed 
working on broader civil right issues, not just disability. He looked forward to working with 
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ethnic minorities, women, and gay and lesbian people. He enjoyed working to promote civil 
rights across the board.  
 By serving as the Executive Director, Frank realized that people with disabilities were 
more likely discriminated. These findings made him angry. He is very proud that the 
organization did a good job under his leadership. His organization brought good cases and 
lawsuits that have become precedents across the country.  
 
 
 
 
 

 


